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Abstract 

Social networking has developed at great speed in the last two decades in China and an 

estimated 485 million people in China now use social network sites for social and 

professional purposes. Among this population is a substantial portion of teenagers 

looking for social networking sites to facilitate a better education, but most of these 

teenagers are distracted by games and other online entertainments that affect their study. 

Although some popular social networking sites, such as QZone and Renren, have 

attracted 190 million and 95 million people in China, respectively, there is a lack of 

good social networking sites aiming to help teenage students to learn subjects that can 

nurture their creative thinking and ability to make design objects, which is an area of 

education in the Chinese educational system that has been considered weak and 

inadequate in the past. 

 

Chinese education at the high-school level represents one of the most demanding 

curriculums in the world for students, with strong competition for limited university 

places at the center of educational purposes, but with little emphasis on creative and 

innovative design thinking and making abilities. It was only in 2005 that China started 

to introduce the subject of “Design and Technology” into high-school curriculums, with 

several pilot schools chosen in the city of Nanjing. While the students at high-school 

level lack sufficient training in design-related subjects, an increasingly large number of 

universities are rushing to establish design schools and design programmes. There is 

inconsistency in the building up of a coherent link between high schools and universities 

in the training for creative thinking and practical design skills. As a result, many 

students who have aspirations to become designers do not have sufficient knowledge to 

fulfil the entry requirements for design schools, whilst many parents still have the 

perception that drawing and painting skills are the only talents needed for their children 
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to enter design schools or the design profession. 

 

Almost all the high schools in Chinese cities now employ sufficient and sometimes 

powerful computers to facilitate teaching and learning activities. These, however, have 

been limited to no more than document processing. In terms of the teaching and learning 

in the subject of Design and Technology, few guidelines or introductions exist for 

students and teachers to engage in an interactive and collaborative environment as they 

work through a design project. There is a lack of computational support either from 

within the schools or from an outside service provider to provide effective teaching 

materials for the students to engage in design-related subjects in the fashion of social 

networking. However, the students do spend a large amount of time outside teaching 

hours on the development of various personal interests.  

 

This thesis looks into the problems facing Chinese high schools in developing creative 

and practical design skills effectively for their students amid teenagers’ booming interest 

in Internet and social networking activities. It investigates how a transition is taking 

place among Chinese high schools from a traditional art approach to design to a more 

integrated approach to design and embracing technology and computing, and how such 

a change in the trends of both schools and students is affecting design education at the 

university level.   

 

Various scenarios are investigated involving the curriculum developers at the national 

level, social networking developers, and in particular the teachers and students at several 

high schools in two cities in China, i.e., Shenzhen and Nanjing. These investigations 

follow several taught subjects in Design and Technology and explore their implications 

for design education in China in wide social, cultural, and historic contexts. Based on 

these investigations, a theoretical framework for a web-based design teaching system in 

the style of social networking is proposed, emphasizing four features of design 

interaction: innovative, collaborative, intellective, and interactive.  
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This framework identifies the basic techniques and design features to make an 

education-related social networking site effective and affective for students and teachers. 

This framework is developed based on an analysis of the profiles of those students and 

teachers investigated during two field trips to Nanjing. This framework has been tested 

among these students and teachers.  

 

This research makes an original contribution to the field of design education and social 

networking by presenting a comprehensive study of how Chinese students at the high-

school level are being educated in terms of creative thinking and design ability, and the 

implications for design education in China as a whole. This research also demonstrates a 

prototype for a new social networking framework for design education at high schools 

in China, which represents insights into and guidelines on how computational 

techniques can be utilized for the development of social networking sites, facilitating 

better interaction and collaboration among students and teachers in the teaching and 

learning of design-related subjects in creative domains, with more appropriate use of 

new technology. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Design education in China 

Design education is concerned with developing students’ creative abilities in the design 

of products, systems, services, and environments in an artistic and scientific manner. In 

Europe and the USA, design is a well-established subject, which combines cognitive, 

engineering, and computational theories and methods with well-defined, aesthetic, 

functional, and ergonomic standards. In mainland China, modern design education has 

been experiencing fast growth and expansion in the last 20 years at the university level. 

It is estimated that there are now more than 30,000 students in mainland China studying 

various design programmes, including architectural design, product design, graphic 

design, interior and environmental design, and multimedia design. With such speed and 

scale, China is moving quickly towards developing an innovation-centred, complete, 

and mature design education system, educating the great number of designers required 

for the ever-growing industry and economy.  

 

Today, there are around 1,000 design schools in China. About 10 of them are good in 

terms of quality. In the meantime, according to some estimates, China will need 

thousands of product designers, including those who will educate the next generation of 

designers. Cities like Changsha, Hangzhou, Kunming, Shenzhen, and Wuxi have 

upgraded or built new design institutions, and provincial governments are trying to 

attract design firms to their technology parks. We selected 3 design schools from the 

1,000 to present a general outline of Chinese design education at the university level 

from north to south.  
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The Central Academy of Fine Arts, locate in Beijing, the capital of China, is an academy 

in which culture, history, and art are flourishing and which enjoys the best art resources 

in the world. The CAFA, as a leading institution for modern art education in China, 

provides a rich ground for those who wish to learn, experience, and engage in creativity, 

and has nurtured a number of pre-eminent artists during the past ninety years. The 

CAFA is the only art academy of higher learning directly under the Ministry of 

Education. It was founded in April 1950, as a result of a merger between the National 

Art School in Beiping and the Department of Fine Arts at the third campus of North 

China University. The history of the National Art School in Beiping might date back to 

the founding of the National School of Fine Arts in Beijing in 1918, advocated by the 

notable educator, Cai Yuanpei. It was the first national school of fine arts in Chinese 

history, and also the beginning of Chinese modern fine art education. Now, there are six 

schools and colleges under the CAFA: the School of Fine Art, School of Chinese 

Painting, School of Design, School of Architecture, School of Humanities, College of 

City Design, and School of Continuing Education and the Affiliated High School of 

Fine Art. Today’s CAFA remains a reasonable scale in terms of space and student 

numbers, highlighting its academic, experimental, practising, and multi-disciplinary 

developments, which should be appropriate for a higher educational infrastructure in a 

modern era.  

 

The School of Design of Jiangnan University, founded in 1960, is the earliest one to 

take art design as its main subject. It has brought up a large quantity of excellent talents 

for the Chinese design industry and design education and contributed to the initiation 

and development of Chinese modern design. The school, whose teaching and research 

feature intercrossing and fusion, has won the National Teaching Prizes in three 

successive years. The school keeps standing contact and cooperation with famous design 

colleges in teaching and research internationally and boasts the top level in China and a 
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certain influence in the outside world; it thus possesses the basic characteristics of the 

international advanced subjects. It is the key base of teaching and research for nurturing 

high-level design and art talents. There are eight departments in the School of Design: 

Industrial Design, Architecture and Environment Art Design, Visual Communication, 

Public Art, Media Art, Advertising, Modelling Art, and History and Theory of Art 

Design.  

 

The Guangzhou Academy of Fine Art (GAFA) was founded in 1953 as the Central 

South China Fine Arts School, which consisted of the South China Literature & Art 

College, the Central South China Literature & Arts Institute, and the Fine Arts 

Department of Guangxi Art Institute. It is one of the eight schools in China that focuses 

exclusively on art and design education and it is by all accounts one of the best. 

Competition is keen, to say the least: of 30,000 applications in a given year, only 1,000 

will be accepted, based on standardized tests that include foundational art skills. The 

GAFA offers the full spectrum of art and design programmes, from traditional Chinese 

landscape painting to animation and digital arts, as well as new programmes in 

architecture and automotive design. In addition, the GAFA is one of the first authorized 

institutions to award MFA degrees in the whole of China.   

 

Generally speaking, art and design education at the university level in China has 

developed systematically over the course of several decades. However, there are still 

many problems that remain unresolved. Many schools do not have enough time, money, 

human resources, faculty, design studio, hardware, and software. Different from 

Western countries, most students in China do not have a basic knowledge in the design 

field unless they enter university. How to build a design education system in high 

schools is an issue that needs to be considered at present.  
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1.2 Starting design education in high schools in China  

Many differences exist regarding the development of the creative ability of design 

students among mainland Chinese design institutions and those in Europe and the USA. 

However, the biggest difference between China’s education system and those in Europe 

and the USA is the lack of creativity training in design and technology in China at the 

high-school level before a student enters university. It is argued that the creative 

thinking ability of design students should be developed early, at the high-school level, in 

order for the students to have the mind set when entering a design school at university to 

confront tasks at both the abstract level and the knowledge level, where design skills are 

applied to various design problem-solving cases. In China, design education and 

creative training at the high-school level are considered to lag far behind Europe and the 

USA. It was only until recently, in 2005, that the State Ministry of Education in China 

decided to introduce a curriculum for design and technology in high schools all over 

China. Such a subject has been well developed, for example, in the UK for at least 30 

years. In 2004, Prof. Jianjun Gu, the professor at Nanjing Normal University, became 

the chief editor for a high-school design education textbook series. There are seven parts 

in the textbook series, separated into compulsory and elective options. The compulsory 

part consists of Design and Technology I and Design and Technology II, and the 

elective part contains Architectural Design, Artificial Technology and Robot Making, 

Home Economics and Living Technology, Fashion Design, and Automobile Driving and 

Maintenance. In this research project, we focus on the compulsory part to understand 

how the textbook supports the subject of Design and Technology.  

 

However, there are many problems facing the schools, teachers, and instructors in terms 

of understanding the significance of this subject and how to deliver it in the most 

efficient way, making use of the available technology while learning about useful 

experiences from other countries that have successfully built up research and platforms 
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to support the education of the subject. The primary and secondary education system in 

China is different from that in Western countries. It requires copious amounts of 

memorization. The students in China are told not to ask questions but to listen and learn. 

Examinations are the key determinants of whether a student can proceed to a particular 

area of study or attend a school of their choice and competition is severe. From a 

student’s perspective, the significance of this subject may not be fully appreciated and 

many students may just treat this subject as an extra part of the curriculum. Even if they 

do realize the importance of this subject, they may still face difficulties in the learning 

process since they have long been educated in a way in which innovation and creativity 

are encouraged less than memorizing knowledge and applying it in various competitions 

in which a student can become more recognized. From a teacher’s perspective, this 

subject is very different from a traditional subject. Teaching this subject well is also a 

challenge for the teacher. Teachers always use digital equipment, such as computers, to 

help in teaching; courseware is the most common method. However, the class effect is 

not as good as imagined.  

 

Therefore, it is necessary to understand how a complete design education system can be 

developed, starting from the high-school level, which will make the best use of the 

artistic tradition and pedagogical philosophy, enhanced by the application of the 

available technology, thus paving the way for the students to progress into university-

level design courses and develop careers in the design profession. 

1.3 Social networks and student life in China 

The students now of high-school age in China were born after the 1990s and as such 

they have distinctively different characteristics and live in fast-evolving environments 

that the previous generations have never been able to experience. That is, they are 

overwhelmingly involved in computer games and Internet socialization. On the one 
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hand, they are exposed to new technologies and entertainments, which can cultivate 

their interests and curiosity. On the other hand, uncontrolled access to the Internet and 

social networking without proper choices of the contents can distract their attention and 

damage their creative thinking. This problem is becoming increasingly serious as China 

is developing the largest population of Internet users in the worlds, many of whom are 

young students without proper judgements of the choices of contents of game-based 

entertainment and social networking.  

 

An annual report on social networking usage for teenagers in 2011 analysed the Internet 

and social networking usage of minors. The survey was carried out in Beijing, Zhejiang, 

Jiangsu, Sichuan, Jilin, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Guangdong, Guangxi, and Hubei. A 

total of 10,000 students in 100 schools participated in the survey. The survey shows that 

the main purpose of minors’ use of the Internet is entertainment. The data maintained in 

recent years have shown that listening to music, playing games, and chatting are located 

in the top three most important things to do by minors, with obvious advantages. News, 

mail, searching, and other Internet applications have had an alternative status for minors. 

QQ chat has been the most popular Internet application of minors, and it continues to 

maintain a fairly high level of usage. This status has made parents and teachers worried 

that social networking will influence teenagers’ usual study life.  

 

In order to ease the worry of parents and teachers and generate a new way to solve the 

problem, it is necessary to integrate design-based education with social networking so 

that opportunities can be given to the students at the high-school level to develop their 

creative thinking while encouraging them to engage in healthy social networking with 

educational values and talent development.  

 

The use of computer technologies in high schools in China is not uncommon since many 

schools are becoming better equipped with computers, especially those schools in the 
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coastal provinces, where the economic reform started early. As a matter of fact, many 

teachers are being trained by the local educational authorities to use multimedia-based 

equipment in teaching and courseware development. However, few studies exist on the 

use of social network facilities targeting Design and Technology education. In the 

meantime, the application of computational design techniques, such as knowledge-based 

systems, neural networks, and genetic algorithms facilitating machine learning and 

design exploration, in a design education context, provides excellent opportunities to 

test how such techniques can be effectively integrated into a system that becomes part of 

a social networking system involving direct interaction with students, teachers, and 

audiences in the related social, cultural, and educational environments. 

1.4 Research background and motivation 

During my undergraduate study, I chose computer science as my major and started 

designing some simple systems and websites using programming skills. WebCT played 

an important role for college students as a platform for e-learning, such as downloading 

lecture courseware, group discussions, or uploading coursework. However, there are 

many limitations to the campus learning platform.  

 

Design education in high schools in mainland China is only in its infancy. Prof. Jianjun 

Gu, who organized and promoted the design education subject, has been trying to find a 

scientific and attractive method for teaching and learning utilizing the Internet. From my 

own study experience, it is clear that I have a great interest in finding an easy and 

efficient way of learning. I want to build an environment for students to cultivate 

creative thinking, especially in the design education field, through games, entertainment, 

and animation.  

 

My master thesis concerned the use of computer games in an educational system that 
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teaches children the concept of saving water. The use of 3D animation in this project 

helped to stimulate the children’s curiosity and understanding of the concept of energy 

saving. Extending this research into a wider context of design and technology education 

in mainland China requires a much more comprehensive study of Chinese students and a 

more sophisticated system based on social networking in order to help them to interact 

with teachers in the learning process of design and technology, so as to cultivate their 

creative thinking by means of hands-on skills and techniques for making objects and 

products.  

 

The aim of this research is to design a social networking site to support design education 

in mainland China, with a particular focus on high-school students. It is necessary to 

establish how a social network can be extended to an educational system in which the 

knowledge and skills of design can be developed through problem solving and creative 

thinking. It tries to identify the balance between developing individual creativity and 

developing the group activity of collaboration, so that an educational objective can be 

achieved through a new way of communication and interaction, supported by the use of 

web-based computational techniques that provide an affective interface and intelligent 

mechanisms for feedback and initiation.  

 

Online education systems have been undergoing development for several decades. Most 

of such systems have been designed for long-distance learning (or e-learning). 

Courseware and video clips are the main ways to make study environments. The 

multimedia education model instigated the education development, which has huge 

development potential. With the development and the popularity of the Internet, cyber 

culture has emerged with the appearance of cyber time, which is almost fully equipped 

as a new cultural form. Web pages have now become the main carrier of information too, 

and the network has become the fourth media. A network age has already emerged. A 

new education form could be based on social networking, which enables people to learn 
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as they socialize. When I was a teenage student, social networking was just coming into 

my daily life. At that time, instant messaging was a new communication tool for every 

student in China. We began to spend a large amount of time chatting with friends and 

even strangers. I also developed a great interest mostly in the Internet and the 

information technology of learning. 

1.5 Research objectives 

The aim of this PhD research project is to establish a good understanding of how such 

integration can be developed and implemented in order to provide insights into how 

computational and interactive techniques can be used in the integration of a social 

network and a design education system, facilitating the development of creative thinking 

and design interest talents. In such a system, communication, education, and interaction 

are supported through creative problem solving and social networking involving 

students, teachers, and even parents.  

1.5.1 Research questions 

The improving of environment and education can lead toward similar goals improving the 

quality of life. The need for an interactive human learning system has never been more pressing 

than today (Sanoff, 2007). The aim of this research is to design a social networking site to 

support design education in mainland China, with a particular focus on high-school 

students. Social networking sites are popular with teenagers and college students as they 

begin to develop their problem-solving ability and creative thinking related to design 

and technology education. The integration of education applications supported by 

computational design techniques with social networking sites will generate a different 

and new experience for students. As described in the preview chapters, some social 

networking sites are open sourced, and these open-sourced sites can be further 
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developed as the basis for the proposed system.  

 

Therefore, the main research question is “How can social networking and computational 

techniques be integrated to support design education in high schools in China?” The 

development of Chinese high-school design education is behind that of Western 

countries. Therefore, I need to combine the features of design education and social 

networking sites in order to generate a new learning mode.  

 

There are two sub-questions under the main research question:  

1. How do students express cognitive interaction with the educational Social Network 

Site (SNS)? 

2. How do students express collaborative interaction with design learning? 

The integrated platform proposed can provide a recreational and innovative environment 

for an educational integrated system on the Web. It is to be developed through social 

networking and computational techniques to create a new educational experience.  

At the end of the research, a realized integration framework will be supported for high-

school students in mainland China to use in design education. Case studies in ShenZhen 

and Nanjing have been carried out to test the proposed framework and the interfaces. 

Before the testing, a prototype was developed for both students and teachers. The 

prototype system was then improved from the results of the questionnaire and interview 

investigations.  

 

This research sets out to achieve the following objectives: 

 To create an embedded platform utilizing the existing open-sourced social network 

sites, such as “Qzone” and “Renren”, or to create a unique SNS platform for design 

education.  

 To add interactive and collaborative features to the platforms to enable stronger 
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engagement between the users and the system interfaces. 

 To develop contents and system features to achieve learning as collaboration with 

mutual emotional support among teachers and students. 

 

The integrated platform proposed can provide a recreational and innovative environment 

for an educational integrated system on the Web. It is to be developed through social 

networking and computational techniques to create a new educational experience.  

 

The integrated platform is expected to help to build a tool by means of students 

communicating ideas with each other. By doing so, social networking will be changed to 

a complementary learning tool and thus will not only be for entertainment purposes. The 

newer generations in China’s population are increasingly influenced by the unstructured 

information and knowledge available on the Internet, which may not be appropriately 

used for their purpose and may be unrelated to their learning need. Therefore, it is 

necessary to develop technologies with which such a trend can be turned, to allow 

students more opportunities to combine recreational activities with creative problem-

solving skills that can be developed through online collaboration in 2D or 3D modelling, 

design project development, game development, or multimedia applications. Therefore, 

the proposed project will make a significant contribution to China’s education system.  

 

In the same conditions, the integrated platform could be used for teaching other subjects. 

Designers will be able to change the contexts and the function of the platform. The 

system provides an opportunity to integrate web-based computational design techniques 

with social networking with realistic applications in high-school design education that 

will involve students and teachers for testing and feedback. The results and case studies 

derived from this project will provide rich resources for the development of new online 

educational tools.  
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Before the testing, a prototype was developed for both students and teachers. The 

prototype system was then improved following the questionnaire and interview 

investigations. The proposed research will contribute to the field of social networking, 

computational design, and design education in mainland China in the following ways.  

 By providing a comprehensive study on how social networking is used by high-

school students in mainland China. Through case studies and prototype testing, the 

project will establish a model for integrating social networking with design 

technology education content in order to change the behaviours of high-school 

students, in an attempt to cultivate creativity. 

 By developing a computational framework in which several computational design 

techniques are utilized in a social networking framework for an interactive interface, 

intended for capturing and collaborative learning, and providing test results relating 

to how such techniques might support design teachers and students in high schools 

in mainland China. 

 By providing case studies and implemented materials in high-school design 

education to identify the forms of design activities, such as game design, animation 

design, multimedia creation, and design and technology subjects, that may best be 

utilized in a social networking framework to achieve more efficient learning. 

1.6 Outline of the research 

A theoretical framework is a collection of interrelated concepts, like a theory but not 

necessarily so well worked out. A theoretical framework is proposed to guide my 

research, determining the things I will measure and the statistical relationships I will 

look for. In this research, three factors of the proposed system will be articulated in the 

theoretical framework for the integration of various computational techniques, as 

illustrated in the following diagram. 
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1.6.1 Basic framework 

The main proposition for this research to make is the integration of a social networking 

framework for design education, starting from the high-school level, which will 

stimulate the students to develop a strong interest in creative thinking through the 

subject of design and technology. The integration of three models with a social 

networking framework supported by computational techniques is the key to such a 

proposition. The realization of this theoretical framework needs special research on how 

to integrate these three aspects in a social networking framework with design education 

contents. 

 

The aim of the theoretical framework is to help the reader make logical sense of the 

relationship of the variables and factors that are demand relevant to the problem. The 

theoretical framework always relates to the research question. Our research questions 

include several theories, which are collaborative, cognitive, and pedagogical. Our 

educational social network site design also depends on the theory framework (Figure 

1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1.1 The basic theoretical framework 

 

The figure shows three important theories, which are collaborative, cognitive, and 

pedagogical. We will introduce them briefly one by one, and the detail will be 

represented in Chapter 4.  
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 Collaborative: This means that learning in the developed social network framework 

is seen as a collaborative activity in which communication, role playing, and 

teamwork can be formed through the framework and be supported by the 

framework. For example, the students might be encouraged to analyse 

collaboratively a design principle, design process, or complete design product, or to 

develop a game and animation through collaboration during which different roles, 

such as group leader, conceptual developer, engineer, and marketing researcher, can 

be supported through integrated digital tools to be effective and efficient.  

 Cognitive: This means that the learning relies on a specific set of cognitive skills, 

such as attention, memory, symbolic, thinking, and self-regulation. The cognitive 

skills are considered in this platform. In some cases, this can be designed with the 

aim of learning more about computing. It recreates how the brain can carry out a 

particular task, such as learning or making decisions. In order to learn successfully 

and teach the design and technology subject, we must understand how knowledge is 

acquired, organized, and stored in the human mind and the factors that affect it and 

make learning more efficient (Davidko, 2011).  

 Pedagogical: This means that the system is based on experiential learning theory. It 

has its own representativeness from a traditional education style to an innovative 

education mode. The platform needs to have knowledge representation methods for 

teachers or students to build up a design knowledge base through guided examples; 

as such, the system will accumulate design knowledge that can be reused. The 

pedagogical model will represent the teaching and learning activities associated 

with a creative subject.  

As we know, designing a framework is the same as designing a software system, in 

which the process, information architecture, supporting components and modules, 

graphic and animated interfaces, as well as the data for a framework to satisfy the 

requirements are integrated. Thus, we give a proposed outline model for this integration 
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web-based SNS. This is a basic general model for understanding. The detailed 

framework model will be presented in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 1.1.2 The basic model  

1.6.2 System architecture 

A framework architecture is the concept design that defines the structure or behaviour of 

a system. An architecture description is a formal description of a system, organized in a 

way that supports the reasoning of the structural properties of the system. It defines the 

system components or building blocks and provides a plan from which products can be 

procured and systems developed, which will work together to implement the overall 

system. The architecture for this web-based integration framework is shown on the next 

page. It represents the main working progress of an integrated framework; the progress 

and function are based on a theoretical model. The structure shows the basic functions 

of social networking sites. These are blog, album, share, group, activity, vote, friend, 

and message board. Users have their own personal main page; all the functions display 

the main page clearly.  
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Figure 1.1.3 The system’s basic structure 

1.7 Thesis structure 

The thesis is divided into eight chapters, including this introductory chapter.  

 Chapter 2 consists of a literature review. In this chapter, I review the design 

education development history in Europe, the US, and mainland China. I chose the 

UK as a specific country to represent Europe. Then, I review computer-based 

learning and its related techniques; different techniques have their own features in 

the online world. The research reviews and analyses the mainstream social 

networking sites in mainland China. Each site has its own features and user group. I 

also provide the latest data and investigate the social networking usage status for 

young people in China.  

 Chapter 3 describes the research methods used in this research project. I chose the 

mixed method to conduct the research, including the case study method, observation, 

survey, interviews, and usability testing. The combined methods play an important 

role in the research approach.  
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 Chapter 4 provides the theoretical framework of this research project. It describes 

the cognitive, collaborative, and pedagogical models in separate sections. Then I 

generate a new framework suitable for this research project. 

 Chapter 5 describes the first case study and proposed platform. In the first case 

study, I visited two high schools in Shenzhen: Shenzhen Experimental School and 

Shenzhen Yitian High School. I conducted general interviews and observation with 

the aim of developing the first prototype of the proposed social networking platform. 

This draft prototype will help in the completion of the final platform. 

 Chapter 6 is the one of the most important chapters in this thesis. It describes the 

second case study in Nanjing. I visited four high schools for survey and observation. 

I also interviewed some students and teachers, and received feedback from them. I 

observed the teachers’ and students’ in design and technology classes, and analysed 

their performance in class. This case study brings strong support for the educational 

SNS design. 

 Chapter 7 is the technical chapter, which introduces the development and working 

process of this educational SNS. The content includes the basic principles, 

framework building, function, and program language. Finally, I represent the test 

result and feedback from users.  

 Chapter 8 concludes. The researcher resolves how the educational SNS helps design 

education and how this kind of new educational mode impacts on design education 

in China. The limitations of this research project are also discussed in this chapter, 

as well as how to develop the project in future study and its potential.  
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

This chapter reviews the history of design education in the UK, the US, and mainland China. 

Computer-based learning and its related techniques are also reviewed since they constitute an 

increasingly important learning method for young people in the online world. The 

mainstream social networking sites in mainland China are reviewed, each of which has its 

own user group and characteristics. Based on these reviews, the behaviours of high-school 

students in mainland China in relation to social networking and their learning activities are 

discussed, since social network sites have become major influence factors for their learning 

activities and social interests outside the school education system.  

2.1 Design education history 

Design is the arrangement of forms and colours of an artefact or natural form. The word 

“design” is from the Latin designare, meaning to mark out, trace out, contrive, or arrange 

(Stuart, 1970). In The Oxford Dictionary, the explanation for the word “design” is a plan or 

drawing produced to show the look and function or workings of a building, garment, or other 

object before it is made. It is the creation of a plan and convention for the construction of an 

object or system. There are countless philosophies for guiding design as the design values 

and accompanying aspects of modern design vary, both between different schools of thought 

and among practising designers. Design, so construed, is the core of all professional training. 

It is the principal mark that distinguishes the professions from the sciences. Thus, design 

education forms an important part of the whole design research and practice.  

 

Design education is the teaching of the theory and application of the design of products, 

services, and environments. It encompasses various disciplines of design, such as graphic 

design, user interface design, web design, packaging design, industrial design, fashion design, 
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information design, interior design, sustainable design, and universal design. However, 

design education is also concerned with the training of theoretical thinking or practical skills 

in a process that can be mapped out to other areas of applications, while theoretical thinking 

is often provided at the postgraduate level and practical skills can be given to students at the 

undergraduate level or high-school level. 

 

Throughout the history of Western civilization, education was limited to the children of 

families with wealth or social power (Efland, 1990). Educational matters have been the 

subjects of earnest discussions by philosophers and statesmen. As we know, Western culture 

dawned in Greece, where two great philosophers, Plato and Aristotle, wrote not only about 

education but also about the place of the arts within it (Efland, 1990). The concept of art 

education as distinct from craft training was realized in Italy in the sixteenth century due to 

the recognition of art as a product of the intellect rather than skilful hands, and a “scienza 

studiosa” investigated the principles of design of natural phenomena (Stuart, 1970). On the 

contrary, for many decades design studio pedagogy continued to be taboo, undebatable and 

untouchable. Until the late 1970s, few scholars discussed design education (Salama & 

Wilkinson, 2007).  

 

With the development of the world and artistic forms, art and design education as it stands 

today has been greatly influenced by the Bauhaus school (Bauhaus meaning house of 

building). Most consider it to be the first formal design school. The origins of Bauhaus can 

obviously be traced back to Kindergarten, the school system for educating young children 

perfected by Friedrich Froebel. Friedrich Froebel was a German pedagogue who created the 

concept of the “kindergarten” and also coined the word now used in German and English.  

 

In Norman Brosterrman’s book Inventing kindergarten, the series of “gifts” used by children 

at kindergarten are very much what young designers were taught to experiment and to “play” 

with as they were learning about formal principles and relationships. The gifts stimulated 

imagination and creativity while teaching the designers to think about formal principles in 

two dimensions and in three dimensions. In 1919, a German architect named Walter Gropius 

was appointed as head of the Bauhaus in Weimar. He came from the Werkbund movement, 
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which sought to integrate art and economics and to add an element of engineering to art 

(Bayer, 1938). Students at this new school were trained by both an artist and a master 

craftsman. Gropius thought that modern artists familiar with science and economics need to 

unite the creative imagination with practical knowledge of craftsmanship, and thus to 

develop a new sense of functional design (Bayer, 1938). 

 

The first aim of the school was to rescue all of the arts from the isolation in which each then 

found itself to encourage individual artisans and craftsmen to work cooperatively and 

combine all of their skills (Whitford, 1984). The school also set out to elevate the status of 

crafts to the same level enjoyed by fine arts such as painting and sculpting. Another 

important aspect is to maintain contact with the leaders of industry and craft in an attempt 

eventually to gain independence from government support by selling designs to industry.  

 

In 1937, the stars of the Bauhaus fled to the United States in the wake of the Nazis’ rise to 

power. At that time, the United States welcomed them with open arms. Gropius was made 

the head of the school of architecture at Harvard. One of the most versatile artists of the 

twentieth century, named Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, opened the new Bauhaus, which evolved 

into the Chicago Institute of Design (“Illinois Institute of Technology” today). Mies van der 

Rohe, who was a great architect of the time, became the head of the Bauhaus in 1930, and 

was installed as the Dean of Architecture at the Armour Institute in Chicago.  

Bauhaus is still a very important part of today’s design education scene. Its effect stretches 

beyond product design into the realms of architecture, theatre, and typography, in which the 

designs and style of Bauhaus also occupy a significant position. 

2.2 Design education in the UK  

For a long time, researchers sought a general definition of “design education”. Some 

identified a number of characteristics specific to this area. 

    

 A studio as a mode of learning: Working in a shared place in which students develop 
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skills through a sequence of projects, in which ongoing work and critiques are visible 

to the larger community of students and teachers.  

 Reflective practice: There were a number of references to Schon’s work on “The 

reflective practitioner”, in which learning takes place through a mode of working 

through experience with prototyping in a medium and reflecting on the iterative 

results.  

 Culture of critiquing: It is recognized that a particular culture of learning in the arts 

and many design disciplines is based on frequent frank (and at times harsh) 

evaluations of student work by experienced practitioners and teachers.  

 Firmly grounded in a domain: Design cannot be taught in the abstract, but as an 

approach to designing in a particular medium.  

 Learning representations: Students in design (with architecture as a key example) 

learn a collection of different representations that serve to facilitate different aspects 

of their design work. The medium in which they work is often one or more of these 

representations.  

 Holistic vs. focused on one aspect: One aspect that differentiates design learning from 

technical and artistic areas is its need to integrate concerns of human values and 

design materials and techniques.  

 Frame a problem and respond to it: Design is need- and problem-driven, rather than 

expressive or simply curiosity-driven.  

 Working in teams: One characteristic of design that goes along with the holistic 

approach to problems is that multiple people with multiple skills and backgrounds 

need to be involved, and part of design education is learning to work in this style. 

A challenge of design education is the question of how to help designers develop skills in 

design problem solving. The main target of the design process is to improve design problem-

solving skills.  
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In the UK, “Handicraft” was a recognized subject in the national education system almost a 

century ago. However, it was only during the past sixty years that the curriculum has 

progressed to become the subject that is now called Design and Technology. This curriculum 

has evolved from single-material, craft-skill-based courses that provided less opportunity for 

thinking, feeling, and doing to courses linking a wide range of subject bases for all pupils of 

compulsory school age.  

 

Pupils at primary schools had opportunities to participate in craft, woodwork, sewing, and 

cooking. In Science they could study the natural world relating to flora and fauna, but areas 

such as mechanisms, forces, structures, and energy were largely ignored. At secondary 

school, they could study more woodwork, needlework, cooking, building work, and metal 

work. In comparison with many subjects in the current school curriculum, Design and 

Technology is still in its infancy even in the UK. Its name has altered from “Handicraft” to 

“Woodwork”, “Metalwork”, “Manual Training”, “Craft”, “Technical Subject”, “Design”, 

“Craft, Design and Technology” (CDT), and now “Design and Technology”. In order to help 

the high-school students in China to learn the subject of “Design and Technology”, which 

was only introduced recently, we need to know how “Design” in the UK developed into an 

improved design educational system. 

 

Art and design education has a perpetual history in Britain. Among the many sources 

available for looking at nineteenth-century art and design education, drawing manuals seem 

to stand out for their exceptional ability to uncover the many nameless procedures and 

discourses that only rarely filtered through to more formal expressions of theory and policy.  

 

The many hundreds of manuals published contain a wealth of contemporary ideas not only 

on drawing instructions but also on art and education as broader social issues. In the UK, the 

1820s witnessed the initial publication of one of the earliest rudimentary drawing manuals 

for the mass public.   

 

Until the 1830s, most treatises on drawing were directed almost exclusively towards well-to-

do amateurs interested in sketching landscapes and figure drawing, with pen and ink, sepia, 
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and watercolours. Like all illustrated books, the tools were quite expensive (Cardoso, 2005). 

In the 1840s, a great book was published with the name The science of drawing simplified 

(Cardoso, 2005). It contributed to the popularity of methods that employed simple models 

made of wood or wire in learning to draw basic geometrical shapes. This book was regarded 

as real teaching material for design education. In 1835 and 1836, the House of Commons 

organized a select committee to investigate the feasibility of founding schools of design to 

train British workers (Pevsner, 1973). At that time, Britain was the only industrial country 

that had not established a system of schooling to prepare artisan designers for the industrial 

trades (Efland, 1990).  France had some 80 schools for the applied arts, while German 

polytechnics had been in operation for nearly 20 years. Therefore, a meaningful Normal 

School of Design was established in 1837 by the Board of Trade (Stuart, 1970). 

 

The council governing the school borrowed some elements of its curriculum from German 

trade school practice and others from the French art school, such as the one at Lyon 

championed by Bowring (Bell, 1963). The staff of the school included the Director, J. B. 

Papworth, the Headmaster, Mr Lambellette, the Head of the Morning School, Henry Spratt, 

and the modelling and drawing master, James Leigh. All of these gentlemen were the first 

teachers in Britain to be salaried out of public funds (Select Committee, 1849). This Normal 

School opened on 1 June with the daily Morning School from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. However, it 

made a very poor start. The number of teenagers in the Morning School never exceeded 

seventeen for the rest of the year. The teachers mentioned that these students were aged from 

twelve upwards; they thought this could be a good point in the narrative to define the main 

categories of students who used the facilities at the Schools of Design throughout their 

existence (Stuart, 1970). In the Morning School, a large proportion of students had strong 

hopes to become artists and designers, some of them even aspiring to enter the Royal 

Academy Schools.   

 

The Evening School was started later, and turned out to be much popular than the Morning 

School. The minimum age of students rose to fifteen years, and the percentage of craft 

apprentices increased. The number of youths intending to be artists and designers was much 

smaller. Most of the students were drawn towards interior decoration in both the Morning 
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and the Evening School. One reason for the poor enrolment in the early days of the school 

was the finance problem. The council gave a certain level of financial support to change the 

situation of the low level of student enrolment. During Papworth’s directorship, a strong 

emphasis was placed on the introduction of geometric elementary drawing. The students 

were allowed to draw outlines of architectural ornaments, like scrolls and vases, from 

diagrams, books, and French lithographs in the elementary section of the course (Bell, 1963).  

 

The Evening School was introduced at Somerset House for three hours starting from 6:30 

p.m. in August 1937 and the numbers of enrolled students doubled. However, they were still 

unsatisfactory compared with the other Mechanic’s Institute, and manufacturers showed no 

interest in the school. For this reason, the Government granted 1,500 pounds (Bell, 1963) to 

set up a school for a handful of interior decorators. Then the Board of Trade waited for Mr 

William Dyce of Edinburgh, who studied in schools of design in France and Germany, to 

bring useful experience and suggestions back to Britain. Mr Dyce worked in the Trustees’ 

Academy, Edinburgh, which was the first institution to teach drawing to artisans in Britain. 

The Scots had stronger interests in modern scientific and practical subjects than other British 

people. 

 

There were two distinct concepts of education in technical subjects at that time: the 

progressive concept of these modern subjects as a collection of open-minded education as 

important as the classics and fine art (Stuart, 1970) and the narrow-minded concept of those 

subjects as simply useful for functional vocational training for the members of the less 

intelligent class to fit them for their occupation. Mr Dyce wrote a letter to the Council 

suggesting that the Trustees’ Academy should become a workshop for producing patterns for 

manufacturers. The members of the Council of the Normal School in London were impressed, 

so they proposed to send Dyce to Europe to report on the art education there. 

 

After Dyce returned from France and Germany, he realized that France was the greatest 

exporter of designs, but he also knew that the most suitable education was the best. He 

decided to copy the German system for England. After the Board of Trade read Dyce’s report 

(Dyce 1840), it appointed Mr Dyce as the Superintendent and Professor of the School. When 
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Mr Dyce took up his appointment in 1838 (Stuart, 1970), the first task was to increase the 

number of students in the school. In fact, there were only nineteen students in the Morning 

School and twenty-seven in the Evening School; it was quite an embarrassing position for a 

national school of design.  

 

There were three reasons for the low level of attendance. The first one was that the 

instructional range provided at Somerset House was unavailable in other institutions, such as 

the London Mechanics Institution. The second reason was that the tuition fees were too high 

for the students to afford. A third circumstance threatened to make the school obsolete 

(Council Report, 1841). In 1839, the Council reduced the morning fee to a quarter of the 

current one, and the evening fee to half, with the result that in 1840 the number of students 

gradually increased. Mr Dyce did succeed in moving the school away from the academy 

approach to drawing, making design education more suitable for a working-class populace 

than the fine arts training that served the upper classes (Bell, 1963). Dyce always felt that 

courses on decoration were more important than figure drawing. 

 

Then Dyce organized the school into seven classes on the basis of German schools, which 

can be seen as seven different stages. The students spent three months on Stage One for basic 

skills, which meant copying outlines. They then used a pencil to try to draw straight lines 

first, and then bisect and trisect them with more straight lines. When they passed the first 

stage, they needed to learn how to shade objects in Stage Two, such as shaded cubes, 

cylinders, spheres, and cones in chalk. The next step was Stage Three, in which the task for 

students was modelling from casts of ornaments, fruit, flowers, and shells. In Stage Four, 

they were permitted to draw from real nature. Colour was introduced in Stage Five and the 

students copied from coloured drawings and from fruit and flowers in elementary colours 

(Stuart, 1970). Stage Six allowed students to copy elementary outlines of the human figure. 

The final stage was Stage Seven, which consisted of the principles and practice of 

ornamental design, the process of manufacturing, and the study of oil, temper, fresco, and 

wax painting. It was thus easy to perceive that these seven stages were influenced by fine art.   

 

In addition, he tried to emulate German teaching practices but did not take into account the 
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fact that a system of drawing instruction was in place in German primary schools (Bell, 

1963). Therefore, the students entering a craft school were already proficient and ready for 

advanced training. He considered introducing drawing into British primary schools as well, a 

process that began in 1857 (Efland, 1990). Returning to the seven stages that Dyce designed 

for his school, it was not considered to be as good as imagined. According to the rules of the 

school, each student had to state during his first three months’ probationary period which 

ornamental manufacturing or decorative art he intended to apply to his study (Sparkes, 1884). 

Most of the students felt great pressure during their study, and Dyce was blamed. However, 

he made an important contribution to early design education in Britain.  

 

From 1835 to 1836, the Select Committee encouraged the establishment of provincial 

schools of design. Benjamin Haydon, who was a historic painter, travelled in Britain 

expounding the merits of an art education for artisans. His tours included Edinburgh, 

Glasgow, Newcastle, Liverpool, Leeds, Bradford, Sheffield, Hull, Birmingham, Leicester, 

Bath, Oxford, and Manchester. Haydon met with his first great success in Manchester. 

Haydon delivered a series of lectures on painting at the Manchester Mechanics’ Institute in 

1837, and then a first meeting favourable to the establishment of a School of Design was held 

in the City Art Gallery on 19 February 1938 (Stuart, 1970).    

 

Manchester School of Design rapidly developed into an art school with a bias towards life 

drawing because of the necessary donations. There were lectures in painting, sculpture, 

anatomy, zoology, and botany, some of these occasionally given by Haydon. Courses were 

given on figure drawing, modelling, pattern drawing for calico printing, and fancy weaving 

(Bell, 1963). Students were encouraged to use different kinds of media instead of drawing in 

hard outline; they used ink, crayon, chalk, and brush, and modelled in clay. The Government 

decided to grant a provincial school, and Spitalfields received a grant in 1841, Manchester 

and York in 1842, and Nottingham, Sheffield, Coventry, Birmingham, and Newcastle in 

1843. From 1844 to 1847, there were six more schools of design that were financially 

supported by government grants: at Glasgow, 1844; Norwich, 1845; Stoke, Paisley, and 

Leeds, 1846; and Hanley in 1847 (Stuart, 1970). The total number of provincial schools was 

by then fourteen.   
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The arts of design were considered to be painting, sculpture, and architecture, the main 

subjects of the School of Design of the Royal Academy. However, calling these arts “the arts 

of design” might result in the loss of the original meaning of design, especially from the 

eighteenth century onwards when artisans spoke of the higher arts of design and the lower art 

of ornament. In the nineteenth century, this division deepened because of the huge quantity 

of wretched ornaments, mass produced to satiate the industrial rich. Therefore, design was 

resuscitated in the 1890s when art and craft were reunified by a new approval of fine 

craftsmanship. In 1894, the Art Worker’s Guild was promoted by the committee of St. 

George’s Art Society, which was founded in 1883 by the students of R. Norman Shaw for 

discussing art and architecture. Then, in 1866, one of the members of the Guild, a decorative 

metal worker and a cabinet maker, formed a committee drawn almost entirely from the Art 

Worker’s Guild to establish the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society. It held its first exhibition 

in the autumn of 1888 in London. This society’s exhibition encouraged many young artisans 

to enrol in craft classes when these were provided in London in the late 1890s (Pevsner, 

1973). In the period between 1900 and the First World War, a transition occurred from 

simple drawing instruction to more inclusive education (Efland, 1990).  

 

The changes that took place in the UK economy after the Second World War required a 

substantial increase in the skilled labour force. The House of Commons organized a select 

committee to investigate the feasibility of founding schools of design for British workers 

(Bell, 1963). Although Britain was the world’s leader in terms of industrial technology and 

output, it lagged behind its European competitors in the quality of product design, especially 

in the area of textiles (Efland, 1990). This, in turn, led to an increase in the craft and technical 

training that was provided for the less academic in secondary schools, albeit essentially for 

male pupils. The lack of curriculum development in school-based craft education was 

recognized in 1959 by C.P. Snow, who argued that the traditional values of the literary 

culture were dominating education at the expense of science and technology. He argued that 

the UK would decline as a world power if the imbalance was not addressed (Snow, 1964; 

Mculloch, Jenkins, & Layton, 1986; Weiner, 1986). However, in any case, the design 

education in the UK still has its own place in the history of art and design in Europe.  
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Today, some of the world’s leading art and design institutions are still located in the UK, 

such as the Central Saint Martins College of Arts and Design (CSM). CSM is a constituent 

college of the University of the Arts London. It was formed in 1989 from the merger of the 

Central School of Art and Design (founded in 1896) and Saint Martins Schools of Art 

(founded in 1854). The courses offered at CSM include foundation, undergraduate, and 

postgraduate levels. The institution establishes links between artistic proactivity, leading to 

research projects, and employs graduates on national and international design consultancy 

schemes through its Innovation Centre and Design Laboratory. After several years’ 

development, CSM has become one of the largest providers of arts and design education in 

the world. The students graduating from CSM cover painting, textile, fashion, interior, 

architecture, graphic, industrial, and other areas related to art or literature. 

 

Another famous institution is the Architectural Association School of Architecture. It is the 

oldest independent school of architecture in the UK and one of the most prestigious and 

competitive schools of architecture in the world. The AA was founded by two dissatisfied 

young architects named Robert Kerr and Charles Grey in 1847 to provide a self-directed, 

independent education at a time when there was no formal training available. More than 160 

years later, the AA attracts students from more than 60 countries worldwide, as well as a long 

list of visiting critics, lecturers, and other participants from around the world each year. 

Many famous architects have graduated from the AA, from John Ruskin and George Gilbert 

Schott to the more recent Richard Rogers, Zaha Hadid, and Rem Koolhaas, eminent figures 

in the architecture field. The AA offers two main areas of courses, undergraduate 

programmes, leading to the AA Diploma, and postgraduate programmes. The postgraduate 

programmes include housing and urbanism, energy and the environment, history and theory, 

design, as well as day-release courses in building conservation, garden conservation, and 

environmental access. Obviously, the good design schools in the UK do not just consist of 

the two mentioned above. However, it can be seen that Britain’s design education still has a 

large influence on Europe and the whole world.  

 

In order to provide opportunities for students to develop their capability, combining their 
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designing and making skills with the knowledge and understanding to create quality products, 

Design and Technology (D&T) became part of the National Curriculum from 1988. In the 

UK, the subject of D&T is offered at all levels of primary and secondary schools. As a school 

subject, it involves students designing in a practical context with a focus on aspects such as 

food, textiles, resistant materials, or digital media.  

 

In primary schools, D&T offers opportunities for children to develop their designing and 

making skills; to develop their knowledge and understanding; to develop their capability to 

create functional products; to nurture creativity and innovation through designing and 

making; to explore the designed and made world and how they live and work within it; and 

to develop an understanding of design and technological processes and their contribution to 

their society. In the meantime, children acquire and apply knowledge and understanding of 

materials and components, mechanisms and control systems, structures, existing products, 

quality, and health and safety. D&T also has similarities to other courses.  

 

The products in D&T are created from an initial decision to design a system, process, or 

artefact that meets a need. Pupils solve a series of problems during the development of the 

finished product, which will have a clear end-user and purpose. In art, the creation of a piece 

of art reflects the individual in an aesthetic and emotional process. The finished creation 

could take any shape or form. Artistic drawing may involve sketching to achieve tone, colour, 

light, and shade. Similar materials used in both Art and D&T involve paper, wood, metal, 

plastic, reclaimed materials, and other resistant materials.  However, other specific artistic 

skills may be developed in D&T, including colouring, curling paper, painting, scrunching 

tissue paper, drawing additional objects, and labelling. In addition, students can apply skills 

in science, mathematics, information and communication technology, art, and design.  

 

In secondary schools, D&T places emphasis on “quality” products as a great benefit lies in 

students experiencing success and seeing and handling products that are well made. The 

preparation of young people for citizenship in a technological society is also a central activity 

within the subject. The core activities include investigative, disassembly, and evaluative 

activities related to products and their applications; focused practical tasks to develop skills 
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and the fields of knowledge; understanding materials and components; controls and systems, 

including mechanical, electrical, electronic, and pneumatic structures; achieving quality; and 

health and safety.  

 

D&T provides excellent opportunities for students to apply value judgements of an aesthetic, 

economic, moral, social, and technical nature to their design and to existing products and 

their applications. It also provides excellent opportunities for teamwork. This subject should 

provide opportunities for students to engage in challenging, relevant, and motivating 

activities. It helps students feel that they have a constructive role in a technological society. 

Any such activity should be a learning experience, whereby the students’ repertoire of 

knowledge, skills, and understanding is extended and applied in increasingly more diverse 

and sophisticated ways.  

 

In secondary education, a book named Basis Design: the dynamic of visual form by Maurice 

De Sausmarez  (Maurice, 1964) encouraged art teachers to move beyond the expressivist 

model  that was so beneficial for young children to move towards a system in which the 

interdependence of intuition and intellect was acknowledged as necessary for adult creative 

action (Addison, 2010). It is noted that the position of art and design is a diversity of 

philosophical and political positions from which to design subjects are developed. In the UK, 

design education as a clearly defined element of the curriculum seemed to have been 

dismissed in official circles in the early 1990s (Steers, 2010). Successive curriculum reviews 

appeared to ignore or be unaware of opportunities to develop design capability (Steers, 2010). 

In 1995, technology was renamed “Design and Technology” (D&T) to be a separate subject, 

which is followed by the introduction of information technology. However, it still 

concentrated on technology rather than the much wider field of designing and making. This 

situation was changed in 2000, with further pressure on slimming down the curriculum 

requirements, especially for primary schools, It means the program of study was reduced and 

a teaching methodology was set in statute with three different types of activities, i.e., product 

evaluation, focused practical tasks, and design and make assignments, The programmes 

updated modern technologies as well, such as the use of smart materials and CAD/CAM. 

Several years later, the number of 16 years old students passing GCSE national examinations 
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in D&T fell by approximately 10 percent in 2005 as a result of the removal of the subject’s 

compulsory nature for this age range. England and Wales were the first countries to introduce 

design and technology as a compulsory subject for all students aged from 5 to 16 more than 

15 years ago (Steers, 2010). Although there have been considerable interest the in 

developments from around the world, design education within D&T, to say the least, has 

remained variable in quality. 

 

For D&T education online, there are two typical website on “Design and Technology” in UK, 

one is created by “The Design and Technology Association”. In their opinion, this subject 

prepares students to participate in tomorrow’s rapidly changing technologies, by learning to 

think about creativity. This subject trains students as problem solvers, both in individuals and 

in groups. The students are looking for needs, wants and opportunities and responding to 

them by developing a range of ideas, making products and systems. Through “D&T”, all 

students can become discriminating and informed user of products and become innovators. 

The design and technology association was funded through membership fees, with support 

from charitable foundations, industrial sponsorships and income generated through project 

management, publications, courses, conferences and consultancy. This website provides 12 

modules to users, and the first one is “Primary D&T” which is the detail of D&T education in 

primary schools. This module has its specific website, introducing the D&T education at four 

different age levels, such as 3 to 5 years, 5 to 7 years, 7 to 9 years, and 9 to 11 years. It 

provides several classroom projects and subject leader’s resources at each level. Member 

could logon to the website to download the resource by themselves. The second module is 

“Secondary D&T”, and it has its own sub-website as well. This website provides resource of 

D&T subject in secondary schools. It also has three stages which are 11-14 years level, 14 to 

16 years level and post 16 years level. The teaching resource and project ideas are included at 

each stage which is as same as primary specific websites. The others modules included in the 

main website are Special needs, Support, STEM, Teacher Training, ITE resources, Research, 

Health & Safety, Curriculum projects, Consults/Corporate, and FAQs. Each module has its 

own categories to support design and technology education. Users are able to find useful 

resources from these two website. The users of these websites include teachers, student and 

researchers. Users can get the latest news and information on design and technology subjects 
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through these websites.  

 

Another website, called “TES”, is the largest network of teachers in the world. This websites 

has four main parts, which are jobs, teaching and resource, forums, and TES magazine. There 

are 8,001 free design and technology resources, including design and technology lesson plans, 

worksheets, revision, teaching ideas and much more from the last updated record on 19 

December, 2012. Their most recent collections include resources on resistant material and 

products design. Alternatively, one can search for lesson plans, activities and worksheets as 

well as materials for design and technology revision. These teaching resources are separated 

into three parts. The first one is KS3 (for ages between11-14). The KS3 includes the 

resources of CAD & CAM, Design cycle, Food, General teaching, Health and safety, Product 

design, Resistant Materials, Sustainability, System & Control, and Textiles. The second part 

is KS4 (for ages between14-16), and  the content includes Diplomas, Electronic products, 

Electronic & Control, Systems, Engineering, Entry level certificates, Food technology, 

Graphics, Home economic, Industrial Technology, Product Design, Resistant Materials, 

System & Control, and Textiles. The last part is Post 16 level, and the content includes 

Electronics, Food technology, Product design, and System & Control. I found that the 

teaching resources in this website focused on design and technology education for secondary 

schools. Teachers can find many topics they are looking for. In addition, there are several 

sub-topics in each main category. Teachers can visit the resource in easy and clear ways. 

These resources are good references for D&T classes as well. This website provides and 

forum to teachers for discussion and they can register into this site, and then logon to the 

forum. In the form, teachers could post some questions and topics for help or discussion. All 

functions in this website are free to download.  

 

Generally speaking, the design education in the UK has formed an integrated systematic 

instructional mode developed over a long period of time. The students learn the concept of 

design from being children, and it becomes stronger in their further study as they enter 

university. Both teachers and students are able to find many teaching or learning resources 

online. Therefore, with the needs of various sectors for design talent, other countries can also 

consider developing design education and design skills in a systematic way. However, these 
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kinds of websites are more like the formal resource website. Although the “TES” has a forum 

for communication, it is not so convenient for the users and the information update is not so 

frequent. So far, even in the UK, there is not a strong social network site for design 

technology education at high school level.  

2.3 Design education in the US 

The United States also developed art and design education as early as 1794. There were four 

purposes of art education: to give young people a sense of civilization, to foster creativity, to 

teach effective communication, and to provide a tool for the critical assessment of what one 

reads, sees, and hears. Levi and Smith stated that, in fact, art education should provide all 

students with a sense of the arts in civilization, of creativity in the artistic process, of the 

vocabularies of artistic communication, and of the critical elements necessary for making 

informed choices about the products of arts (Levi & Smith, 1991).   

 

Therefore, an academy of art was formed in Philadelphia by a group of artists and patrons. 

The first successful American academy, which was the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 

was formed in 1807. It became the site of the first national society of artists after annual 

exhibits were established in 1811. The second academy of arts was founded in New York 

City in 1802, but was not commissioned until 1808 (Efland, 1990), then a group of students 

from New York Academy formed a group known as the Society for the Improvement of 

Drawing. After more than twenty years of development, it became known as the National 

Academy of Design in 1826. The new academy was headed by Samuel F.B. Morse, who 

patterned its governance after Britain’s Royal Academy (Fink & Taylor, 1975). Like the 

primary stage in Britain and other European countries, these institutions did not provide 

training for the application of the arts to industry. In the latter part of the twentieth century, 

other professional art schools were established that both accommodated industrial 

development and offered training in the fine arts. These are the Cooper Union, the Pratt 

Institute, and the Rhode Island School of Design. 
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The end of the Second World War serves as the dividing point between the recent and the 

distant past, and this date makes sense in the discussion of art education in the US as well. 

After the Second World War, the United States became the dominant superpower. The war 

changed the cultural landscape as well, with New York becoming the centre of the art world. 

It became the international gathering place for art critics and dealers and the centre of the art 

press. At the same time, millions of returning servicemen and women attended colleges and 

universities. As a greater percentage of the population entered higher education, there was a 

simultaneous expansion of university art departments. In fact, in the first year after the war, 

the typical art department was made up of individuals trained as artists, art educators, art 

historians, and industrial designers (Efland, 1990).  

 

Because of the differing specialities and their representation of different professional 

commitments, these individuals held different views on art and teaching. In the large 

institutions, these subfields were organized into separate departments with schools or 

colleges of art. At the start of the post-war era, the graduate study in art education was 

limited to the master’s degree. Several years later, a few graduate faculties offered EdD or 

PhD degrees. At that time, most college art teachers possessed an MA from a professional art 

school such as the Pratt Institute or Rhode Island School of Design. Then, the MFA degree 

replaced the MA as the terminal degree for studio faculty members of college art departments 

(Eisner, 1965). Prior to 1961, 407 degree-granting institutions were listed in the edition of the 

American Art Directory, 86 out of 120 programmes indicated that they offered a master’s 

programme in art education, and 14 out of 16 programmes offered a doctoral programme in 

art education (Eisner, 1965).   

 

Technology education has been a school subject in the United States since the 1980s. Prior to 

that, it was taught as industrial arts education. Curriculum development has been 

accomplished primarily at the local and state levels since the Constitution of the United 

States of America (William & Dugger, 2009) mandates that education shall be the 

responsibility of the state and locality. Industrial arts education in the USA evolved from 

manual arts education in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Charles Richards was credited with 

coining the term “industrial art” in 1904 and the name served to represent the discipline until 
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the latter part of the twentieth century. 

 

In 1947, the term “technology” was first used in the literature when the American Industrial 

Arts Association (AIAA) titled the theme of its first conference, with a curriculum to reflect 

technology. The AIAA changed its name to the International Technology Education 

Association (ITEA) in 1985. Most states changed the name of their state educational 

association from industrial arts to technology education in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

With the pervasiveness of technology in American culture, technology education cannot be 

ignored and must be addressed as a fundamental part of the education experience. In a 

number of states, technology education is mandated as a course of study at a particular grade 

level.  

 

As in society, high schools were experiencing some fundamental changes that formed the 

underpinning issues that impacted on how technology education programmes were designed 

and implemented. The first of these fundamental changes was the movement from learning 

facts or declarative knowledge to emphasizing concept learning leading towards application 

and critical analysis. A second fundamental change placed an emphasis on process learning, 

in which the procedures used to arrive at answers were valued more than the correct or 

incorrect nature of the answers presented by the students. The third and most profound force 

asserted across all secondary school curriculums was the emphasis placed on curriculum 

integration.  

 

The association named the Industrial Designers Society of America (IDSA) is the world’s 

oldest and largest society for product design, industrial design, interaction design, human 

factors, ergonomics, design research, design management, universal design, and related 

design fields. This association has roots that date back to 1938, before the age of plastics, at 

least 20 years before the age of electronics, and at least 50 years before the age of CAD in 

any form. The IDSA paid more attention to design education for primary and secondary 

school students; it called for design to be taught to K-12.  

 

As mentioned before, art uses creativity for self-expression. Sometimes that expression 
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contributes to the development of culture. Design uses creativity to solve problems. Solving 

problems is at the core of what is commonly called innovation today and often contributes to 

the development of economic value. To create value, students have to know how to solve 

problems effectively. This view is consistent with the views expressed by leading scholars in 

the US in information, computer sciences, and cognitive sciences, in which design is 

supported as a problem-solving process with the ill-structured problem nature of design 

(Simon, 1969). 

 

Since the introduction of the National Curriculum in 1992, which included Design and 

Technology as one of the core subjects, the British education system also recognized that 

teaching design to the K-12 grade is useful with its process and approach to creative thinking 

even if students do not become designers when they leave school. This means that all young 

adults entering the workforce have an understanding of design. Besides the educational 

benefits for students, it also means a much better reception in the workplace for design 

because many more people have a fundamental grasp of what design can do and how it 

works as a process. The IDSA set a long-term goal of ensuring that all students emerging 

from schools at least know and understand what design is and what it can do. 

 

In 2010, the IDSA began to uncover new ideas for design education in high schools. So far, it 

has identified five high schools, which are the Design and Architecture Senior High School, 

Charter High School of Architecture and Design, Da Vinci Design High School, Henry Ford 

Academy: School for Creative Studies, and Priestley Charter School, in the US, the specific 

charter of which is to teach design or to teach through design methodologies and thinking. 

Many projects are still running in order to prove that using design thinking methodologies to 

teach normal subjects will enable children to become more engaged and that will translate 

into higher scores and better-developed graduates.  

 

Actually, Western education also impacts on China. Many Chinese educators try to make 

their own design education models, which are suited to China’s national conditions. In the 

field of design, China has a long tradition of underestimating the importance of technology. 

Now this situation has been recognized and some changes are beginning to take place. In the 
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next section, I provide a review of design education in mainland China.  

2.4 Design education in mainland China  

Before the early 1980s, the design education system in China mainly consisted of arts and 

crafts education. Over a hundred years ago, a drawing major was opened in the first Higher 

Normal Institute, which was established in 1902 in Nanjing, China. This major included 

painting, perspective, manual, and materials technology courses. Then, between the 1920s 

and the 1930s, a group of students travelled to Western countries to acquire technological 

design education, which included dyeing, ceramic, graphics, and other professional courses. 

When they graduated from those schools, the students brought the Western ideas and 

educational system from France and Japan back to China. This formed the basis of China’s 

modern design education. 

2.4.1 Design education at the university level 

The first institution based on crafts and design, named the Central Academy of Arts and 

Design, was established in 1956 in Beijing. The institution provided the dyeing art, ceramic 

art, and architectural decoration disciplines. At that time, the design education pattern was a 

combination of crafts education supplemented by traditional art education. From the 1950s, 

some comprehensive fine arts and art academies and colleges formed the higher art and 

design education system in China. One of the leading schools for industrial design was the 

Wuxi University of Light Industry, which has now become JiangNan University, with a 

faculty of art and design that is considered one the biggest. In the meantime, traditional art 

schools, such as the Central Academy of Fine Arts (Beijing), China Academy of Fine Arts 

(Hangzhou), Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts (Guangzhou), and Luxun Academy of Fine 

Arts (ShenYang), continued to operate as the hub of China’s art education, with design 

courses being introduced from the 1990s. 

 

As in other countries, educational development is always related to the economy. China 
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followed a centrally planned and controlled economic system from the 1950s to the 1970s. 

Most of the design objects were exterior and interior decoration of the Government’s large-

scale construction projects, as well as the displays of political propaganda activities. There 

were few products or services for enterprises. In that situation, design was considered to be 

synonymous with decorative art and it was equivalent to the industrial arts in many people’s 

cognition. The normal education system was interrupted for nearly ten years during the 

Cultural Revolution and during that period the design education almost completely ground to 

a halt. In 1974, a number of arts educators from the Central Academy of Art and engineers 

from the automobile manufacturing industry formed a group on the request of the 

Government. Their task was to style state-owned vehicle products. These designers and 

engineers proposed the concept of industrial arts according to the development of 

international industrial design. The Cultural Revolution ended in the late 1970s, when the 

Chinese Government implemented reform and opening policies. The economy became to 

recover and develop at rapid speed. The Central Academy of Arts restored the higher 

education system, and the faculty of Industrial Arts was officially established and started to 

accept students nationwide. The faculty was separated into two majors, Interior Design and 

Light Industrial Products Design. In 1984, it was regrouped as Industrial Design and 

Environmental Art Design. At the same time, Hunan University formally established a 

Department of Industrial Design. Since then, the Chinese design education system has begun 

its own development and expansion on a large scale.  

 

The primary stage of the design education system development commenced in the early 

1980s, and the Central Academy of Arts, Hunan University, Guangzhou Academy of Fine 

Arts, Wuxi Institute of Light Industry (Jiangnan University), Beijing Polytechnic University, 

and other institutions established a Department of Industrial Design one by one. They also 

invited Japanese design educator Michitaka Yoshioka to be a lecturer to share his design 

experience. In 1982, Professor Shouzhi Wang, who was from the Guangzhou Academy of 

Fine Arts, began to teach Western history of design. This brought a huge shock to the young 

design students. During this period, a small number of university staff went to Germany, 

Scandinavia, Japan, and other countries to study design or industrial design. Some of these 

people returned home and taught in the different institutions. They introduced Western 
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industrial design ideas and elementary education methods to form part of the contemporary 

design education history in China. During this period, the Central Academy of Arts in 

northern China and Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts in southern China became the two 

most influential institutions of China’s higher design education system. The Guangzhou 

Academy of Fine Arts in Guangdong Province was the first institution to feel the impact of 

the market economy and competition on design because of its particular geographical 

position. The Central Academy of Arts, through the introduction of modern German design 

education thinking and design foundation courses, changed the existing design education 

environment in China. Many famous design educators from abroad were invited to give 

speeches at Chinese design institutions, and there was more communication between 

international design education and Chinese design education. The 1980s was also a 

transitional period from a state-owned economy to a market economy in China, with many 

enterprises beginning to be concerned about the industrial design standard. During this period, 

the whole society came into the initiation stage of understanding the importance of industrial 

design and design technology.  

 

The China Industrial Design Association was established in 1979. However, there were many 

issues regarding the design development of light industrial products because of the 

incomplete system. Therefore, the Chinese industrial design was limited in the range of light 

industrial products and concepts. In fact, industrial design had interdisciplinary and multi-

disciplinary properties, and it was involved in a number of government departments and 

agencies. After a series of reforms and developments, design in higher education stepped 

onto the right track. According to a survey in early 2001, over 400 colleges and universities 

opened Art and Design majors out of 1166 colleges, with an average annual number of 

graduates of 3,000 or more. Until 2006, there were more than 400 programmes in China 

alone, with an estimated 10,000 design students graduating, and the number is increasing 

year upon year. However, with the rapid pace of higher design education development, many 

educators were becoming aware of a growing problem. They found that many students 

lacked a basic understanding of the design disciplines and literacy. In Western countries, the 

design education developed from the lower stage to the higher stage, and students enrolled in 

the design courses in a complete system. Therefore, the Chinese Government considered the 
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improvement of the existing design education system starting from high schools. 

2.4.2 Design education in high schools 

School technology education in mainland China was embedded as part of a curriculum area 

titled the “Integrated Curriculum of Practical Activity (ICPA)” during the curriculum reform 

of basic education (Grades 1–12), which commenced around the turn of the millennium 

(Ministry of Education [MOE], 2001). For historical, ideological, political, and economic 

reasons, technology education in China’s schools in the form of technical training for 

labourers has been recognized as a subject in primary and secondary schools since 1981. It 

was some sort of specific model in terms of its comparison not only with other countries, but 

also with areas within greater China. For example, the technology education in Hong Kong 

has been influenced by the British models, and Taiwan has been patterned after the US model. 

In the 1950s, technology education in primary and secondary schools in China was for a time 

under the influence of the former Soviet model of polytechnic education (Jiang, 1996). 

 

In senior high schools, before 2001, the State Ministry of Education in China required 

students to be provided with technical training in the form of labour work. However, the 

practice of information technology developed so quickly and pervasively that it soon 

appeared on the timetable of nearly all senior high schools. As such, information technology 

education has since been a required curriculum subject in senior high schools.  

 

The curriculum is intended for the student to develop: 

 

 Ability in technological understanding, application, improvement, and decision 

making; 

 The ability to express ideas and the capacity to translate ideas into operational 

schemes; 

 The ability to integrate, apply, and materialize knowledge; 

 The ability for creative imagination, critical thinking, and problem-solving; 

 The ability to understand, evaluate, and select technological culture (MoE, 2003, pp. 
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34–35). 

 

Based on the Standards of Technology Education Curriculum for Senior High Schools, 

the content of general technology education consists of nine modules: 

 

 Technology and design I 

 Technology and design II 

 Electronic control technology 

 The making of simple robots 

 Auto driving and maintenance 

 Clothing and its design 

 Home economics and living technology 

 Architecture and design  

 Modern agriculture technology (MoE, 2003) 

 

The subject of Design and Technology has been developed for almost seven years in China, 

and the class content and patterns have tended to mature. In 2003, the State Ministry of 

Education promulgated a new curriculum document. From 2004, Jiangsu Province added 

Design and Technology I and Design and Technology II to its instructional programme, 

consisting of two hours per week in every semester. The first textbooks written for teaching 

Design and Technology were published in 2004 (Gu, 2004). The authors and editors are from 

the school of education science, Nanjing Normal University. The textbook series consists of 

a compulsory part and an elective part: Design and Technology I, Design and Technology II, 

Architectural Design, Artificial Technology and Robot Making, Home Economics and 

Living Technology, Fashion Design, and Automobile Driving and Maintenance (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 The text book 

Generally, most parts of high schools only offer the compulsory part, which is Design and 

Technology I and Design and Technology II. The Design and Technology I textbook 

includes eight chapters:  

 

 Chapter 1 Access to the Technological World;  

 Chapter 2 Design in the Technological World;  

 Chapter 3 The Process, Principle, and Evaluation of Design;  

 Chapter 4 Discovery and Understanding of Needs and Issues;  

 Chapter 5 The Approach to the Conception of a Plan;  

 Chapter 6 Drawing Plans;  

 Chapter 7 Making a Model of a Prototype;  

 Chapter 8 Using and Maintaining Products. 

 

The Design and Technology II textbook was designed in four units, which are structure 

design, procedure design, system design, and control design. In this thesis, I focus on the first 

compulsory textbook for this research investigation. The detail of the D&T circumstances in 

the classroom will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5.  

 

As stated in the introduction, the objective of this research is to use social networking and 

computer techniques to support design education in high schools in China. In the following 

sections, I will review the social networking development and status especially in China, and 

the relationship between SNSs and design education for students at the high-school level in 
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China. 

2.5 Social networking development 

The first collection of edited works on social network sites appeared in the Journal of 

Computer-Mediated Communication, published in 2007. In their contributions, Boyd and 

Ellison provided a definition of this new phenomenon (Harrison & Thomas, 2009):  social 

network sites are web-based services that allow individuals:  

 

 To construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system;  

 To articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection;  

 To view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the 

system (Boyd & Ellison, 2007).  

 

Today’s SNSs emerged in 1997 with the launch of SixDegrees.com, which “allowed users to 

create profiles, list their friends and surf the friend list” (Danah & Nicole, 2007). Since that 

time, SNSs have hit the mainstream with a vengeance (Roblyer, McDaniel, Webb, Herman, 

& Witty, 2010). The SixDegrees website was the first site to combine the creation of profiles 

and list friends’ features. From 1997 to 2001, a large number of community tools began to 

support various combinations of profiles and publicly articulated friends (Danah & Nicole, 

2007).  

 

When SixDegrees first appeared, SNSs started to achieve more widespread appeal beyond 

their former niche markets with the emergence of Friendster, MySpace, and Facebook 

(Harrison & Thomas, 2009). Friendster used a degree of separation concept similar to that of 

the now-defunct SixDegrees.com, refined it into a routine dubbed the “Circle of Friends”, 

and promoted the idea that a rich online community can exist only between people who truly 

have common bonds (Christopher, 2009). Friendster started to fail as a result of the collapse 

of protocols between social groups (Harrison & Thomas, 2009). “Fakesters” appeared, who 

provided incorrect information on their profiles because they wanted to attract more friends. 
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MySpace was launched as Friendster faltered, and this marked the turning point for social 

networking. Unlike Friendster, which arrived on the scene at about the same time, it allowed 

users to combine the media-rich self-expression that blogging was beginning to offer with 

multiple socializing tools, such as IM, email, comments, buddy lists, discussion boards, and 

chat (Larry & Anne, 2007). In the middle of 2005, within two years of MySpace’s debut as a 

social networking site, Business Week reported that MySpace was achieving more page 

views than Google, and by early 2006, MySpace was welcoming around 200,000 new 

members a day. In early 2004, Facebook was created. It was started by Mark Zuckerberg 

when he was a student at Harvard University in 2004. At the primary stage, it was created as 

a Harvard-only exercise and remained a campus-oriented site (Christopher, 2009). At the 

beginning, Facebook.com was limited to college students at Harvard with a university email 

address (Boyd & Ellison, 2008). This situation changed in 2005, when Facebook opened its 

doors to people outside the university network (Boyd & Ellison, 2008). It attracted the 

driving energy of high-school students. 

 

The Chinese Internet developed at great speed and entered a new age with technological 

advancement that the Government has yet to learn how to control. China’s people greeted the 

advent of the Internet era warmly. In the mid and late 1980s, Chinese researchers and 

scholars began to explore the use of the Internet with the assistance of overseas colleagues. 

The first connection of mainland China with the Internet was established on 20 September 

1987 between ICA Beijing and Karlsruhe University in Germany. Since then the Internet in 

China has grown to host the largest base of net users in the world. The first email was 

successfully sent on 14 September 1987, with the contents “Across the Great Wall, we can 

reach every corner in the world”. In the past decade, the Internet has emerged as a new 

cultural phenomenon in mainland China. The Chinese mainland had 420 million Internet 

users by June 2010, with 277 million accessing the Internet via cell phones, as portal website 

sina.com.vn reported, citing a report published by the China Internet Network Information 

Center (CNNIC). It is projected that China’s Internet population will have reached 469 

million by the end of 2010, accounting for 35% of China’s total population, and the number 

will hit 718 million by 2013, accounting for 52.7% of the total. Broadband is the most 

popular way to access the Internet with a wired connection, with 98.1% of wired Internet 
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users choosing broadband, i.e., a total of 363.81 million people.  

 
The CNNIC reported that 54.9% of Internet users are male, 57.9% are unmarried, and 51.2% 

are under 25 years old. Among the users, 36.7% are students and 25.3% are enterprise staff. 

Most users go online to read news, to search for information, and to check emails. They also 

go to BBS or web forums, find music or videos, or download files. The social networking 

landscape in China is diverse and thriving. No single player is nearly as dominating as 

Facebook in the US and there a large amount of networks exists for different users and 

different purposes.  

 

Social networking has become a highly popular online activity in recent years. As an 

emerging industry kickstarted by the successful launches of Renren and Kaixin, social 

networking in China has seen significant expansion over the past 5 years. The revenue for the 

industry has been increasing at an annualized rate of 77.2% over the period, and is estimated 

to reach 1.6 billion dollars in 2012 (ACMR-IBISWorld). According to a profile edited by 

Lenhart, 75% of young adults online are aged 18 to 24 (Lenhart, 2009). Social networking 

sites are usually used as one-stop venues for sending emails, photos, and videos to “friends” 

(Kaye, 2011). There are three typical social networking websites that represent the whole 

SNS environment in China. 

2.5.1 Renren social network site 

Renren.com is the leading social networking site in China, and started out as a blatant 

Facebook clone. However, it now has tens of millions of users. Despite obvious similarities 

to Facebook, there is one significant difference from Facebook in how Renren and other 

Chinese SNSs are used. Renren began as a Facebook clone called Xiaonei.com, which means 

“on campus” in Chinese. The site was founded in December 2005, shortly after Facebook 

began to expand. It was developed by University of Delaware graduate Wang Xing and 

Tsinghua University graduates Wang Huiwen, Lai Bingqiang, and Tang Yang. In August 

2009, it changed its name to Renren, which means “everybody”. Renren had more than 70 

million registered users at that point. Xiaonei.com was literally a Facebook clone when it 
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started, sporting the same shade of blue and the same layout (Figure 2.2) and logo (Figure 

2.3).   

                                                 

Figure 2.2 Original logo 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Original layout 

A while after its launch, the website changed its second-generation logo (Figure 2.4). 

Nowadays, “Renren” has new and specific features, a new logo (Figure 2.5), and a new 

layout (Figure 2.6). “Renren” is mostly popular among college students in China. 

 

 

        Figure 2.4 Second-generation logo 

 

 

                 Figure 2.5 New logo 
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                  Figure 2.6 New layout 

 

2.5.2 Kaixin social network site 

Kaixin001.com is another very popular social network. Kaixin (meaning “Happy Net”) is a 

social networking website that was launched in April 2008. The start-up grew to more than 8 

million active users in China in less than five months. It is rumoured to have raised its first 

round of capital. In 2009, Kaixin001 ranks as the thirteenth most popular website in China, 

according to Alexa Internet. Its users are mostly “white-collar middle class” and typically 

come from a “first-tier city”. Kaixin001.com is extremely popular among people who work 

for multinational companies, ad agencies, and other white-collar companies. This is a 

significant detail in China, where one in four college students does not own a computer and 

can only access Renren by walking to an Internet café and paying by the minute. White-

collar office workers, by comparison, spend an average of eight hours a day in front of the 

computer. Accordingly, the site is valuable because of its relatively wealthy user base (Figure 

2.7).  
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Figure 2.7 Kaixin001 website layout 

 

 

Kaixin001 succeeds simply by cloning only the most successful Facebook applications and 

bringing them to the Chinese market before anyone else. Examples of viral hits that it has 

cloned are: 

 Friend for sale: Females have an unfair advantage in this game thanks to China having 

one of the highest male-to-female ratios in the world. 

 Parking wars: Ironically, most people in China cannot afford a real car, which makes this 

game all the more compelling. 

 iLike: Up until recent crackdowns, the Chinese equivalent allowed you to upload and 

share your entire music collection with your friends.  

 Where I’ve been: This application defaults to a province map of China because most 

people have left the country.  

 

From now on, Kaixin001 aims to transform the site into a game-based SNS. This 

transformation is used against other mainstream Chinese SNSs, such as Renren, Qzone, and 

the new micro blog. Will the transformation will be successful or not? The researcher is 

taking a wait-and-see attitude toward the change.  

2.5.3 Qzone social network site 
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Qzone was created by Tencent in 2005. It permits users to write blogs, keep diaries, send 

photos, and listen to music. Users can set their own Qzone background and select accessories 

based on their preferences so that every Qzone is customized to the individual member’s 

taste. According to a report published by Tencent, Qzone had more than 200 million users as 

of 31 January 2009, possibly surpassing other social networking websites like Facebook and 

MySpace. A total of 150 million Qzone users update their accounts at least once a month. 

This makes Qzone apparently one of the most active communities in the whole industry. The 

users of Qzone include teenage students and college students.  

In mainland China, the most successful website is “QQ”, which is developed by the Tencent 

Corporation as well as part of Qzone. It is the largest social networking site and instant 

messaging and gaming platform in China, with now over 300 million active users. For many 

Chinese teenagers, their first interaction with the Internet is through the QQ instant 

messenger client or its online games. Users from second- and third-tier cities make up the 

largest-growing demographic online population in China and QQ is in a favourable position 

to capture that market.  

 

“Qzone” (Figure 2.8) is part of this large internet portal. “QQ Xiaoyou”, a service targeting 

students in universities and high schools, has over 20 million registered users and it was 

officially launched as recently as January 2009 (Figure 2.9).  

 

 

Figure 2.8 Qzone home page 

 

 

 

               Figure 2.9 QQ Xiaoyou home page 

 

Qzone is an extended form of a traditional blog. It keeps the blog’s original function and 
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adds some new applications for users. The main personal page interface includes a list 

consisting of Blog; Music Box; Message Board; Photo Album; and Friends (Figure 2.10). 

Additional applications can be added on to the left side of the main page. Users can manage 

and make their own applications from the open-source platform.  

 

Figure 2.10 Personal homepage of Qzone 

 

Many social networking sites offer reliable features so that their websites are compatible with 

any browsers (e.g. Internet Explorer, Safari, Moxzilla Firefox) and PCs. In a case study, I 

chose twenty students from three different classes in Shenzhen Experimental High School. I 

found that all the students have their own QQ accounts and Qzone space. Their classmates 

form the main part of their social networking connections. They share interesting information 

and photos on personal blogs that include strategy games, important news happening at 

school, and images that they will upload to the Web as part of subject assignments in study. 

2.6 Social networking usage status for young people in China 

The network era is a big change for adults, but for the younger generations it is the existence 

of things as they came to this world. The “Internet and social networks usage of minors in 

China survey” was published by the Chinese Young Pioneers (CYP) development centre in 
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2011. This is the fifth time the same series of reports has been published by this agency in 6 

years. This report analysed the Internet and social network usage of minors in China. The 

survey was carried out in 10 cities and provinces, which consisted of: Beijing, Zhejiang, 

Jiangsu, Sichuan, Jilin, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Guangdong, Guangxi, and Hubei. A total of 

10,000 students in 100 schools and 5000 parents participated in the survey.  

 

Social networking is one of the most important topics regarding Internet applications in 

recent years. There are three reasons to consider social networking sites when developing 

new technologies for supporting high-school students in learning design and technology: 

 

1) The SNS has an influence on and penetrates students’ daily life; 

2) The SNS has become a major method of socialization for minors; 

3) The SNS is effective in supporting online learning by forming groups based on school 

classes.  

The Internet penetration rate has reached a high level with online learning promotion at 

school and Internet access to households. The Internet usage penetration rate of minors has 

reached 91.4%, and the household Internet penetration rate is 82.5% (Figure 2.11). 

 

Figure 2.11Chinese teenagers’ Internet penetration rate 

 

The survey presents a higher proportion of minors in the eastern economically developed 

area on the Internet at home. The mid-western provinces, which are relatively 

underdeveloped, have a lower proportion of home Internet penetration. The percentage is up 
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to 92% of Zhejiang province in this survey, with the second and third being Beijing and 

Jiangsu, with a percentage of 90%. The percentages of other provinces show a declining 

trend (Figure 2.12).  

 

These students in the survey may represent the general situation of all students in China 

(county-level cities or above). The educational informationization and networking of 

teaching have been promoted in the “Long term education reform and development plan 

from 2010 to 2020 in China”. This reform encourages students’ active learning and self-

motivated learning with information tools. It also plans to enhance students’ problem-solving 

ability through information technology. In addition, 80% of students have Internet experience 

on mobile phones. The mobile phone has become an important Internet medium for teenagers 

beyond the computer. It is easy for minors to have their own Internet terminal because the 

Internet access terminals are enriched and the price of equipment is substantially reduced. 

The popularity of broadband, 3G, and Wi-Fi networks have also increased teenagers’ access 

to the Internet significantly. 

 

Figure 2.12 Percentage of Internet home usage 

 

Studies have shown that the main purpose of minors in using the Internet is entertainment. 

Several years of data have shown that listening to music, playing games, and chatting have 
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been located in the top three of the most important things to do by minors, with obvious 

advantages. News, mail, searching, and other Internet applications for minors have had an 

alternative status. QQ chat has been the most popular Internet applications of minors, and it 

continues to maintain a fairly high level of use. Altogether 79.5% of minors communicate 

with their friends through online chat. The top three sites that they always use are all from 

Tencent: QQ chat, Qzone, and Tencent Microblog. Instant message tools and the extensions 

of a variety of applications have a wider impact on minors.  

 

The extensive infiltration of social networks into Internet applications has become a major 

trend of the past two years. Many websites integrate SNS functions into their applications to 

support communication forms. As stated before, “QQ chat” and “Qzone” are the top two 

applications used by teenagers among many social networking sites. The third and 

subsequent ones are QQ Microbolg, Renren, Tongxue, SinaWeibo, Baidu Space, and Kaixin 

(Figure 2.13).  

 

 

Figure 2.13 Social networking sites’ ranking 

 

At the same time, most parents are worried about the large amount of time spent on the 

Internet and SNSs, which they think will affect their children’s study in a negative way 
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chatting with friends all over the country. The mainstream SNSs in China are used for 

communication and entertainment, so the parents’ fear is reasonable. Students from 

elementary schools and universities are all interested in the network. The network has a huge 

attraction for young people. In addition, there are no formal published materials to help 

parents talk to their children about safe Internet use. There is a need to find proper 

countermeasures and suggestions to help parents to relieve their fears. One such 

countermeasure is to combine social networking sites with education on the subject of 

Design and Technology, whereby students may have an alternative way of cultivating their 

creativity by spending time on the Internet developing their own design projects in 

collaborative groups with their classmates or others they know from their social network. 

 

Figure 2.14 Parents’ opinion on online activity 

 

2.7 Influences of the Internet and SNSs on teenagers in China  

The summary report of the “Internet and social networks usage of minors in China survey” 

provides useful information. In China, more than a third of teenagers think that the Internet 

and SNSs are leisure tools; 36.6% of them see the Internet as a recreation tool; 21.5% of 

them think that it is a helpful media for learning; and about 14% of teenagers think that the 

Internet is an important part of life and the path to understanding their social life (Figure 

2.15). 
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Figure 2.15 Internet awareness of teenagers (CYP Development Centre, 2011) 

 

The main purpose of surfing the Internet according to teenagers is recreation: 33.5% and 31% 

of minors like online entertainment and relaxation. Both purposes are for leisure. Not many 

teenagers use the Internet for learning or mastery of knowledge. However, 13.5% of them 

hope to expand their knowledge through the Internet (Figure 2.16).  

 

Figure 2.16 Purpose of using the Internet (CYP Development Centre, 2011) 

 

Although entertainment and relaxation are the topmost reasons for teenagers to use the 

Internet, it is noticeable that there is still a large number of teenagers who have high 

expectations of using the Internet to support their learning activities. According to this survey, 

online learning is the third most important purpose for teenagers, following entertainment 

and relaxation. Therefore, it is possible to expand this ratio and increase it by integrating 
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more learning activities with social networks. Teenagers’ awareness of network information 

is another factor that should be considered. In China, official school websites are the most 

credible information that is trusted by teenagers, while web portals and online information 

found by searching come in second place (Figure 2.17). The confidence of teenagers in the 

information from chatting and forums is not high. These data reflect that teenagers have a 

sense of discriminating information and protecting themselves from unknown sources. There 

are often many online advertisements leading to other websites on the Internet. Advertising is 

the key to success for most commercial Internet companies. However, teenagers feel that 

online advertisements are not useful for them, and that there are always viruses hiding in the 

advertisement sites or files. That is the main reason why they trust the official website of 

their school more than anything else. 

 

Figure 2.17Awareness of network information (CYP development centre, 2011) 

 

2.8 Internet, social networking, and education 

Before gaining a better understanding of social networking, it is necessary to define the term 

socialization first. Socialization is mostly used by social psychologists, politicians, 

sociologists, and educationalists to refer to the process of inheriting norms, customs, and 

ideologies. Socialization provides individuals with the skills and habits necessary for 

participating within their own society, which is formed through a plurality of shared norms, 
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customs, values, traditions, social roles, symbols, and languages. Socialization is thus the 

mean by which social and cultural continuity are attained (Clausen, 1968). 

 

The term social networking is heard quite often, but few are concerned with what it actually 

means since the term seems to be self-explanatory. Social networking is the grouping of 

individuals into specific groups, such as small rural communities that are neighbourhood 

subdivisions. Although social networking may be formed by people with certain methods of 

communication that take place in workplaces, universities, and schools, it is most popularly 

formed online through the Internet. At present, the Internet is filled with millions of 

individuals who are hoping to connect with other people and to gather and share first-hand 

information and experiences about any number of topics. 

 

When it comes to online social networking, websites are commonly used. These websites are 

known as social sites. Danah and Nicole define the term “social networking site” as a website 

service that allows individuals to construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded 

system, articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and view and 

traverse their list of connections and those within the system (Danah Nicole, 2007). Social 

networking websites function in the same way as any online community of Internet users, but 

they have unique social identities that differentiate them from other similar sites with 

different interests in hobbies, religions, or politics. 

 

Is social networking good for education or not? Lots of people expected that traditional 

academic institutions should have generally resisted the influence and increasingly pervasive 

presence of social networking activities in the lives of their students. However, the same 

institutions have had to look with new eyes at all the aspects and consequences of this new 

mode of technological socialization sweeping through the younger generation. The data 

obtained by the National School Boards Association (NSBA, USA) in their investigation 

showed how important social networking is at the moment for young adults and how 

potentially effective it could be if there is a synergy, rather than a friction, between the online 

social interaction drivers of the new generations and the goals that schools in general are 

trying to achieve. 
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In China, children and young adults aged between 9 and 15 are reported to spend almost as 

much time using social networking services and websites as watching TV. Among teens, it 

amounts to about 9 hours a week on social networking activities, compared with about 10 

hours a week watching TV. However, all the time they spend on online social networking or 

watching TV has little to do with their education, which in itself is already demanding and a 

heavy burden for them. 

 

Overall, an astonishing 96% of students with online access reported that they had used any 

social networking technologies, such as chatting, text messaging, blogging, or visiting online 

communities, such as Facebook, MySpace, and services designed specifically for younger 

children, such as Webkinz and the chat sections of Nick.com. A total of f81% said that they 

had visited a social networking website within the past three months and 71% said that they 

use social networking tools at least weekly. Furthermore, students reported that one of the 

most common topics of conversation on a social networking scene is education. 

 

Almost 60% (data from NSBA) of students who used social networking talked about 

education topics online, and, surprisingly, more than 50% talked specifically about 

schoolwork. Yet the vast majority of school districts have stringent rules against nearly all 

forms of social networking during the school day, even though students and parents reported 

little problematic behaviour online. The positive aspect of social networking for school 

children has been underestimated. Beyond the basic desire for more communication with 

others, many students engaged in highly creative activities on social networking sites and a 

sizeable proportion of them were even becoming adventurous non-conformists who set the 

pace for their peers. 

 

Over 50% of teenagers hope to be able to establish a dedicated website for themselves in 

China. In order to ensure their security online, 59.6% of teenagers hope to design a website 

specifically for them. If it is rich in content, 18.9% of teenagers will use the website (Figure 

2.18). 
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Figure 2.18 Attitude towards adolescent-specific websites 

 

Besides, the course counselling and online knowledge Q&A are the two most important 

functions on a teenagers’ website. The survey showed that over 60% of students thought that 

the website should have a course counselling function, and 46% of them considered that 

functions supporting Q&A are important. The other functions that they hope to have are 

online chat and courseware downloading (Figure 2.19).   

 

 

Figure 2.19 Important functions of a website 
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Almost two-thirds of students give a positive evaluation of school online courses. In total 

36.1% of students think that online courses are helpful for their study, and 16% of them think 

they have a kind of help. However, one-quarter of students think that online courses do not 

help them at all (Figure 2.20). 

 

 

Figure 2.20 Students’ evaluation of the school online curriculum 

 

In this research project, I plan to create a social networking site to support high-school 

students in learning the subject of Design and Technology. The computational design 

techniques will be considered in the design and implementation of this social networking site. 

In the next section, I will review computational design techniques and web design techniques. 

2.9 Computer design techniques and web techniques 

One of the main computer-based design techniques is computer-aided design (CAD), also 

known as computer-aided drafting (CAD) or computer-aided design and drafting (CADD). It 

is the use of a computer system to assist in the creation, modification, analysis, or 
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system to support designers in either an automatic or an interactive manner. These techniques 

are developed based on the symbolic representations of the design process and design tasks 

for which artificial intelligence techniques such as knowledge-based systems, machine 

learning algorithms, and evolutionary computing methods are integrated (Gero, 2008). These 

techniques can be usefully integrated into networked environments in which social network 

site applications, including applications in design education, are supported. 

 

Turning back to the educational system, the intelligent tutoring system is a traditional field of 

study that investigates problems of developing adaptive and intelligent educational systems 

(AIESs). A review of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) conducted by Brusilovsky in 1990 

helped to identify three key ITS technologies: curriculum sequencing, intelligent analysis of 

students’ solutions, and interactive problem-solving support (Brusilovsky, 1999). The goal of 

the curriculum-sequencing technology is to provide the student with the most suitable 

individually planned sequence of knowledge units to learn and the sequence of learning tasks 

to work with. Sequencing is currently the most popular technology in web-based AIESs. 

Active sequencing in most of the systems is driven by the student’s knowledge. Some 

systems and projects have experimented with the use of students’ preference regarding the 

type and media available for learning material to drive the sequencing of tasks within a topic 

(Brusilovsky, 1999). 

 

Actually, introducing a new technology into the classroom in order to transform teaching and 

learning has been a long-standing tradition in education (Groff & Mouza, 2008). Hardly any 

teaching and learning activities can take place nowadays without the use of a computer 

connected to a network, such as a server or the Internet. Computer-based education (CBE) 

has emerged as a new cross-disciplinary domain, in which various methods of teaching and 

learning are computerized, either as a way of saving manpower or as a way of delivering 

educational contents to a group of students who are geographically dispersed but connected 

through the Internet. 

 

Over the years, computer technology has advanced at great speed, unseen in any other 

technological development in history and with the persistent efforts made by computer 
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scientists and educators. The research on CBE has branched into computer-assisted 

instruction (CAI) and computer-managed instruction (CMI). CAI is concerned with using 

computers to help or to replace teachers by taking over all or part of the teaching task, with 

the systematization of teaching contents and transformation of teaching media. In this area, 

computer programs that are used for education and training are often referred to as 

courseware rather than software. As a teaching medium, a computer can be used in the same 

way as a textbook, projector, television, and video recorder, to help teachers improve their 

teaching effect and receive student responses to make judgements. The difference between 

CAI and CMI is that the former is used as an assistant to teachers, whilst the latter places 

greater emphasis on the automation of the whole teaching and learning process. 

 

However, the creation of effective learning environments with computer technology remains 

a challenge for teachers. There are some technological innovations that need strong technical 

support in order to be used in the classrooms, whilst some are taken as granted. No other 

instructional tools have been at the centre of an educational revolution like the computer, nor 

have any other innovations been as invested in, supported, criticized, and researched as the 

computer (Tyack & Cuban, 2000). Reviewing the literature on CBE, six critical factors can 

be identified, each with its own variables. These influence the implementation of the 

technology and affect a teacher’s ability to integrate innovations successfully into the 

classroom (Groff & Mouza, 2008).   

 

These six factors are: 

 

 Legislative factors 

 District/school-level factors 

 Factors associated with the teacher 

 Factors associated with the students 

 Factors associated with the technology enhancement 

 Factors inherent in the technology itself (Groff & Mouza, 2008) 
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Table 1 The challenges/obstacles/limitations to integrating technology into the classroom (Groff & Mouza, 

2008) 

 

Table 1 shows six categories in which the variables and factors that influence each other in 

an educational context are illustrated. However, the most popular social networking sites are 

often associated with the broader context of Web 2.0 technologies, which came to 

widespread prominence towards the end of 2004 (Harrison & Thomas, 2009). Web 2.0 refers 

to a group of web-based applications such as blogs, wikis, podcasting, and multimedia-

sharing sites centred around developing online communities based on greater degrees of 

interactivity, inclusion, collaboration, authentic materials, and digital literacy skills 

(Haythornthwaite & Kazmer, 2004; Lankshear & Knobel, 2007; Thomas, 2009). 

 

In the last few years, the so-called Web 2.0 tools have emerged and much has been written 

about how these tools are changing practice, shifting from the Web as a content repository 

and information mechanism to a Web that enables more social mediation and user generation 

of content (Conole & Culver, 2010). New practices of sharing are appearing, such as Flickr, 

Youtube, and Slidshare, as well as new mechanisms of content production, communication 

and collaboration, and social networking sites for connecting people and supporting different 

communities of practice, like Facebook, Elgg, and Ning (Conole & Culver, 2010). My aim of 
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building an instructional social networking site is to try and identify the new patterns of Web 

2.0 user behaviour that are emerging and then map these to design learning activities. In 

effect, it is to strap up the affordances of Web 2.0 technologies in a way that is appropriate to 

enable better finding, sharing, and discussing of design learning and teaching ideas (Conole 

& Culver, 2010). 

 

Based on the above review, the objective of this research is to design a web-based framework 

for social networking to support design education in mainland China, with a particular focus 

on high-school students. Social networking sites are quite popular with teenagers and college 

students as they begin to develop their problem-solving ability and creative thinking related 

to design and technology education. The integration of education applications supported by 

computational design techniques with social networking sites will make a different and new 

experience for students. In addition, some social networking sites are open sources, and these 

open-sourced sites can be developed further as the basis for the proposed system. In this 

research, I wish to create a specific social networking site by integrating computational 

design techniques and web design techniques, with a specific focus on supporting the 

teaching of the subject of Design and Technology in high schools in China. Design education 

in high schools in China is still in the early exploration phase. Many innovative educators are 

seeking a groundbreaking way to teach and learn the subject of Design and Technology. 

Therefore, it is a good opportunity to combine the features of design education and social 

networking sites to generate a new learning mode. 
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Chapter 3. Research methodology and 

proposition 

Research is the organized investigation into existing and or new knowledge. It is used to 

establish or confirm facts, reaffirm the results of previous work, solve new or existing 

problems, support theorems, or develop new theories. There are several forms of 

research: scientific, humanities, artistic, economic, social, and business. Each kind of 

research needs an appropriate way to assist the achievement of the comprehensive 

research purpose or projects. The scope of this research is the application of 

computational design and web design techniques to support students in high schools in 

China in learning the subject of Design and Technology in a similar way to the social 

network sites that the students like to use. Therefore, it is necessary to identify an 

interactive and collaborative way in which the students may engage the subject.   

 

There can be little doubt that this research involves the integration of quantitative and 

qualitative research. Such an approach has become increasingly common in recent years 

(Bryman, 2006).  

 

Qualitative research explores attitudes, behaviour, and experiences through such 

methods as interviews or focus groups. It attempts to obtain an in-depth opinion from 

the participants. As it is attitude, behaviour, and experience that are important, it is 

possible that fewer people may take part in the research, but the contact with these 

people tends to be long-lasting. Quantitative research generates statistics through the use 

of large-scale survey research, using methods such as questionnaires or structured 
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interviews. This type of research reaches many more people, but the contact with those 

people is much more transitory than it is in qualitative research. Therefore, the scientific 

method is currently employed as the major research mechanism in both quantitative and 

qualitative research methods (Taylor, 2005). Generally speaking, the research questions 

decide which method should be selected, as illustrated by Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Research process 

 

This chapter introduces the methodology used in the development of the proposed 

integrated platform of social networking for design education. A theoretical framework 
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has been developed based on the investigation into the students and teachers in their 

social and educational environments. Such a framework is an integration of social 

networking and computational techniques in the context of design education in high 

schools in China. As such, a mixed-methods approach is used. 

3.1 Mixed-methods approach research 

Some mixed-methods writers, such as Tashakkori and Teddlie, consider this form of 

research a methodology focus on the philosophical assumptions (Tashakkori & Teddie, 

1998). Unquestionably, all research approaches have underlying philosophical 

assumptions that guide the inquirer. As a methodology, it involves philosophical 

assumptions that guide the direction of the collection and analysis of data and the 

mixture of qualitative and quantitative approaches in many phases of the research 

process. As a method, it focuses on collecting, analysing, and mixing both quantitative 

and qualitative data in a single study or series of studies (Creswell & Clark, 2007). It 

means that the use of quantitative and qualitative approaches in combination provides a 

better understanding of research problems than either approach alone (Creswell & Clark, 

2007). Many factors contributed to the evolution of the mixed-methods research 

approach. The combination of the two forms of data can provide the most complete and 

analysis of problems. In recent years, many researchers called mixed-methods research 

the “third methodological movement” (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003).  

 

Quantitative data include closed-ended information such as that found on attitude, 

behaviour, or performance instruments (Creswell & Clark, 2007). Qualitative data 

consist of open-ended information that the researcher gathers through interviews with 

participants (Creswell & Clark, 2007). A social science researcher named Michel Crotty 
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gave a helpful conceptualization of the process of research.  

 

Table 2 Four elements basic to any research process (Crotty, 1998)      

As shown in Table 2, there are four elements – epistemology, theoretical perspective, 

methodology, and methods – basic to any research process. The methodology column 

includes the various type of approaches to research that have been called designs 

(Creswell & Clark, 2007), such as experiments, survey research, and grounded theory 

research. In this column, mixed-methods research could be added and updated. It is a 
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methodology with an epistemological and theoretical perspective as well as methods 

(Creswell & Clark, 2007). In the final column on the right, one can see the methods, the 

specific techniques of data collection and analysis, such as questionnaires, and the visual 

ethnographic methods. For mixed-methods research, in which the investigator collects 

both quantitative and qualitative data, the methods involve multiple forms of data 

collection and analysis (Creswell & Clark, 2007).  

 

In this research, I extended this approach and adopted questionnaires, observations, 

interviews, and case studies to support the development of a computational framework 

supporting design education in high schools in China, and these methods were employed 

throughout the whole research process.  

 

According to this integration research project, as mentioned before, educational and 

social networking research involves collaboration among educators and students. On the 

one hand, the main users are students, with teachers playing the role of guiding them. It 

needs not only statistical data analysis, but also the combination with interviews and 

focus groups, case studies, and observations. On the other hand, usability testing is an 

indispensable part of this research as well. 

 

3.2 Case study methods 

A case study is a detailed examination of one or more specific situations (Lazar, Feng, 

& Hochheiser, 2010). Case studies can be single-subject designs or based on a single 

programme, unit, or school (Newman & Benz, 1998). They have the potential for 

increased validity due to the use of multiple data-collection techniques (e.g. interview, 
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document study, observation, and quantitative statistical analysis). When applied as a 

research method, case studies are usually carried out to generate findings or relevance 

beyond the individual cases. According to Fidel (Fidel, 1983), to be a research method, 

case studies are always appropriate for investigating phenomena in which  

 A large variety of factors and relationships are included; 

 No basic law exists to determine which factors and relationships are important; 

 The factors and relationships can be directly observed. 

 

In this research, a case study is used in order to gain an understanding of how 

computational techniques and social networking sites are related to design education. I 

visited two cities in mainland China, i.e., Shenzhen and Nanjing, for the purposes of 

case studies and observations. 

 

Shenzhen is located in the Pearl River Delta. It also has another name: “City of Design”. 

Therefore, the Shenzhen Government thought highly of design education in high schools. 

Nanjing is the birthplace of modern design education in China. It has excellent colleges, 

which formed the basis of traditional Chinese art design education. In Shenzhen 

Experimental School, I conducted initial interviews and made observations of the 

teachers and students in their classes on the subject of Design and Technology, which 

was only introduced by the State Ministry of Education in China in recent years. These 

initial contacts with the teachers and students increased my understanding of how the 

students interact with teachers, computational tools, and the Internet during the class. 

Based on these earlier observations and interviews, I chose Nanjing as the place for 

more detailed case studies. This is because in Nanjing, several high schools have been 

chosen by the Advisory Committee of Nanjing Normal University on the subject of 

Design and Technology as model schools. It is convenient to conduct another important 
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task of this research, that is, to run the SNS platform developed and to test it with the 

teachers and the students. Two chapters from the textbook on Design and Technology 

were selected for testing with ten students, who were divided into two groups. Two 

teachers in the same high school were invited to be advisors. One of the purposes of this 

test was to find out how social networking can encourage the students to learn the 

subject of Design and Technology, for which there seems to be little experience among 

high-school teachers in the whole of China.  

3.3 Observation methods 

Observation is a method of gathering data by watching behaviours or events or noting 

physical characteristics in their natural setting. Observation can be overt or covert. This 

means that everyone knows that they are being observed or no one knows that they are 

being observed and the observer is concealed. Observations can also be separated into 

direct and indirect ones. Direct observation is when one watches interactions, processes, 

or behaviours as they occur, such as observing a teacher teaching a lesson from a written 

curriculum to determine whether he or she is delivering it with fidelity. Indirect 

observations are when the researcher watches the results of interactions, processes, or 

behaviours, such as measuring the amount of plate waste left by students in a school 

cafeteria to determine whether a new food is acceptable to them. There are several 

advantages of observation, one of which is that it can collect data when an event or 

activity is occurring. It does not have to rely on people’s willingness or ability to 

provide information. It allows the researcher to see directly what people do rather than 

relying on what people say they do. For this research project, I needed to think about the 

evaluation questions that I wanted to answer through observations and select a few areas 

of focus for this data collection. For example, it is necessary to know how well the 

Design and Technology curriculum is being implemented in the classroom. One of my 
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focus areas is the interactions between students and teachers, and teachers’ knowledge, 

skills, and behaviours. Therefore, I prepared recording sheets and checklists to collect 

observation data. These forms are typically used for collecting data that are easily 

described in advance. For example, topics in this research project are covered in Design 

and Technology lessons. I listed the interactions, processes, or behaviours to be 

observed with space to record open-ended narrative data. The full content and process of 

this observation will be described in detail in Chapter 4. 

3.4 Questionnaire methods 

Questionnaires are often designed for statistical analysis of the responses. It is a research 

instrument consisting of a series of questions and other prompts for the purpose of 

gathering information from respondents. I used the questionnaire method after the 

observation method, because in the observation section I acquired basic information 

from teachers and students on the Design and Technology curriculum, such as the 

syllabus, teaching style, use of teaching aids, and behaviours of students. I designed a 

questionnaire from the observation data analysed, and prepared 200 questionnaires and 

handed out them to 4 classes. I wanted to obtain the general personal information of 

students, for example gender and hobbies. Then, I aimed to gain an understanding of the 

Internet usage by teenagers, which involved information on the time spent on the 

Internet, the kind of website always browsed by high-school students, and their opinion 

on educational websites. Moreover, regarding this SNS learning platform based on the 

Design and Technology curriculum, I needed to determine the attitude of students 

towards this subject, such as whether they like the D&T subject, which teaching style 

they prefer, and what they think about using social network sites for subject learning. 

After the data collection, I used the SPSS software to analyse the data. SPSS is a 

computer program used for survey authoring deployment, data mining, text analysis, 

statistical analysis, and collaboration and deployment. The results generated by SPSS 
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were analysed, and formed an important part of the SNS platform design. The details of 

the results’ analysis will be presented in the section on the “field study” (Chapter 5).     

3.5 Interviewing methods 

Patton characterized the research interview as a strategy to find out from people things 

that we cannot directly observe (Patton, 1990). Interviews can be structured and 

unstructured. A structured interview is designed to collect the same data from each 

respondent, while an unstructured interview may be used to identify broader issues 

(New & Benz, 1998). According to the results of the observation and survey, I used the 

interviewing method to gain a deeper understanding of the teachers’ and students’ 

requirements. Semi-structured interviews were employed in my research, because they 

are the most common type of interview used in qualitative social research. In particular, 

I wanted to acquire specific information that could be compared and contrasted with the 

information gained in other interviews. In order to achieve this, the same questions were 

asked in each interview. For this type of interview, I produced an interview schedule and 

then prepared a list of specific questions. When I conducted the research in Shenzhen 

and Nanjing, this method was used to find out why and how the students use social 

networking sites. This method was more extensively used with the implemented 

platform.   

3.6 Usability testing 

Usability testing is a technique used in use-centred interaction design to evaluate a 

product by testing it on users. This can be seen as an irreplaceable usability practice, 

since it gives direct input regarding how real users use the system. In general, it involves 

representative users attempting representative tasks in representative environments, on 
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early prototype of computer interfaces (Lewis, 2006). Usability testing has one basic 

goal: to improve the quality of an interface by finding flaws in it. It should cover the 

interface flaws that cause problems for users. Usability testing focuses on measuring a 

human-made product’s capacity to meet its intended purpose; commonly foods, 

consumer products, websites or web applications, and computer interfaces benefit from 

usability testing.  
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Figure 3.2 Mixed-methods research process: a theoretical framework 

Usability testing measures the usability, or ease of use, of a specific object or set of 

objects, whereas general human–computer interaction studies attempt to formulate 

universal principles. In this research, usability testing was conducted in order to analyse 

the final integration framework. The testing included the students and the teachers, as 

well as their behaviour, in the two projects. I designed a short usability questionnaire at 

the end of the project testing to determine the user’s satisfaction with the platform. 

 

My research methodology and research steps are illustrated in Figure 3.2. Each of the 

steps with its results will be introduced in the remaining chapters.  

3.7 Theoretical framework 

A theoretical framework is supposed to help readers make logical sense of the 

relationship of the variables and factors that have been deemed relevant to the problem. 

It defines the relationships between all the variables so the readers can understand the 

theorized relationships between them. It is a collection of interrelated concepts, like a 

theory but not necessarily so well worked out. A theoretical framework guides the 

research, determining what will be measured and what statistical relationships the 

researcher will be looking for. George Herek (Pequegnat & Stover, 1995) wrote that the 

theoretical framework strengthens the scholar’s research in several ways: 

 

 Explicit statement of the theoretical assumptions permits them to be evaluated 

critically. 

 A theoretical framework connects the researcher to the existing knowledge. 

Guided by a relevant theory, researchers have a basis for their hypotheses and a 

choice of research methods (Pequegnat & Stover, 1995). 
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 Articulating the theoretical assumptions of a research study forces the researcher 

to address the questions of why and how. It permits researchers to move from 

simply describing a phenomenon observed to generalizing about various aspects 

of that phenomenon. 

 Having a theory helps to identify the limits to those generalizations. A 

theoretical framework specifies which key variables influence a phenomenon of 

interest. It alerts the researcher to examine how those key variables might differ 

in varied populations. 

 

These research questions involved several theories, which are collaborative activities in 

design and learning, the cognitive process of integration of social networks with 

educational contents, and a pedagogical model of the content and interaction. These 

theories support the main research question and two sub-questions as discussed in 

Chapter 2 (Figure 3.3).  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Integrated framework 

 

3.7.1 Cognitive model 

Cognitive skills are the mental mechanisms that are used in the process of acquiring 

knowledge; these skills include reasoning, perception, and intuition. Reading and 
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writing rely on a specific set of cognitive skills, such as attention, memory, symbolic 

thinking, and self-regulation. For example, when children learn to read and write, they 

continue to improve these skills, making them more purposeful and deliberate. 

Deliberate attention is required to differentiate between letters, even if they look alike, 

and to isolate specific portions of a word for encoding to decode it. Children must 

remember the previous words as they decode the subsequent words in a sentence. If they 

do not make a purposeful attempt to remember, they cannot extract what the sentence 

means. Writing and reading are the use of symbols and if children cannot think 

symbolically, they cannot learn to manipulate letters and words. Finally, self-regulation 

must be in place so that children can monitor their own understanding of the print so 

they can abandon ineffective reading strategies and move on to more effective ones. 

Most adults recognize that teens have better thinking skills than younger youths. These 

advances in thinking include developing advanced reasoning skills. Developing abstract 

thinking skills and developing the ability to think about thinking are a process known as 

“meta-cognition”. A teenager’s cognitive skill set is made up of several mental skills, 

including auditory and visual processing, short- and long-term memory, comprehension, 

logic and reasoning, and attention skills. Most college prep courses focus on academic 

materials and study habits. Meta-cognition allows teens to think about how they feel and 

what they are thinking. It involves being able to think about how one is perceived by 

others. It can also be used to develop strategies, also known as mnemonic devices, for 

improving learning.  

 

Cognitive skills are also considered when designing an integrated education platform. 

Cognitive testing is one of the important parts of platform testing. Designers need to 

record the thinking and learning skills of students and complete the system on time. A 

cognitive model is an attempt to create a process, usually on a computer, that simulates 

the way humans think. In some cases, this can be designed with the aim of learning 

more about computing. In most cases, though, the aim is to learn more about how 
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human minds work and ways to treat medical and psychological conditions to the 

thought process. Usually, the cognitive model is based around cognition, the study of 

how animals learn and process information and then decide upon actions. In large 

amounts of cases, this involves the study of humans, partly for the obvious self-interest 

and partly because humans appear to have the most advanced cognition skills of any 

animals. One of the main issues in cognition study is the contrast between the cognitive 

skills that appear to be in place at birth and those that develop through a learning process 

such as language. The cognitive model works in contrast to another element of artificial 

intelligence study, the cognitive architecture. The cognitive model attempts to recreate 

how the brain can carry out a particular task, such as learning or making decisions. The 

cognitive architecture attempts to recreate the overall structure and operation of the 

brain, and the limits these place on each cognitive model. However, there are some uses 

of cognitive models that are unrelated directly to the brain; for instance, a model could 

simulate the way information flows throughout an organization and how that 

organization as a whole makes decisions. Trying to simulate the structure of the 

organization in this way may uncover ways in which it could be made to operate more 

efficiently or productively. In the meantime, learning is a cognitive process, because 

when we say the word “learning”, we usually mean “to think using the brain”. Cognitive 

learning is about enabling people to learn by using their reason, intuition, and perception. 

This technique is often used to change peoples’ behaviour. Besides, people’s behaviour 

is influenced by many factors, like culture, upbringing, education, and motivation. 

Therefore, cognitive learning involves understanding how these factors influence 

behaviour and then using this information to develop the learning process. The main 

view of cognitive learning theory is one of the basic concepts of learning. Cognitive 

learning theory points out that the different processes concerning learning can be 

explained by analysing the mental first. On the one hand, it assumes that with effective 

cognitive processes, learning is easier and new information can be stored in the memory 

for a long time. On the other hand, ineffective cognitive processes result in learning 
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difficulties that can be seen anytime during the lifetime of an individual.  

 

Therefore, in order to learn and teach D&T successfully, one must understand how 

knowledge is acquired, organized, and stored in the human mind and what factors affect 

it and make learning more efficient (Davidko, 2011). Creative expression and the arts are 

ideally suited to providing the means for children’s cultural citizenship and educational potential 

to be developed and extended (Bamford, 2008). In this research, I chose a cognitive model 

that was introduced by Derry as a basic model. This model sheds light on the process of 

acquiring meaningful and useful knowledge, which gives teachers a clue to how the 

teaching and learning process may be organized. This model is separated into seven 

steps: steps one to three describe the comprehensive parts, steps four and five concern 

the learning process, and then steps six and seven are the recall and reconstruction parts. 

As shown in Figure 3.4, in this model prior knowledge (2) plays a very important and 

active role in acquiring new knowledge and comprehending new information (Davidko, 

2011).  
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Figure 3.4 Cognitive model of learning (Derry, 1990) 

 

In addition, in the design field, in the 1990s, Don Norman began to explore the role that 

emotions play in making products easier, more pleasurable, and more effective to use. 

He identified two modes of cognition, which are the experiential and reflective modes. 

Both of them are essential to human beings, and are continuously used in everyday life, 

often in an overlapping manner.   

 

Experiential: the state of mind associated with the perception of the environment 

around us and with our engagement with that environment through our actions and 

reactions. Contexts in which an experiential mode of cognition is used include when a 

person is having a conversation, driving a car, or reading a book (Norman, 1993). 

Reflective: the state-of-mind associated with higher-level processing of knowledge, 

memory, and external information and stimuli through thinking, comparing, and judging. 
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This type of cognition is needed for people to learn, create ideas, design products, and 

write books (Norman, 1993).  

 

Thus, I proposed a cognitive model of design learning based on Derry’s model and the 

characteristics of the Design subject (Figure 3.5). This model combines the features of 

design learning and cognitive learning. Learners’ prior knowledge still plays an 

important role in comprehending the new design knowledge taught by a teacher. Then, 

learners obtain subsequent knowledge from reviewing and researching. Multimedia 

learning is the one of the principles of cognitive learning. It describes the optimum ways 

to use text and graphics for engaging learners’ attention and information processing. 

According to Dr Mayer’s research, in multimedia, adding graphics to words can 

improve learning; placing text on graphics improves learning; explaining graphics with 

audio improves learning; and the user’s conversational tone and pedagogical agents also 

help increase learning efficiency (Mayer, 2001).  

 

For this research, because of the specific characteristics of social networking sites, all 

the graphics, videos, and texts are added by the users or learners themselves. Another 

principle is interactive engagement. It describes the ways in which an active learning 

environment can be created that optimizes information processing as well as motivation. 

Interactive engagement requires the learner to be in a mode of active responding, to 

practice with guidance and feedback, and to be offered independent practice with 

naturalistic cues. 
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Figure 3.5 Cognitive model of design learning 

 

Based on Mayer and Clark’s principles, I wanted to establish lesson relevance and build 

learners’ confidence to stimulate their motivations in order for them to remain with the 

task. The problem-solving principle depends on very specific knowledge and skills, and 

engaging in problem solving can improve learning (Mayer, 2001). The fourth part of the 

model in this research is the design learning process, in which design principles, 

concepts, thinking, problem solving, and experimentation are included. These are 

considered essential to design education at the undergraduate level but are also relevant 

at the high-school level. 

 

Besides, collaborative and pedagogical models are important and constituent parts of 

this theoretical framework. My design education platform for high-school students in 

China cannot exist without pedagogical and collaborative models, both of which are 

essential for design education and design learning. They are separated but closely linked. 

This will be discussed below. 
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3.7.2 Collaborative model  

Collaboration means people working together to achieve the same goal. It is a recursive 

process in which two or more people or organizations work together to realize shared 

goals. Design education relates to some systematic discussions on issues such as social 

responsibility. Therefore, all individuals must have full opportunity to participate as extensively 

as they wish in all collective decision making that pertains to them (Olsen, 1982). The group 

members in collective decision making should not be limited to voting, but should include a 

wide variety of activities requiring varying degrees of commitment and involvement (Sanoff, 

2007). My research relates to the social networking medium and design education. All 

design work is essentially partial as no one single designer can do everything in large projects. 

Based on this view, design work in classrooms or studios must be partitioned and distributed. At 

the beginning of a design project form the perspective of how something is made, its structure, 

material, and connection, student are encouraged to begin to think about its physicality from the 

outset of the design process (Salama and Ashraf, 2007). Therefore, it is necessary to integrate 

the collaborative and pedagogical models into the proposed theoretical framework.  

 

Today, the Internet has become a massive collaborative environment, especially with 

social networking websites. Social media are not just about conversations; they are also 

about collaboration. Social collaboration refers to processes that help multiple people 

interact and share information to achieve common goals. Anyone with access to these 

social networking websites can collaboratively add to the content of the site. This can be 

achieved by making profiles, submitting pictures, and leaving messages and comments. 

Actually, social networking is in itself a collaborative effort because it requires more 

than one person. In addition, social networking sites are becoming unique touch points 

to engage communities, start conversations, recruit skilful employees, and develop new 

innovative ideas. Firms that successfully leverage social networks are doing so to 

engage their communities in conversation explicitly to tap into their brainpower and 

energy. They ask customers and followers to participate in brainstorming with them so 
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they can learn how to be better companies and offer better products and services, or 

support the values and issues of the community. 

 

Social networking is related to social collaboration, with the distinction that social 

collaboration is more group-centric than individual-centric. Social collaboration refers to 

processes that help multiple people to interact and share information to achieve any 

common goal. Such processes find their “natural” environment on the Internet, where 

collaboration and social dissemination of information are made easier by current 

innovations. The brainstorming process is a sharing concept in a digital environment. 

Social networking services generally focus on individuals sharing messages in a more or 

less undirected way and receiving messages from many sources in a single personalized 

activity feed. However, in the context of supporting students in high schools to learn the 

subject of Design and Technology, it is necessary to have more functions beyond 

information sharing. A strong sense of collaboration is needed, particularly for solving 

design problems for the high-school students.  

 

For example, the collaboration that takes place on Facebook started with Mark 

Zuckerberg and his pals coming together to create and man this monster website. After 

users register and connect with their friends through the network, they can view profiles 

and make comments on each other’s “walls”. They are able to browse through a friend’s 

uploaded photo albums and join groups. The group feature is interesting in that it only 

allows users to join the groups in their own network. That creates a sense of community 

among different networks. When each and every user who is registered on Facebook is 

part of the entire network, somehow the smaller networks of single campuses and 

businesses create more collaborative communities. Then, a new feature appeared, called 

“pulse shoes popular listings and trends on Facebook in the last seven days”. This 

information is the most blatant collaboration information on the website. It shows what 

kind of things each community is interested in as a whole, at least for the majority. A 
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great and collaborative aspect of Facebook’s photo uploading service is that it allows the 

user to tag the photos they have uploaded, creating a network on one single photo. The 

collaborative efforts that are present on Facebook extend the physical nature of a 

campus to the online world, where things can be easily organized in one area.  

 

Another example of knowledge sharing and collaborative online websites is the most 

popular free-content encyclopaedia, called “Wikipedia”. Although this website is not an 

obvious form of social networking, the “talk” pages located on each of the Wikipedia 

articles may display registered users’ discussion on the topic at hand. It creates a 

network of people who share similar interests to help create, edit, and discuss a specific 

topic. The collaboration that takes place on this type of website can be viewed as an 

evolution. The material that is collaborated upon is constantly under construction as 

registered users edit and discuss different topics.  

 

The two examples described above present “collaborative” features in different styles. 

An understanding is that social networking sites exist as collaborative forms. In fact, 

learning can be enhanced by collaboration.  

 

A scientific understanding of learning includes the understanding of the learning process, 

learning environments, teaching, socio-cultural processes, and many other factors that 

contribute to learning (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000). The research topics both in 

this field and in laboratories provide the fundamental knowledge base for understanding 

and implementing changes in education.  

 

Collaborative learning is a situation in which two or more people learn or attempt to 

learn something together. Different from individual learning, people engaged in 

collaborative learning capitalize on each other’s resources and skills, such as asking 

other people for information, evaluating others’ ideas, and monitoring others’ work. 
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Furthermore, collaborative learning is based on the model that knowledge can be created 

within a population in which members actively interact by sharing experiences and 

taking on asymmetric roles. Collaborative learning refers to methodologies and 

environments in which learners engage in common tasks whereby each individual 

depends on and is accountable to the others. These include both face-to-face 

conversations and computer discussions, such as online forums and chat rooms.  

3.7.3 Pedagogical model 

The term “pedagogical model” is often used in the context of e-learning (and indeed of 

course more broadly for learning and teaching). Models such as Kolb’s learning cycle, 

Salmon’s e-moderating framework, and Lauriallard’s conversational framework are 

much quoted. These are often used as analytic lenses to frame a research study or as a 

scaffolding for guiding educational innovation.  

 

Kolb’s learning cycle 

David A. Kolb’s styles model is based on the experiential learning theory (David, 1984). 

He created his famous model out of four elements: concrete experience, observation and 

reflection, the formation of abstract concepts, and testing in a new situation. He 

represented these in the famous experiential circle, which involves: 

1. Concrete experience, followed by 

2. Observation and experience, followed by 

3. Forming abstract concepts, followed by 

4. Testing in new situations. 

 

Salmon’s e-moderating framework 

The Salmon e-moderating framework describes how to design a course that strongly 

uses computer-mediated communication, in particular forums (Gilly, 2004). 
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1. Access and motivation. Exploring the technology and motivation building are key 

issues. The e-moderator helps with meeting people and the learning environment.  

2. Socialization. This builds on the first stage, and focuses on social processes and 

community building (Gilly, 2002).  

3. Information exchange. Information is exchanged and cooperative tasks can be 

achieved. Interaction happens with content (Gilly, 2004), other participants, and the 

e-moderator, which assists exploration activities.  

4. Knowledge construction. Knowledge development and discussion activities become 

important (Gilly, 2004). Participants start recognizing the value of text-based 

asynchronous interaction and take control of knowledge construction. 

5. Development. Participants become responsible for their own learning in that of their 

group. Ideas are applied to individual contexts. This stage is characterized by 

reflection and assessment.  

 

Lauriallard’s conversational framework 

Lauriallard stated that there are four main aspects of the teaching–learning process and 

that different educational media can be used in terms of these dimensions (Lauriallard, 

1993). Laurillard’s framework included the following components: 

1. Teacher’s concepts; 

2. Teacher’s constructed learning environment; 

3. Student’s concepts; 

4. Student’s specific actions. 

 

Each pedagogical scenario should include all four kinds of activities in the model 

(Lauriallard, 1993). 

 

 Discussion between the teacher and the learner 

 The teacher’s and the learner’s conception should be mutually accessible. 
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 Both of them agree on the learning objectives (Lauriallard, 2002). 

 Adaption of the learner’s actions and of the teacher’s constructed environment 

(Diana, 2002). 

 The teacher must adapt the objectives with regard to the existing conceptions. 

 The learner must integrate feedback and link it to his/her own conceptions. 

 Interaction between the learner and the environment defined by the teacher (Diana, 

1993). 

 The teacher could create an environment adapted to the learning task given to 

the learner.  

 The teacher must focus on support for the task and give appropriate feedback to 

the learner.  

 Reflection of the learner’s performance by both the teacher and the learner 

(Lauriallard, 1993). 

 The teacher supports the learner to revise his or her conceptions and to adapt 

the task to the learning need. 

 The learner reflects during all the stages of the learning process, such as 

concept, objectives, analysis, and feedback.  

 

Three pedagogical models have their own representativeness from the traditional 

education style to the innovative education mode. In this research, I combined social 

networking and education to examine how these models can work together.  

 

It is indisputable that a computer is an essential tool for online social networking. 

Design education is collaborative learning, though. The combination of the two can be 

seen as computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL). CSCL is a pedagogical 

approach wherein learning takes place via social interaction using a computer or through 

the Internet. This kind of learning is characterized by the sharing and construction of 

knowledge among participants using technology as their primary means of 
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communication or as a common source (Stahi, 2006). CSCL systems use technology to 

control and monitor interactions, to regulate tasks, rules, and roles, and to mediate the 

acquisition of new knowledge.  

 

The study of CSCL draws on a number of academic disciplines, including instructional 

technology, educational psychology, sociology, cognitive psychology, and social 

psychology. Many researchers and practitioners in several fields, including cognitive 

science, sociology, and computer engineering, have begun to investigate CSCL, thus it 

constitutes a new trans-disciplinary field. It is related to collaborative learning and 

computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), which is one of the major research 

areas for computer sciences and design. Currently, CSCL is used in instructional plans 

in classrooms in both traditional and online education from primary school to 

postgraduate institutions. Like any other instructional activity, it has its own prescribed 

practices and strategies, which educators are encouraged to employ in order to use it 

effectively.  

 

CSCL is an instructional strategy grounded in social constructivism. This strategy gives 

students opportunities to practise innovative skills in communication, knowledge 

sharing, critical thinking, and the use of relevant technologies found in the workplace in 

the twenty-first century. Social constructivism is a sociological theory of knowledge that 

applies general philosophical constructivism to social settings, wherein groups construct 

knowledge for one another, collaboratively creating a small culture of shared artifacts 

with shared meanings. Its origin is largely attributed to Lev Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 1978). 

One can find in many literatures that social constructivism has been studied by many 

educational psychologists. Most of them are concerned with its implications for teaching 

and learning.  

 

In the field of design, I can take product design as taught in the subject of Design and 
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Technology as an example to discuss the whole design process completed by designers. 

Let us consider a typical design studio; one can imagine that the participants in a 

discussion stand within a circle that is about two metres across. A drawing laid out at the 

centre of the circle forms the focus of their discussion (William, 2004). Product design 

is the process of creating a new product to be a sold by a business to its customers 

(Archer, 1974). It is the efficient and effective generation and development of ideas 

through a process that leads to new products (Hekkert, 2008).  

 

The universal traveller model of the creative process was created by Don Kober and Jim 

Bagnall (1991). This process is usually completed by a group of people, designers, or 

field experts in the product they are creating. This process focuses on figuring out what 

is required, brainstorming possible ideas, creating mock prototypes, and then generating 

the products. This process divides the process of creative problem solving into the 

following seven stages (Figure 3.6).   
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Figure 3.6 The universal traveller model of the creative process (Kober & Bagnall, 1991) 

 

1. Accept situation  

In this stage, the designers need to understand the problem first, then decide to 

commit to the project and find a solution to the problem. 

2. Analyse  

The people in the group begin research; they have to know how to solve the 

problem through statistics, questionnaires, and articles.  

3. Define  

The designers should restate the problem clearly by defining the goal. 

4. Ideate  

They need to think of the possibilities, and come up with an opinion. 

5. Select  

The designers have narrowed down their ideas to a select few, which can be 

guaranteed successes, and from there they can outline their plan to make the product.  

6. Implement  

The designers build up the prototypes, the plan outlined in the precious step is 

realized, and the product starts to become an actual object (Koberg & Bagnell, 

1991). 

7. Evaluate  

The designers need to assess whether or not the solution works and how it could be 

improved.  

 

Furthermore, the research relates to design education, and the researcher chose the 

“Design and Technology” subject to be the object of study. Thus, it is necessary to 

understand the engineering models of product design.  
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Figure 3.7 The engineering design process by Pahl and Beitz (Blessing, 1994)  

One of the most important models in the engineering design process is the systematic 

approach by Pahl and Betiz from 1988 in which the flow of work during the design 

process is divided into four main steps as follows. Figure 3.7 shows the whole process 

of the model.  

 Clarification of the task: the collection of information about the requirements and 

about the constraints. 

 Conceptual design: the establishment of functional structures and the search for 

suitable solution principles and their combination into concept design alternatives. 
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 Embodiment design: the development of layouts and forms for the concepts, their 

evaluation, the determination of a preliminary layout, optimization, definite layout, 

and the determination of production procedures. 

 Detail design: finalization of the design (Pahl & Betiz, 1988).  

 

Therefore, I generate a specific design process model focused on the “Design and 

Technology” subject in high schools in China. This model consulted Pahl and Betiz’s 

and Kober and Bagnall’s model as well.  

 

For the model created for high-school design education, the process is not as 

complicated as introduced previously. As shown in Figure 3.8, this design process 

model also includes four main steps. 

 Decision of the task: this step just requires students to understand the problem 

clearly. It also means that students should have the ability to discover and define the 

problem.  

 Concept of design: students should restate the problem, and try to use multiple 

ways to solve the problem. Last, they should decide on the goal of whole design 

process.  

 Design implementation: develop a layout and a prototype of the concept, then 

complete the product. 

 Design improvement: evaluate the competed product and try to find out how to 

improve it.  
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Figure 3.8 Design process model for high-school design education 

3.7.4 A theoretical proposition 

Based on the above discussion, this thesis proposes a theoretical proposition by the 

building of a new model that is generated from the combination of an existing 

collaboration learning model and design process (Figure 3.9). This model is based on 

the integration of the cognitive, collaborative, and pedagogical models described above 

in a product design process that is one of the key objectives in the D&T curriculum used 

by the high-school students in China. Learners will join each stage by themselves, and 
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the medium is social networking sites. The model starts from “Problem Definition”. 

When learners have a design project, they should define the problems through their own 

experience. The next step is “Analyse Problem and Problem Solving”; every learner in 

the group has his or her own task to find the resources. Then the leader needs to collect 

all the information together for discussions. The group members share their opinions 

and exchange useful information online. Finally, they will decide on the method to be 

used to solve the problem. The next stage is “Goal Selection”, in which learners have to 

narrow down their ideas and select the best one. They have to construct and integrate 

knowledge too. The fourth stage is one of the most important steps for a design project. 

Learners have to design the prototype, and upload it online for discussions. If the 

platform is advanced enough, then they can draw the prototype online directly. The last 

step is “Evaluation”, in which learners need to test their products in several ways. Then, 

they can discuss different plans or prototypes online to find ways to improve the 

products.  

 

 

Figure 3.9 The collaborative SNS design learning model 
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The theoretical framework is the basis for conducting research and experiments with the 

students and teachers. In this research, a platform has been built based on this theoretical 

model. With this computational platform, it is then possible to test and evaluate whether 

the original objectives of the research have been achieved or not, and to identify the 

direction for further research and improvements.   
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Chapter 4.  First Proposed Platform 

Prototype  

A comprehensive plan plays an important role when one designs a product or creates a 

system. In this research project, I conducted two field studies: one in Shenzhen and the 

other in Nanjing. This chapter focuses on the first field study in Shenzhen. I visited a 

high school named Shenzhen Experimental School, which is one of top three schools in 

Shenzhen. This high school started the subject of Design and Technology at the 

beginning of 2005 and it has since become a special program in the school curriculum. I 

conducted interviews and observations that were intended to aid the development of the 

first prototype of the proposed social networking platform in this research. Another high 

school I visited is Shenzhen Futian Foreign Languages High School, which is one of the 

many ordinary schools in Shenzhen. I made observations on their classes in order to 

obtain a general understanding of the classroom environment. The first proposed 

prototype is to be tested in Nanjing where the second field study takes place. This 

prototype forms a basis for the development of a more complete system when further 

studies are carried out in Nanjing and the evaluation of the first prototype is conducted.  

4.1 Design and Technology in Shenzhen High Schools 

The subject of Design and Technology (D&T) has been developed for almost seven 
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years in China and the class content and teaching patterns have matured. In 2003, The 

Ministry of Education in Beijing promulgated a new curriculum document. From 2004, 

Guangdong Province added Design and Technology I and II into the instructional 

program with two hours per week in each semester.  

Shenzhen Experimental School, commonly referred to as SZSY, is a public school in 

Shenzhen, which consists of five sections: high school, middle school, secondary school, 

elementary school and kindergarten. Although founded relatively recently in 1985, the 

school quickly gained a reputation as an elite school in Shenzhen as well as in the nation. 

The high school demonstrates strong performance in academic competitions. It is widely 

acknowledged in China as one of the top three schools in Shenzhen with seven thousand 

students studying there. The subject of Design and Technology has been developed into 

a high standard curriculum in all sections of this school. Mr Haifeng Liu who is the 

director of this subject in Shenzhen Experimental School said that the strong 

performances in scientific academics such as Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry will 

help students to easily understand the technical principles. In addition, the average 

academic level of students is of a high standard in Shenzhen; they have strong learning 

ability in both science and literature. Therefore, their high learning efficiency allows 

most students in SZSY to have more time to learn this subject. In terms of hardware 

configuration, two experimental classrooms (Figure 4.1) and some mechanical 

equipment (Figure 4.2) were provided for this subject.  
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There are many products in the display cabinet in the lab in Shenzhen Experimental 

School. The products include “Luban Lock” (Figure 4.3), “Sailboat” (Figure 4.4) and 

other historic designs. In addition, this high school is famous for robot production and 

invention. They represented the Chinese team for five consecutive years when 

participating in the RobCup competition and won the championship each time. The 

students who participated in the competition received the opportunity to study in the 

best universities after graduation. The school places great importance on the 

development of the subject of Design and Technology. The president of Shenzhen 

Experimental High School said that he provided many more resources for teachers and 

students in relation to the development of this subject compared with other subjects. 

 

Figure 4.1 Experimental classroom 

 

Figure 4.2 The equipment 
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Figure 4.3 Luban Lock 

 

Figure 4.4 Sailboat 

 

The production material of robots is the LEGO Mindstorm series, which are the 

products of the LEGO group. The LEGO Group provides educational solutions that 

allow children to learn as they play. The LEGO Mindstorm series of kits contains 

software and hardware to create small, customisable and programmable robots. They 

included a programmable “Brick” computer that controls the system, a set of modular 

sensors and motors and LEGO parts from Technics were used to create the mechanical 

systems. Nowadays, this series is used by thousands of teachers to teach millions of 

students the so-called “new skills of the century” in China. Mr Liu showed me the 

students’ work and the materials they used for making robots (Figure 4.5 & Figure 4.6).  
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Figure 4.5 Material of robot 

 

Figure 4.6 Student’s work 

The students give full play to their imagination and creativity in their design projects. 

The figures below are the instructions for their products. One product is “Home for Old 

People” (Figure 4.7). This instruction surprised me because it was written in English. 

Another is “Computer Input Device for Disabled People” (Figure 4.8). 

The students told me that they felt very sad when they saw old people’s faltering steps 

 

This instruction is about a robot 

product named “Home for Old 

People” and the students wrote it in 

English because it was an 

international competition. This is a 

robotic changing system; every part 

of this product is specially designed 

for old people. It is the embodiment 

of D&T in science to serve old 

people and help solve their problems.  

                                                   Figure 4.7 Home for old people 
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and shivering hands, their old thick glasses and bowed bodies. Thus, they decided to 

design a robotic changing system to help old people improve their life style and quality. 

The students designed a series of products that had many functions, such as helping 

older people to read or helping them lift things. Whilst thinking that Artificial 

Intelligence might still take a long time to become part of older people’s lives, the 

students believed that their dream will come true in the future if they continued to 

expand their knowledge in Design and Technology. 

 

 

This product is designed for 

disabled people and is named 

“computer input device”. This 

device consists of three parts, a 

foot-operated keyboard, a Braille 

translation system and a Braille 

input machine. The students hoped 

that this product would help 

disabled people more easily use 

computers. 

Figure 4.8 Computer input device for disabled people 

The students told me their motivation for this design project. In the information age, 

disabled people are also entitled to use computers. This computer input device is 

intended to serve disabled people who cannot themselves use computers unaided. The 

complete set of equipment is separated into three parts: a foot-operated keyboard, a 

Braille translation system and a Braille input machine. The keyboard for the feet is used 
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to control the directional move of “Type elf” (a tool that recognises the letter or 

character on the keyboard for character input). The Braille translation system can 

identify Braille automatically; the “Type elf” will search the keyboard and press the 

corresponding keys according to the information received from the infrared ray. The 

Braille input machine is a simple hand-controlled input machine. It has eight keys, 

which include one “OK” button, one “DELETE” button and six Braille code keys. The 

Braille input machine will change the braille into information and transfer this to the 

“Type elf”. 

 

The second high school I visited was Shenzhen Futian Foreign Languages High School, 

which was established in 1998. The school became one of the leading schools in the 

district with about 2,000 students. The school is dedicated to cultivating leadership, self-

reliance and courage in its students, whilst also preparing them for global success by 

emphasising language and culture. The curriculum is focused on the acquisition of 

language skills and the development of excellence in humanities; however, the school 

also maintains exemplary science and mathematics departments. The school aims to 

promote the students’ holistic development with its special teaching methodology. In the 

classroom, they seek to promote values of independent thinking, democracy and social 

harmony. Students are taught to acquire a modern awareness of themselves as citizens of 

the world. The school’s curriculum is based on an efficient system of specialised classes 

that give students equal exposure to different disciplines in humanities. Students are 

taught self-management, self-service and self-improvement. The academic ranking of 

this high school is not as good as Shenzhen Experimental School but its work in D&T 

has achieved a high standard.  

 

Mr Yubin Shan had six years’ experience of teaching Physics before taking up the role 
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of teacher for the subject of Design and Technology. He told me that he trained students 

according to their different abilities. D&T education is performed in a multi-discipline 

mode and the students need to have comprehensive knowledge in order to help them 

understand the concepts. As is introduced above, the academic quality of the students in 

this school are not as high as those in Shenzhen Experimental High School and thus, the 

teaching methods are different between these two schools. Mr Shan said that he needed 

to arouse the curiosity of the students through D&T subject learning. Although the 

students lacked professional knowledge, they could still manage to design some good 

products with their limited abilities. Mr Shan showed me two buildings that two groups 

of students had designed and fabricated out of cardboard: one was a courtyard (Figure 

4.9) and the other was a castle (Figure 4.10). 

 

  

Figure 4.9 A courtyard Figure 4.10 A castle 

The main materials used in this design project were cardboard and foam board. These 

two designs focused on art, colour and structure only, because the students lacked the 

technical skills of programming and mechanical design. I obtained a good view of their 

learning environment, processes, teaching methods and the differences in the students’ 

abilities through observations.  
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Three important factors in teaching and learning the subject of D&T can be identified 

from these observations, which are: instructional strategies, instructional tools and level 

of student ability. This indicates that from high school level, a good training in scientific 

disciplines, such as computing and mechanical design are important in order for the 

students to move on from art-based conceptualisation to real embodiment design that 

delivers workable solutions to real design problems with tangible devices or systems, 

rather than a visual or 3D mock-up only. In the following, I will discuss the three factors 

which impact design education in high schools. 

 

Strategy is a systematic plan intended to achieve a goal. In education, strategy means the 

ability to select a suitable approach in teaching through the use of appropriate methods 

and techniques. Instructional strategy is very important for a smooth transaction of 

curriculum. It is a generalised plan for a lesson that includes structure, desired learner 

behaviour in terms of goals of instruction and an outline of planned tactics necessary to 

implement the strategy (Stones and Morris, 1972). Instructional strategies may well 

stand for the plans, means and specific methods especially devised and employed by 

teachers for guiding, directing and showing the path to the learners for the realisation of 

the set instructional or teaching learning objectives. There are always several aims of 

teaching strategies, which are: 

 

 To ensure certain leaning will be acquired in as brief a time as possible. 

 Encourage students to engage in an exchange of ideas. 

 Minimise the number of wrong responses as the students attempt to learn a concept 

and principle.  

 Ensure the attainment of certain content objectives. 

 

There are also some important features of instructional strategies:  
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 The strategy stands for a generalised plan, way and means for carrying out the task 

of teaching, such as teaching a particular lesson.  

 It is directed towards the realisation of the set teaching learning objectives. 

 It is devised and employed for helping the students in the realisation of the set 

teaching learning objectives 

 Brings out a scheme, programme or teaching learning structure, which if followed, 

may help in the better realisation of the set teaching learning objectives. 

 Requires a number of well-planned tactics, such as the behaviour and activities of 

teachers that they develop and make use of for the development of a particular 

teaching strategy for its effective implementation.  

 

Likewise, effective teachers can select and use instructional strategies that move 

individual students closer to the goal, which is improved academic achievement. With 

the advent of technology the instructional strategies of class instructors have been 

divided into two areas, from which the educational instructors can disseminate 

knowledge to the students. One is the traditional on-campus education and the other is 

the new online classroom. In Chinese high schools traditional on-campus education 

remains popular. It is important for an instructor to be able to effectively create 

instructional strategies that will help them manage a class whether on-campus or online. 

The classroom is a composition of various factors that the teacher must effectively bring 

together. The teacher must take up the role of leading and mentoring the students and 

must adopt a number of strategies in order to be able to successfully lead the classroom. 

There are a variety of instructional strategies that teachers can use to improve student 

learning, such as: active learning, collaborative learning, social networking tools, critical 

thinking, discussion strategies, experimental learning, experiential learning, games and 

experiments, humour in the classroom, interdisciplinary teaching, learner-centred 

learning, learning communities, lecture strategies, problem-based learning, team-based 

learning, teaching with cases and so on. According to my observations in Shenzhen, 
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teachers like to use collaborative learning, which is an instructional approach in which 

students work together in small groups to accomplish a common learning goal. These 

tasks need to be carefully planned and executed but they don’t require permanently 

formed groups. Team-based learning is also used by teachers in class. These two 

strategies are always employed in group projects and discussions.  

 

Furthermore, instructional tools are used by teachers to create learning environments 

and to specify the nature of the activity in which the teacher and student will be involved 

during the lesson. These particular tools are often associated with certain strategies, 

some methods may be found within a variety of strategies. Commonly used teaching 

tools may include class participation, demonstrations, recitation, memorisation, or 

combinations of these. Every method used by a teacher has advantages and 

disadvantages and requires some preliminary preparation.  

 

In a D&T classroom, teachers realise that the computer is an important part of a 

student’s education. Generally, the courseware is a common instructional tool utilised 

during the class; Microsoft Office PowerPoint is one popular software system available 

for the creation of multimedia courseware. Teachers always like to put pictures and 

video clips into courseware to make it easier for the students to understand the concepts 

in Design and Technology.  

 

The level of student ability is another impact factor in the teaching process for D&T 

classes. D&T is a multi-disciplinary subject, which combines Art, Design, Literature, 

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and IT skills. In China, every child has nine years of 

compulsory education (elementary school to secondary school). The curriculum includes: 

Chinese literature, Maths, English, Geography, Politics, Biology, History, Physics, 

Chemistry, Art, Sports and Music. This means that the students have the basic 

knowledge that is required by D&T before they enter high school. Actually, students are 
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not the same, especially with regard to the rate at which facts and principles in sciences 

are assimilated. This means that there is disparity in the ability of students to perform 

specific tasks. As observed earlier, the students in Shenzhen Experimental School have 

higher performance in technology and science, meaning that they are able to design 

advanced products, such as robots and electronic equipment to help disabled people.  

 

The students in Shenzhen Futian Foreign Languages High School always pay their 

attention to the shape of the product in a design project. The students’ knowledge of 

science in this school is not as strong as the students in SZSY. This situation requires the 

teachers to educate students according to their level of ability. For those students who 

are good at science, teachers could guide them to design high-tech products, such as 

those that combine artificial intelligence, art and scientific knowledge. If the students 

lack a strong science background, teachers could guide them to focus on the aesthetics 

and function of the product first and then help them to improve their technology skills 

afterwards. The three factors: instructional strategies, instructional tools and level of 

students’ ability influence the entire D&T class teaching and learning process.  

 

In the interviews, I found that a large proportion of the students felt that the content of 

the course was as dry as dust and that they would have preferred classes that were more 

engaging, vivid, varied, profound and simple. The wishes voiced by the students are:  

 

 Support the teaching with examples that are more up to date; 

 More opportunities to participate in the classroom; 

 Real-time animation based on D&T concepts; 

 Some convenient ways to understand new technical knowledge; 

 More communication with other students and teachers. 

Getting students engaged with hands-on activities is an effective teaching method. 
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Figure 4.11 shows two students using cardboard to make a portable stool.  

 

 

Figure 4.11 Two students working in technology lab 

However, limitations of space and equipment meant that it was not possible to provide a 

fair chance for every student. Most of the students wanted to have the chance to join the 

projects and discuss them with other team members and teachers. The teachers felt that 

if there were a platform to supplement the knowledge introduced in class teaching, then 

that would be a great support to the students. However, the lack of resources and 

platforms are common problems both for the teachers and the students. They all hoped 

to have a more convenient and efficient way for teaching and learning the subject of 

Design and Technology. The students wanted to do more design projects rather than 

listen to the teachers talking about design procedures. Their requirements coincided with 

my research target, which is the development of a platform supporting the learning of 

design related subjects as a collaborative social activity inside or outside the classroom. 

However, I needed to understand the degree of Internet usage of high school students 

and their views on social network sites.  
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4.2 Views of Teachers and Students 

Mr Haifeng Liu used to be a physics teacher before switching to teach the Design and 

Technology course in Shenzhen Experimental High School. He said to me that the D&T 

subject is mainly for improving students’ technology literacy; developing their 

innovative spirits and practical ability. Students have certain levels of technical skills 

and they also understand some principles of technology. The knowledge gained and the 

learning experience in this subject forms a firm foundation for future professional 

development as designers, if they were to progress into university level education and 

take Design as a subject of study. Therefore, the influence of technological thinking on 

Design and technical methods of learning should be emphasised to the students, instead 

of simply teaching them manual operations. He commented that although social 

networking sites (SNSs) are a new communication teaching tool for him, compared with 

other new software, SNSs are much easier to learn and to use. If there were a specific 

integrated framework designed for the D&T subject, then it would certainly improve the 

quality of teaching. He would be prepared to get involved in the development of such a 

framework by offering insights from a teacher’s perspective. All the students expressed 

their encouragement for this new educational form and said that they would like to try to 

use the new educational framework online when it is developed.  

 

In addition, I found that these teenagers have good computing skills. Many of them liked 

to use social networking and chatting software after school to communicate with their 

classmates or friends. High school students seem to prefer computer-based education 

because it is possible to simulate some complicated experiments online using this media. 

Although the experiments online are virtual, they nevertheless helped the students to 

understand the concepts. 
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4.3 First Proposed Platform Prototype 

The first platform was proposed after my primary investigation in Shenzhen. This 

prototype explored the ideas of different interfaces and basic functions that could be 

developed for supporting the learning of Design and Technology as a rudimentary social 

network site outside the classroom of the students (Figure 4.12).  

 

 

Figure 4.12 The First Prototype 

 

In this first prototype, all the pages are static webpages. The main purpose of this 

prototype is establish the most appropriate visual effects of the interfaces for the 

students, such as character, colour and page layout and it was used to confirm and verify 

user interest in a proposed design. This prototype attempts to verify the performance or 

suitability of a specific design approach. In many fields, there is great uncertainty as to 

whether a new design will actually do what is desired. New designs often have 

unexpected problems even for software and Web design. Therefore, I needed to design 

this prototype in order to help me to get useful feedback from the teachers and students. 
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Interactive computer interfaces or platforms do not operate in isolation; they exist to 

support users in performing their tasks. Throughout the development, it is always 

necessary to bear in mind the characteristics of the user population, their real-world 

tasks and their working environment. Obviously, the users of my intended platform 

include students and teachers, their main working environment is school and their work 

tasks are learning and teaching. The home page is separated into several parts that 

include the website introduction, Design and Technology subject background, 

discussion board and subject project section. The interface follows the example of other 

portal websites, such as “sina.com” or “sohu.com”. The main purpose of the first case 

study is to understand the general background of the subject of Design and Technology. 

Shenzhen is situated immediately north of Hong Kong. It is very convenient for the 

researcher to return to and from Hong Kong and Shenzhen. In addition, Shenzhen is the 

one of first cities to run D&T studies in China, which makes it a good place to gain a 

preliminary understanding of the subject’s situation. This initial prototype was taken to 

Nanjing for the second field study for further development and testing.  

 

Nanjing was selected to be the main city for the case study and the test of the platform. 

Nanjing can be seen as the birthplace of the subject of Design and Technology. Many 

experts and teachers there have rich experience in both research and practice in this 

subject and thus, it is a valuable and useful city in my research.  
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Chapter 5. Case studies in Nanjing 

Nanjing is the capital of Jiangsu province in southeast China near Shanghai. It has a 

prominent place in Chinese history and culture. Nanjing is located in the lower Yangtze 

River drainage basin and the Yangtze River Delta economic zone. It has always been 

one of China’s most important cities and it has been the educational centre in southern 

China for more than 1700 years. 

 

Professor Gu Jianjun works in the School of Science Education, Nanjing Normal 

University. He was among the first group of academics who proposed to add the subject 

of Design and Technology to the nine-years of compulsory education from primary to 

secondary school. He is also one the main editors for Design and Technology text books. 

He offered much help to this research investigation. In this investigation, I was able to 

choose four high schools in Nanjing with the help of Professor Gu. In each of these 

schools I chose one Design and Technology class from which to interview the teachers. 

I designed a questionnaire for gleaning information from the students in order to 

understand their needs in their learning of this subject. 

5.1 An Example of a D&T module 

The Education Bureau of Jiangsu province developed the teaching requirements and the 

standards for the subject of Design and Technology based on the “High School 

Technology Curriculum Standard” issued by the China Ministry of Education. This 

teaching requirement document separated the D&T subject into several modules, each of 

which identified a design discipline for the high school students. The breadth and depth 
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of each module was then defined in order to provide clear guidance and specific 

teaching requirements. Each module has a “Subject objective”, “Learning requirements” 

and “Teaching advice”.  

 

 

Table 3 Description of learning process 
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Subject objective includes the learning content and requirements according to general 

technology characteristics. Learning requirement is the detailed requirement of learning 

for the students. Teaching advice is created for the Jiangsu province teaching situation 

only. This advice helps teacher understand how to achieve the “Subject objectives” and 

how to break through teaching key points and efficiently control the scope of the 

teaching. There are several action verbs used in teaching requirements, some of these 

describe learning outcomes, others are used for goals of the learning process, knowledge 

levels, skill targets and effective objectives. The details are highlighted in Table 3. 

 

The Structure of Design and Technology I, II 

Design and Technology I Chapter 1. Access to Technology World. 

Chapter 2. Design in Technology World. 

Chapter3. The process, Principle and Evaluation of Design. 

Chapter 4.Discovery and Understanding of Needs and Issues. 

Chapter 5. The Approach to Conception of Plan. 

Chapter 6. Draw Plans. 

Chapter 7. Making Model of Prototype. 

Chapter 8. Using and Maintaining Products. 

Design and Technology II Chapter 1. Structure design. 

Chapter 2. Procedure design.  

Chapter 3. System design.  

Chapter 4. Control design. 

Table 4 The Structure of D&T I, II 

 

The teaching of the subject of “Design and Technology” is based on nine-years of 

compulsory education and it improves Design and Ttechnology accomplishment and 

helps students develop design talent and skills. In this research, I have focused on 

“Design and Technology I” and “Design and Technology II”, as these are compulsory 

courses in the high schools of Jiangsu province. Students can expand the vision of 
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technological learning and learn to master basic knowledge and skills in design, 

understand design methods and processes through these two courses in which innovative 

and creative thinking must be accompanied by the practical skills of problem solving 

through design projects. The entire structures of the two subjects are detailed in Table 4. 

 

The details of each module in terms of subject objectives, learning requirements and 

teaching advice are listed in the Appendix. The module on “Design Process” is 

described here: 

 

The Course objectives are defined as: 

 

A. Discover and define the problem 

1. Define and discover solvable technological problems and determine whether the 

students have the technological capacity and condition to solve this problem. 

2. Lists of specific design requirements that include standards and limitations. All 

requirements are according to design objectives and conditions.  

B. Design proposal 

1. Students collect information that is related to product design through various 

channels. 

2.  Suitable materials or standard parts can be selected according to the design 

requirements. 

3. General design principles and related specifications are formulated.  

4. Students are enabled to choose a preferred plan from a number of options 

through comparison and balance. Moreover, they can concentrate on advantages 

from a variety of plans to improve the original one. 

C. Model or prototype production 

1. Understanding the meaning and the type of a craft.  

2. Students are required to learn how to use at least two common types of tools and 
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equipment, two methods of processing a material and be able to correctly select a 

manufacturing process.  

3. Complete a simple model or prototype according to design alternative.  

D. Plan optimisation  

1. Understanding one or two common testing methods and using a simple method 

to test the product according to the design requirements.  

2. To improve or replace a plan based on the results of analytical testing. 

3. The appearance of the product to be polished after the production is finished.  

E. Product instruction 

1. Students should be able to write a simple product instruction or user handbook. 

2. Understanding the product maintenance and service paths.  

 

Under such objectives the learning requirements are defined as: 

1. Discover and define the design problem 

 Design is a problem-solving process; therefore, discover and define the problem 

as the beginning of the design work.  

 Students must improve their decision-making ability for solving technological 

problems. They can discover solvable problems based on their evaluation 

capacity through investigation.  

 Students are required to list the specific design requirements for objects that are 

based on the analysis of the existing conditions.  

 According to the design objective and the existing conditions, to list the 

standards of: function, size, safety, appearance and durability during the design 

project.  

 According to the design objective and the existing conditions, to list the 

limitations of: time, cost, environment, knowledge and level of technical 

capacity.  

 Listing the specific design requirements and plans for concrete conditions after 
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analysing the problem to be solved.  

2. Design proposal 

 Design proposal includes: the collection of information, design analysis, idea 

generation, presentation and selection.  

 The selection of different materials and structures should generate different 

design alternatives. There should be many possibilities of continuous 

improvement for any design alternatives.  

 Students are required to be familiar with the channels and methods of collecting 

information and to understand the types of related products. They will classify, 

gather statistics on and analyse the collected data. 

 Selection of appropriate material is one of the most importance factors in a 

design plan. The students need to have a basic understanding of common 

materials, which involves: physical and chemical properties, work performance, 

aesthetics, marketing, cost and processing methods.  

 The meaning and advantages of standard parts and the scope of their application 

need to be understood. The students should learn to choose appropriate materials 

and standard parts according to the design requirements.  

 Design principles include: innovative principles, practical principles, economic 

principles, aesthetic principles, ethical principles and technical specification 

principles. All these principles are interrelated and mutually restraining and they 

need to be understood by the students.  

 Design plan has several methods of conception, which include sketches and 

imitation and association methods. 

 Students learn to develop a complete design plan based on design principles.  

 The comparison and balance of the design plan is very important. It should help 

the students choose the best solution from a number of options according to the 

design requirements.  

3. Model or prototype production 
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 Modelling is one of the most important segments in design technology and it is a 

method for studying regularity and the characteristics of technological activities. 

The students need to know this technique. 

 Models may be separated into: draft, conceptual, structural, functional and 

demonstration models. The students need to understand that modelling has 

different functions at different stages.  

 Students should make sense of the meaning and type of craftsmanship and the 

selection of material and processing method should correlate with this. 

 A model or prototype must be produced according to design alternatives.  

4. Plan optimisation 

 Product testing should be combined with the design process, in order to ensure 

that the product functions properly.  

 One or two testing methods are required to be controlled by students and used to 

test the finished products. 

 The effect of optimisation in product design is important and the students need to 

know that optimisation is a process of testing and improving.  

 The design of product appearance is important and a good product should 

combine usability with aesthetics. 

5. The product instructions 

 Students need to know the effect of product instructions and that the structure of 

the instructions should include a title, main body and product label.  

 Generally, a product’s instructions have several manifestations that might 

include different styles.  

 Students need to learn to write product instructions for their products.  

 Product maintenance is an important part of the product in maintaining the 

overall quality of service.  

 

For this module, detailed teaching suggestions are given by the Program Proposal 
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Committee led by Professor Gu Jianjun. 

 

1. This topic separated the design process into five stages: “discover and define the 

problem”, “design proposal”, “model or prototype production”, “plan 

optimisation” and “product instruction”. This is a general process but it is not 

mandatory. “Design process” is the highlight in “Design and Technology I”. The 

students could grasp basic knowledge and technological practice from, for 

example, designing a “portable stool”, “desk lamp” and “multi-function pen 

container”. 

2. Students can be enabled to understand how important it is to “discover and 

define the problem” in Design and Technology. Teachers should help students 

create a design project by themselves. The teachers may use video clips, case 

studies and discussions to promote positive thinking in the students and to help 

them identify the method of discovering problems.  

3. The “problem” in this context means the technology problem. 

4. Teachers should combine specific examples with observations, explanations and 

discussions to stimulate the interests of the students on the “design proposal”. 

Students are encouraged to try to select a design project after research and 

analysis.  

5. Teachers should encourage students to propose more than one design alternative 

using different methods. 

6. Prototype production helps students to improve their design process and it has an 

impact on design thinking.  

7. Teachers may provide a daily product to students for them to practice writing 

product instructions. 

 

From the information obtained from the Education Bureau of Jiangsu province, it is 

clear that these objectives, requirements and advice remain theoretical and abstract, even 
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though they appear comprehensive and detailed. For the teachers and students it is 

difficult to achieve all the objectives and to meet all the requirements, for this module 

under the title of D&T I; it seems over ambitious for students at high school level. 

Therefore, in reality, it is still up to the teachers and the schools to provide sufficient 

resources and the right approach in order to inspire the students. This is still at the very 

early stage in China’s design education, particularly at the level of high schools, to 

define and provide rich resources, teaching guidelines and concrete examples. Also, it is 

noticeable that in this curriculum, the assessment criteria are completely missing. 

 

5.2 Case Study in Nanjing 

I chose four high schools for this extended field study in Nanjing. In the Chinese 

education system, high schools are separated into key schools and common schools. In 

the same grade, this includes good classes and average classes. A good class is defined 

as one that has a track record of developing bright students. I chose two key high 

schools and two common high schools in this investigation in order to ensure that the 

data are accurately representative. 

5.2.1 Nanjing No. 1 High School 

Nanjing No. 1 High School is an influential high school in China’s contemporary 

history (Figure 5.1), which dates back to the 33
rd

 year of Emperor Guangxu (1907). At 

that time, Sun Shao Yun and three other local leaders established the "Chong Wen 

School" in Nanjing, for the children from the southern district of the Old City, providing 

them with a place to study. In 1927, the nationalist government of China then decided to 

set Nanjing as the capital city of China and the school was renamed as the Capital City 

Central Experimental School, which was inspired by Mr. Cai Yuanpei who was then the 
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minister of Education and the President of Beijing University. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Nanjing No.1 High School now 

 

It then became the first public middle school in Nanjing. In 1933, the school was 

renamed as Nanjing city No. 1 High School. In 2006, the school’s symphony orchestra 

participated in the third national high school arts festival and was awarded second place. 

In 2007, they participated in the 36
th

 Vienna International Youth Music Festival and 

were awarded second place. It can be seen that this school has increasingly focused on 

education of the arts. However, Nanjing No. 1 High School still maintains a high level 

of education in traditional subjects such as mathematics, literature and sciences.  

 

The students in grade ten and class ten joined this research investigation. They receive 

two hours a week for the subject of Design and Technology. This class is the best class 

of the whole grade with 45 students. I explored the class, using camera observations as a 

tool for capturing classroom interactions. The lecture introduced “Evaluation of Design” 

in chapter three in the textbook on ‘Design and Technology I’ (Figure 5.2). The teaching 

tools included a computer and instruments. At the beginning, the teacher played a video 

clip, which described the evaluation process of a teddy bear product. Following these 

initial observations, I conducted interviews and questionnaires with the students and the 

teachers, which will be described in detail later in this chapter. 
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Figure 5.2 D&T class 

5.2.2 Nanjing No. 3 High School 

Nanjing No. 3 High School (Figure 5.3) has a history dating back over 100 years. It is a 

full-time school consisting of 37 senior classes and 27 junior classes on three campuses.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Nanjing No. 3 High School 

 

More than 3000 students currently study in this school. In addition to the usual courses, 

Chinese handwriting, English listening and speaking, computers and fundamental 

volleyball skills are also taught in this school. The school has a teaching building, 
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scientific building, library and sports centre. In addition to these main buildings, the 

school is equipped with a Physics, Chemistry and Biology laboratory, a multimedia lab 

and a computer lab. Every classroom in the campus has a multimedia network platform 

installed. The school is built with a 1000MB wide-band campus network with an 

information centre. All 500 computers on campus are connected to the Internet. As in 

other schools, the subject of Design and Technology is taught for two hours per week. 

The grade ten class nine has 50 students and it is an average class in the No. 3 High 

School. Most of the time, the teaching venue is a comprehensive practice room that has 

advanced equipment. The context in this class is the man-machine relationship. Teacher 

Zhang inspires the students’ interest and thoughts through classical stories in the 

teaching. The first story was the Shenzhou VII spacecraft, China’s third manned mission 

to the space, which successfully carried a Long March 2F rocket. Another story was the 

collapse of the Quebec Bridge in Canada. The two stories highlight the importance of 

experimental techniques to the students. The second part of the class is a bridge design 

and technical test. There are eight students in a group and each group has four pieces of 

A4 paper. Each group designs more than one different kind of bridge for load testing 

(Figure 5.4). The most important condition is that the designers could use only one piece 

of paper for one bridge deck.  

 

 

The picture left is a road bridge that was 

made with one piece of A4 paper. One 

group of students cut the paper into half 

and made them into two solid sticks. The 

rigidity could bear more weight. 
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This is another road bridge. The students 

repeatedly folded the paper to increase 

the force area but they ignored the 

attitude of the paper, the paper proved to 

be too weak to bear the load of the 

batteries. 

 

This is another bridge. It was found that 

the shape of this one was better than the 

others. It has its own structure, by 

considering mechanical knowledge. 

Students cut the paper into six different 

sized paper sticks and formed them on 

top of the deck. It was probably the most 

feasible solution among all the groups. 

Figure 5.4 The road of bridge 

 

After the model design, teacher Zhang used dry batteries (100 g per battery) instead of 

counterweights to test the paper bridge deck (Figure 5.5). The students showed deep 

understanding for deck making during the testing step.  

 

This is the load-bearing test for each 

deck. This first deck was made using 

two paper sticks carrying eleven 

batteries, totalling 1100 g.  
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This is the test of the second deck. The 

design was too weak to bear many 

batteries. There are seven batteries (770 

g) that were put on the road of the 

bridge. This weight is the maximum 

limit it could withstand.  

 

The last deck tested was the most 

comprehensive model. This should be 

the most solid model from theory and 

structure. However, there is a small 

problem with each cross fulcrum and the 

model was not as sturdy as imagined.  

Figure 5.5 The deck testing 

 

After the class, teacher Zhang showed me an outstanding project designed by a student 

in the previous semester. It was a hand-held stool made from 60 × 60 cm foam board 

(Figure 5.6).  
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The left-hand side is the finished product 

of the portable stool and the right-hand 

side is the starting material for the stool. 

This is a 60 × 60 cm foam board, which 

is the only material that was permitted to 

be used. Other design tools included 

scissors, a knife, glue and tape.  

 

This is the internal structure of the 

portable stool, which included legs and 

reinforcement parts. The internal space is 

used to incorporate a variety of small 

parts.  

 

This is the bottom of the stool and the 

middle of the cross section is used to 

install the stool legs. The stool surface 

separates the upper and lower sides and 

the designer stitched two sides up using 

the principle of building blocks.  
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The stool’s legs are formed by two 

polygons that cross each other to form a 

stable three-dimensional cross.  

 

This is the finished product of the 

portable stool. The upper part of the stool 

is a flat square; the three-dimensional 

thickening surface is more stable than a 

single-sided surface.  

 

This is the portable stool in exploded 

view. The student made the best use of 

the materials. The main materials are 

used to make the surface and the stool 

legs. The under surface has three layers 

intended to improve stability. The other 

materials are used to make reinforcement 

brackets.  

Figure 5.6 A portable stool exploded view 

 

5.2.3 Nanjing No. 29 High School 
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Nanjing No. 29 high school opened in 1945 and at that time the name was Shicheng 

Middle School. In 1956, it was renamed No.29 High School. There are 155 classes, 

6542 students and 517 teachers in this school. It is one of biggest schools in Jiangsu 

province and has advanced equipment for students and teachers, such as a library, 

laboratory, computer room and campus network. Over 60 years, No.29 High School has 

strived to improve the characteristics of the schooling. Technological and artistic 

training are the best two fields among the five characteristics they emphasised. In the 

technology area, teenager education on designing robots is very popular. The school 

team received 23 awards in national and international robot design competitions 

between 2001 and 2010.  

 

Two teachers are in charge of “Design and Technology” education. I observed their 

teaching on “Design Principle”. This class was separated into two parts. The teacher 

elaborated on design principle and theory through the development of washing machines 

in the first part. Then, the students divided into groups with each group having five to 

six students discussing design examples in real life. The second part is the practical 

section. Each group used a 60 × 60 cm sheet of three-ply board and two 5 × 5 × 60 cm 

wooden sticks to design any product they wanted to (Figure 5.7).  

 

 

One student was drawing some shapes on 

the three-ply board. This design project 

did not provide the topic. The students 

had to use their own imaginations to 

design a product. However, the materials 

were limited; each group had one 

60 × 60 cm three-ply board and two 

5 × 5 × 60 cm wooden sticks.  
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The students needed to use a line sawing 

machine to cut the shapes that they had 

drawn. The line sawing machine has 

many functions, including the cutting of 

thin board.  

 

The other two students sawed the wooden 

sticks into several pieces ready for use. 

Because the sticks were thicker than the 

three-ply board, the line sawing machine 

was not suitable for this. Students used a 

manual saw for cutting.  

 

The materials have many edges and 

corners after the cutting step. The students 

then used a sander to smooth the stickers 

and boards.  
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When all the shapes and models were 

ready, the students chose their favourite 

colour and painted the separate shapes.  

 

This is a finished product made by one 

group of students. It is a photo frame or a 

mini message board. The frame was made 

by two stickers which were separated into 

five parts, and the board was used to 

make the surface.  

Figure 5.7 Design a product according to “Design principle” 

 

All the students had a great deal of enthusiasm for the design and manufacturing of the 

products. Most of them felt that they achieved a great sense of accomplishment, which 

was different from what they gained from learning other subjects, including the main 

subjects such as Maths or Physics. During the design process, they got to understand 

some tools and machines, such as the line sawing machine, sander and manual saw. 

However, this was one of the issues that worried the teachers. The machines and tools 

are dangerous to use and it was difficult to ensure safety when the students became 

excited about what they were making. At the end of the project, the students were 

required to submit a proposal and prototype of the project before design. They also 

needed to complete a project form during the design process (Figure 5.8).  
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Figure 5.8 Design and Technology project form 

When they finished the product design, each group member needed to complete an 

evaluation form (Figure 5.9). This form was used as a reference for grading. This was 

the only material that I encountered during my field study regarding the assessment of 

the design project. Even though the topic of this class was “Design Principles”, it 

seemed that the projects were not closely integrated with the principles. Rather, the 

students were given a task of simply making something.  
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Figure 5.9 Group member design evaluation form 

This form is separated into four main evaluation categories and each category 

has several small points. The score of each small category is: 10, 10 to 9 is A 

grade, 8 to 7 is B grade, 6 to 5 is C grade and 4 or lower is D grade.  

 

1. The quality of the user interface. The product features revealed the 

corresponding operating effectiveness (10); Ease of use and safety (10); 

Clear potential usability (10).  

2. Charm. Product attractiveness (10); Personal impression (10).  

3. Maintenance and repair performance. Clear, convenient maintenance 

methods (10); Disassembly and assembly procedure reflected by 

characteristics (10). 

4. Rational use of resource. Reasonable resource cost (10); Proper choice of 

materials (10); Considered environmental factors (10).  
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5.2.4 Nanjing No. 5 High School 

Nanjing No. 5 High School opened in August 1945. The Nanjing government built three 

high schools following eight years of war with the Japanese, in order to immediately 

resume education. Nanjing No. 5 High School is one of these three schools. In the 1950s, 

No. 5 High School was the first pilot school trialling a new plan, new guidelines and 

new teaching materials in Jiangsu province. Nanjing No. 5 High School started offering 

the subject of Design and Technology in 2005, also with two hours teaching per week.  

 

Nanjing No. 5 High School also has two teachers in charge of the subject of Design and 

Technology. Mr. Jianming Liu has had five years of teaching experience in D&T. He 

introduced the subject development background and teaching environment to me. He 

said that D&T always has two kinds of classrooms (Figure 5.10): one is the normal 

classroom and the other is the practical room. The normal classroom is used to teach the 

principles or theoretical part and the practical room is used for the design projects.  

 

  

Figure 5.10 The two kinds of classroom 

 

I observed grade eleven class seven with the teaching content on “Processing 
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Introduction”. This included the entire process during product design and manufacture. 

The teacher played a video clip of an automobile-making process at the beginning of the 

class. Students understood the basic concept from this short video and thus, had a better 

understanding of the courseware. The practical section was an experiment on product 

dynamics. Each student was given one package that included: wood, wire, ruler, scissors, 

pen and sandpaper. Students then started to design a dynamically balanced product 

either according to instructions (Figure 5.11) or by themselves. 

 

 

This production instruction provided the 

exploded view on the product. It gave the 

details of every pivot, such as angle and 

sequence. Students followed the instructions 

to make their own versions of the same 

product or create different ones.  

Figure 5.11 Production instructions 

 

This gave a good opportunity to improve the students’ creative and design abilities. 

From planning to completed work, all the procedures were finished by the students, 

whilst the teacher supported them by offering comments and suggestions during the 

design process (Figure 5.12). 
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The teacher gave a brief lecture at the 

beginning of the class. Each group of 

students then received a toolkit, which 

included basic materials for the puppet 

design.  

 

There was a machine that was attached 

to a fixed object, which was used by 

students for polishing small pieces of 

wood.  

 

Students worked in cooperation with a 

due division of labour. One of them 

would cut the wood into different 

shapes and the other student smoothed 

them into the finished shapes. 
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One student attempted to embed a 

balancing device on a small puppet 

body.  

 

This is the semi-finished product; the 

small puppet stood stably on the 

bracket.  

 

This is one of finished products. The 

puppet got a new look after painting.  

Figure 5.12 The balance puppet design project 

 

Mr. Liu also showed me other finished balancing puppet design projects, which had 

been completed in previous classes (Figure 5.13). All of these balancing puppets were 

made by the students themselves. The picture on the left shows different kinds of 

puppets, which the students decorated using their own imaginations. The work on the 
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right side of the picture was a fancy product. The designer made a bird model instead of 

the normal puppet model. The beak of the bird is the point at which it stands on the 

bracket. 

  

Figure 5.13 Finished products 

 

The designer was a 17-year-old girl named Zhuyun He, a senior grade student. This girl 

is good at Mathematics and Physics. She wanted to use the scientific knowledge that she 

had learned in school to design a unique work. She changed the original two fulcrums 

into one pivot point and then she needed to calculate every appropriate angle and 

direction of force. She pasted a tail onto the bird’s body, which was formed by three 

wooden sticks of equal length. The shape of the tail is like an isosceles triangle and is 

used to maintain the balance. He said that this project helped her to better understand the 

knowledge of Mathematics and Physics. Apart from this, she also learned how to apply 

theory into practice through the subject of Design and Technology. In her opinion, she 

thought it absolutely necessary to study D&T as early as possible in high schools.  

 

Then Mr. Liu showed me the design alternatives done by students in other design 

projects. The target of this subject was design thinking and ability improvement. 

Students were required to finish a design project individually, which involved writing up 

a design alternative. Good design alternatives support designers to complete a design 

project successfully. These teenagers wrote the design alternatives without any 
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experience. However, the results were surprisingly good. I selected two design 

alternatives from more than one hundred produced by the students: one is multi-

functional desk design (Figure 5.14) and the other is multi-functional alarm clock 

(Figure 5.15).  

 

Figure 5.14 Functional desk design plan 

 

This is an alternative multi-functional desk design. The plan had four parts, which 

included a design objective, design analysis, design alternative and design model. The 

designer was a 15-year-old high school student. She wanted to design a functional desk 

to solve the problem of limited classroom space. China has a large population and the 

lack of space in schools is an issue for primary schools and high schools. The average 

class size in China is 50. With such big class sizes, the size of each student’s desk 

cannot be too big. The design analysis was:  
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1. Adding a retractable wooden frame on both sides of the original desk.  

2. The wooden frame can be expanded when users need to put more books on the 

frame and the lower support stand can be used to hang other stuff such as 

umbrellas.  

3. The wooden frame occupies space within the original desk to reduce desktop 

area and will not affect normal learning.  

4. The wooden frame can be folded easily because it is connected by screws.  

 

Then the designer illustrated a diagram to explain the function of each part. This 

illustration provided a reliable proof for future production.  

  

Figure 5.15 Multi-function alarm clock 

 

The figure above is another design alternative, which is for a multi-function alarm clock. 

This product combines an alarm clock and small night light together. It is designed for 

older people and children. The night light function is easy to use at night and the “Zero” 
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outline can be used as an ornament. The word “Zero” means zero pollution. The 

material of each letter is blue plastic and the luminosity of the device is provided by 

light-emitting diodes (LEDs). There is a battery case in the bottom of the letter “Z” for 

an “AAA battery” to power the LEDs, which are connected in parallel. The letter “O” is 

the alarm clock and there is a second battery case for one “AAA battery” in the bottom 

of it for controlling the pointer. The designer illustrated the decomposition chart for each 

letter; letter “Z” is made of 12 plastic tubes, letter E uses 14 plastic tubes and the R uses 

9 plastic tubes. The designer gave clear indications of the location of the batteries.. In 

this design project, the designer considered both aesthetics and practicality. Overall, it is 

a good design alternative for a 15-year-old high school student. 

 

All of the above high schools in Nanjing have had a long history and tradition in 

education and they are all well equipped for and actively engaged in the teaching of 

Design and Technology. The students have good potential and they are motivated to 

learn. However, it is still at a very early stage for the high schools in China to develop 

quality assurance and unified course materials and assessment criteria for design 

education. With the students increasingly engaged in social networking activities outside 

the classroom, it is difficult to cultivate strong interest in them to engage in the creative 

activities of design and collaborations. Based on my extended field studies in Nanjing, I 

obtained the results from questionnaires and interview materials from both students and 

teachers, which will be analysed in the next chapter. This analysis provided a good basis 

for the design and evaluation of my proposed social networking platform to support 

design education in high schools in China. 
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Chapter 6.  Research Analysis 

6.1 Questionnaire for Students 

The role of the questionnaire is to elicit the information that is required to enable the 

researcher to answer the objectives of the survey. The questionnaire represents one part 

of the survey process. As with other questionnaires, there are a number of different 

stakeholders in the questionnaire, for each of whom the way in which it is written and 

laid out will have an effect (Ian, 2008). Generally, there can be up to five different 

groups of people who have an interest in the questionnaire and each one has a different 

requirement. On one hand, design companies often design questionnaires in order to 

collect information that will enable them to answer their objectives in various design 

projects. The interviewers often hope that a questionnaire is straightforward to 

administer, so that the questions are easily understood by the respondents and have 

somewhere where they can easily record those responses. On the other hand, 

respondents want a questionnaire that poses them questions that they can answer without 

too much effort and that maintain their interest without taking up too much of their time 

(Ian, 2008). Data processors want a questionnaire layout that allows for uncomplicated 

data entry, where necessary and for the straightforward production of data tables or any 

other analysis as may be required.  

 

In this research, I needed to consider my questionnaires in the context of addressing the 

needs of students, teachers, potential readers who are interested in design education in 

high schools in China and myself as a programmer who will eventually document and 

process the questionnaires to draw conclusions for my research. According to my 

experiences with the schools in Shenzhen and Nanjing, it is not always possible to meet 
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all of these needs at the same time. One of main roles of the researcher is to decide the 

different stakeholders. In this research investigation, the stakeholders are experts in the 

field of Design and Technology, teachers, teenage students and myself, who will 

develop and implement a system platform to support the students and teachers, which 

can be appreciated by designers. 

 

One of the main objectives of this research is to understand the development of social 

networking sites in China in general and in Nanjing in particular, in the context of 

supporting design education at the level of high schools in China. Details about teenager 

students’ daily school lives and their after school activities are needed in order to 

develop the proposed platform. The way in which the subject of Design and Technology 

is taught is an important clue for my research. Based on these investigations, I designed 

and integrated a social network platform to allow the students to use and provide 

feedback. One task therefore, was to determine what kind of questions needed to be 

asked. 

 

A paper questionnaire was the main data collection media used in my research 

investigation in Nanjing. With a paper questionnaire, respondents have time to consider 

their answers. They can write lengthy and full answers to open questions if they wish to 

do so. A questionnaire that is going to provide accurate, good-quality information needs 

to be thought about and planned, before a single question is written (Ian, 2008). 

 

My paper questionnaire was designed for high school students in grade one and grade 

two. Each of the students has a preliminary understanding of the subject of Design and 

Technology. Designing an appropriate questionnaire always requires consideration of 

three points: the first is to define the principle information that is required, then 

determine the secondary information that is required for analysis purposes and third, 

map the flow of the subject areas or sub-sections within the questionnaire (Ian, 2008). 
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The questions should be relevant to the objectives. In this research, I sent 200 

questionnaires to students in Nanjing and eventually received back 190. There were 26 

questions in each questionnaire that could be answered by multiple choices. The 

questionnaire had four parts and 26 questions in total which involved: Personal 

information; Investigation on Web surfing; Teaching style of Design and Technology 

and The Relationship between SNSs and Design learning. I focused on the students of 

the four classes, each from the four schools I visited in Nanjing. All of the students 

finished the questionnaire by themselves.  

6.2 Result and Data Analysis 

Some results obtained from the questionnaire supported the feasibility of this research 

project. In this section the data is analysed. All the analysed questions are regarding 

social networking sites, design education and teaching methods in relation to the 

educational and social lives of the students in the four high schools in Nanjing. Their 

profiles are obtained from the personal information section in terms of age and gender. 

The age of the students is between 14 and 17 years old. 81 boys and 109 girls joined this 

survey (Figure 6.1). It is clear to see that the number of girls is larger than that of boys. 

Actually, the phenomenon of gender imbalance is becoming common in Chinese society. 

Male and female students used social networking sites (SNSs) differently and in 

differing frequencies. Generally, many researchers have established that in China, 

females tend to use SNSs more than males and for different and more social purposes.  
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Figure 6.1 The gender percentage of student 

 

In sections two and three, I present all the data for analysis. In question 4, I collected 

information on Web surfing in students’ social lives. 37.9% of the students have 

experience of using the Internet for over 5 years, 26.8% of them for 3 to 5 years and 8.4% 

of them for less than 1 year (Figure 6.2). 

 

 

Figure 6.2 The network age of student  

 

From this result, it can be seen that 90% of the teenagers have Web surfing experience 

of more than one year. All the students surveyed have Internet experience. Furthermore, 

over 80% of the students browse the Internet at home and the remainder browse the 
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Internet at school or in student halls.  

 

 

Figure 6.3 The place for Internet browsing 

Obviously, every student has their specific place to use the Internet (Figure 6.3). With 

questions 6 and 7 I investigated the time they spent on the Internet in their daily lives 

including the weekend. More than 30% of students used the Internet for less than 1 hour 

during school time, more than 20% of students spent 1 to 3 hours on Internet (Figure 

6.4).  

 

Figure 6.4 Internet time in normal time 

71.1% of students spent 3 to 5 hours on the Internet at weekends (Figure 6.5). 17.9% of 

them used the Internet for up to 10 hours and 2.1% of them spent almost 20 hours on the 

Internet.  
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Figure 6.5 Internet time at weekend 

 

By combining the normal time and weekend time together, it can be seen that all 

students used the Internet for at least for 3 hours per week.  

 

Questions 8 and 9 are focused on Internet activity and the type of activities of the 

students on the Internet. Students could choose more than one option in these two 

questions. It was found that over 100 students used the Internet for entertainment 

activities, such as chatting, watching movies and listening to music (Figure 6.6). Their 

main purpose in using the Internet was for recreation. However, 35.3% of the students 

attempted to find learning resources online; however, they complained that most 

existing learning websites do not fit their requirements. Playing games, browsing news 

and writing blogs accounted for the rest of students’ activities. This information is useful 

to me because there at least some 35% of the students who aspire to use the Internet for 

learning purposes and therefore, it might be possible to fill this gap by developing a 

social networking site to support the teaching and learning of the subject of Design and 

Technology.  
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Figure 6.6 Internet activities of students 

In the Internet type part of the question (Figure 6.7), 25.6% of the students liked to visit 

Tencent, which is the most popular social networking site in China. 20.8% of them still 

liked to browse portal websites when they used Internet. There are 17.2% of students 

who preferred the Kaixin and Renren websites. Kaixin and Renren are also among the 

most popular social networking sites in China behind Tencent. Obviously, social 

networking sites are becoming the mainstream communication tools for the youth group 

of the population in China. 

 

Figure 6.7 The Internet type 
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To discover the educational sites that the students visited, questions 10 and 11 addressed 

the types of educational websites the students visited and the frequency of those visits. 

Over 47.9% of students browsed educational websites sometimes, whilst 46.3% of them 

did not like to visit any educational website (Figure 6.8).  

 

 

Figure 6.8 The frequency of students viewing educational websites 

Furthermore 46.8% of students liked to visit professional and discipline-based 

educational sites. This suggests that they have their own requirements when they search 

the websites (Figure 6.9). Most of the students liked to visit the specific learning 

websites to satisfy their requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to design a learning 

website that can help the students learn the subject of Design and Technology. 
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Figure 6.9 The types of educational websites visited 

28.8% of the students visited some educational columns through existing portal channels. 

Portal channels are always designed by some big portal websites, such as Sohu, Sina and 

NetEase. The main functions supported by portals are the provision of information about 

tests, studying abroad and foreign schools; they are not the true sense of educational 

websites. 

  

I needed to understand the students’ purpose and needs when they browse educational 

websites. The data obtained from questions 12 and 13 regarding these two targets are 

presented in the next two figures. In the context of the purpose option (Figure 6.10), 

19.1% of students liked to find books, listen to the music and watch movies online. 

Another important purpose for the students was finding useful resources to improve 

their grades of their studies. Their third need was finding answers to their questions 

online. More than 34.6% of the students felt that the existing educational websites 

lacked online resources and that it took a long time to find what they needed. Because of 

their busy study lives, the students felt that they needed websites that include a bounty 

of useful subject resources (Figure 6.11). 
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Figure 6.10 The students’ purpose in browsing educational websites 

 

 

Figure 6.11 The weakness of existing websites 

 

The next two questions focused on design factors and website services for teenager 
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students. The speed of the website was the most important factor when students browsed 

the websites; 44.6% of the students choose this option (Figure 6.12). Both programmers 

and designers need to know that unnecessary functions, animations and colours need to 

be reduced on some websites in order to save time. The second important factor was the 

theme of website; 26.9% students chose this option. On average, an attractive theme 

would extend the length of the users’ stay on a website.  

 

 

Figure 6.12 The design factors of websites 

Designers should consider teenagers’ preferences during website design. Regarding the 

question on website service (Figure 6.13), an average percentage appeared in three 

options out of five; online learning, library and quizzes tied for first place. This 

information is useful for me when designing my platform to support their learning of the 

subject of Design and Technology. 
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Figure 6.13 The website services 

Question 16 was the last question in the second part and it was used to understand the 

attitude of parents. 40% of parents allowed their children to use the Internet during 

holidays and 18.9% of them thought that the Internet would help their children with 

their studies.  

 

Figure 6.14 Parents’attitude of parents 

The third part concentrates on the teaching style of Design and Technology. Question 17 

(Figure 6.15) investigated the location of the class. 36.5% of students preferred a general 
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teachers choose the classroom according to the class content; the percentage was 28.6%. 

Question 18 (Figure 6.17) showed that there are 42.4% of the students who considered 

this subject very interesting. However, the bigger percentage of 49.2% was students who 

felt that D&T was just like any general subject for them. Some of the students liked this 

subject at the start of subject but lost interest as the course developed. Therefore, it is 

necessary to find ways by which to keep them motivated. 

 

Figure 6.15 The classroom type for D&T class 

 

Figure 6.16 The attitude of students for D&T class 

Questions 19 and 20 were used to understand the students’ feedback on the teaching 

methods for this subject. Figure 6.17 shows the percentage usage of computer and 
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high utilisation of computing equipment. Therefore, designing a special platform would 

further support their learning of the subject. 42.6% of teachers used video clips to 

support the content in the classes and 28.4% of them added examples into the 

courseware (Figure 6.18). 

 

 

Figure 6.17 The equipment usage in class 

 

Figure 6.18 The teaching process in class 

The final question (Figure 6.19) in the third part was about how the students finished 

their homework in Design and Technology. 61.1% of the students discussed their 
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projects by themselves. Only 7.4% of the students were involved in online discussions. 
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The reason for this low percentage was that there were limited websites for supporting 

this learning activity and no special website has ever been designed for this purpose. 

 

 

Figure 6.19 The method to finish homework 

The fourth part of the questionnaire included five questions. The aim of this part was to 

understand the students’ opinion of the relationship between SNSs and Design and 

Technology.  

 

Figure 6.20 The registration of SNS 

Question 22 (Figure 6.20) investigated the students’ registration with social networking 
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sites. 43.1% of them used QQ space as their main communication platform. There were 

20% and 14.5% of the students who preferred using the Renren and Kaixin websites, 

respectively. Question 23 investigated the purpose of the students using the SNS (Figure 

6.21). There were two main purposes for the students to get on to social networking sites: 

writing a dairy and joining in funny discussion groups. Most of them liked to declare 

themselves through the blog via social networking sites. They liked to forward useful 

knowledge to other friends online and upload interesting pictures. Therefore, if I were to 

build a platform supporting their learning of Design and Technology, these functions 

must be included, or the students would not be interested at all. 

 

 

Figure 6.21 The purpose of SNS usage 

In questions 24 and 25, I needed to determine the opinions of the students regarding 

what functions they would like to have. A large number of students liked to build a 

study group online in order to collaborate with others; it is convenient for them to 

communicate with others this way. The percentage of those who chose the “Very good” 

option was the most prominent, as high as 78.3% (Figure 6.22). According to their SNS 

experience, 31.1% of students wanted to add online quizzes and a question and answer 

section. A few others preferred simulations of design processes and online testing 
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functions (Figure 6.23).  

 

 

Figure 6.22 The opinion of students 

 

Figure 6.23 The functions proposed by students 

The students also gave some useful suggestions for online learning with social 

networking sites. These suggestions are presented in Figure 6.24. 44.6% of them wanted 

to have a learning platform that combined a learning function with an entertainment 

factor. File sharing is the second main requirement among students, due to the special 

nature of the Design and Technology subject; they considered that information sharing 

would improve collaboration between students and the teachers.  
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Figure 6.24 The suggestions from students 

The results of these analyses from the questionnaire are useful to me in studying the 

feasibility of an online learning platform and for providing the guidelines for the design 

and implementation of my systems. 

 

6.3 Interviews with Teachers in Nanjing Interview One 

6.3.1 Professor Jianjun Gu, an expert on education in China 

Personal Profile: Prof. Jianjun Gu was the first person in China who suggested adding 

the subject of Design and Technology into the new curriculum plan. He worked at the 

School of Education Science in Nanjing Normal University from 1988 to the present 

day. His research area includes educational theory and education technology. He is the 

chief editor of the “General Technology” textbook series and he identified the weakness 

of Chinese students, which is the lack of creative design skill. He called for the building 

of a new subject to improve students’ creativity in the field of Design and Technology.  
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Interview content:  

Prof. Gu introduced the subject of Design and Technology to Jiangsu province. He put 

his perspectives on Design and Technology education in the establishment of the 

curriculum and the writing of the textbooks for this subject. He also introduced the 

objectives and standards for this subject. He said that this subject would help to expand 

both how students look at D&T problems and the breadth of possible solutions they 

develop, Students need to learn the elementary knowledge of both Design and 

Technology in order to retain an interest in the subject. Prof. Gu also identified three 

semi-objectives based on the main objective. These are technical improvements of 

understanding, use, and decision making. This should be the most important content of 

technology accomplishments and it should form the basic capacity that must be 

implemented by students through the D&T class. He said:  

 

“We previously spent lots of time on how to use technology; however, this is just a part 

of the objectives in D&T. As society continues to advance astoundingly, we should 

develop the usability into understanding, improved capability, decision-making capacity 

and management ability. 

 

Design and Technology is all about transferring expressions of ideas and understanding 

into the ability to plan operations. There is an expression in Chinese that says “Cook 

the dumpling with a teapot”; it is always used to mean that peoples know the things by 

heart but that it is hard for them to express it clearly. Design is just like this and it must 

be integrated with technology. Collaboration is necessary in the design field and each 

member in the group needs to communicate with other group members in order to 

present their design ideas and concepts. Students will improve their ability to present 

their knowledge and ideas with lucidity during the class.  

 

The subject of Design and Technology emphasises the integration of knowledge and 
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application capacity. Every subject is a systematisation of knowledge under a branch 

discipline outline. We found that there is a gap between disciplines that is still easily 

visible. The D&T subject is in a unique position to carry out such a task as integrating 

knowledge and improved application capacity.  

 

Creative imagination, critical thinking and problem-solving capacity are largely 

missing in our existing education system. This is a big problem for China. Imagination 

is separated into reproductive imagination and creative imagination from the 

perspective of psychology. Creative imagination is an essential mechanism for 

knowledge and wealth accumulation. Creative imagination is not just about training 

intelligent people but it should also give people good emotional and mental pleasure. 

The relationship between creative imagination and critical thinking are close. The 

people who dare to reflect on the existing results of humankind would generate stronger 

internal powers for creative imagination. It is easy to generate trains of thought if we 

launch critical thinking and creative imagination surrounding the issues. This ability 

has important significance for improving design literacy and for shaping personal skills. 

 

Technical and cultural understanding, evaluation and selection capacity are also 

important in the subject. Design and technology are cardinal parts of human culture. 

Technical culture reflects internal attitudes and changes in different periods of history, 

world outlook and values. During the design, students should select the design factors, 

technical and cultural values that are adapted to their own nationality.” 

 

Teaching resources should be presented as paper resources, video resources and via a 

teaching resource website. Gu said that there are many teachers that teach the subject of 

D&T who transferred from the subjects of Physics or Chemistry. An effective teacher 

training program is important and necessary for all teachers. This training is intended to 

improve the Design and Technology concept to teachers who do not have background 
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knowledge of design. Gu agreed with the idea of building a communication platform for 

both teachers and students. He proposed an educational platform that includes 

interactive functions, sketch tools and online testing. All the teachers always used 

AutoCAD to teach 2D or 3D model building but students have to spend much time 

learning the software. Designing simple CAD software for students is big problem 

waiting for a solution. The original purpose of the class is to improve creative Design 

and Technological thinking, during which students could use a simple drawing tool to 

finish their prototype and model. However, a web-based platform would help students 

overcome the geographical difficulties, providing them with a communication platform. 

Prof. Gu suggested I design a unique feature to enable students to evaluate their projects. 

 

6.3.2 Mr. Jianming Liu, a teacher of the subject of D&T  

Mr. Liu teaches the Design and Technology class in Nanjing No. 5 High School and has 

nearly six years’ experience of working in this subject. Since 1971, he has taught many 

subjects, such as: industrial base, agriculture as the foundation, mechanist technology, 

lathe operator technology, mechanical drawing, and electronic technology. Then he 

became a Physics teacher in this high school. He has gained rich teaching experience 

from electronic control technology, mechanical drawing, Physics and technology 

education courses during these years.  

 

Mr. Liu said that D&T is a new subject that involves many areas of knowledge areas. 

Teachers need a large knowledge reserve and experience in different disciplines. He 

talked about his experience in the D&T class, especially about how to improve himself 

and solve the problems.  

 

 Obtaining the education resources in multiple ways. He collected text, graphics, 
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animation and video clips from media, newspapers and the Internet. Some 

animation and video clips were sourced from professional websites. All these 

works were used in order to give the students the latest and best resources.  

 Adjusting one’s own knowledge structure in multiple ways. There are many 

ways to adjust one’s own knowledge structure during teaching. For instance, 

self-reflection, reading technical journals, designing books, searching 

information online and communicating with the students after classes.  

 Building a reasonable knowledge structure for D&T teachers. This includes 

industrial design, technological practice, pedagogy, psychology and modern 

technology for education.  

 Improving the knowledge structure of D&T teachers by multiple methods. The 

students who graduated from an industrial design major could act as D&T 

teachers in the future. Teacher training, research activities, professional books 

reading and searching online are suitable for those teachers who already work as 

D&T teachers and any future teachers newly graduated from industrial design 

and design education.  

 

Mr. Liu highlighted the difficulties he encountered in teaching and preparation. It is hard 

to locate resources online and information update speed is slow. There is a lack of a 

communication platform connecting the students and teachers when they begin a design 

project. Therefore, a social networking site for supporting the subject of Design and 

Technology should have a project based feature. 

 

6.3.3 Mr. Zhongxiong Zhang, another teacher of the subject of 

D&T  
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Mr. Zhang teaches Design and Technology in Nanjing No. 1 High School. He taught 

Physics before became a D&T teacher. He has worked as a teacher for more than fifteen 

years. He is good at mechanics, optics and electricity in Physics and has published some 

professional articles in recent years. Mr. Zhang did not have any design background 

when he became a D&T teacher. In fact, there are many D&T teachers in China who 

have similar backgrounds to Mr. Zhang.  

 

Mr. Zhang joined a teacher training program before starting to teach the subject of D&T. 

He obtained basic design knowledge training and technology skills but still has some 

difficulties in class. Due to the lack of educational resources, he sometimes has to read 

out loud from a textbook. This kind of curriculum model cannot attract students any 

longer, although in the past, many teachers in China performed their job this way, 

especially during the period of the Cultural Revolution. He suggested adding some 

interactive experiments to the classes with real design projects or simulations. Design 

and Technology education is a creative field with rich personalisation. Students need to 

be exposed to many questions in the teaching process. However, it is not always easy to 

answer those questions. Teachers are required to have a wealth of knowledge that 

enables them to solve those problems through demonstration. The teachers of this 

subject should have specialised skills in Design and Ttechnological accomplishments. 

These include: 

 

 Skills in handling teaching materials, 

 Instructional design skills, 

 Curriculum resources development skills, 

 Teaching and research skills, 

 

From the perspective of class teaching or studio teaching, he thought that D&T teachers 

should have these accomplishments: 
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 High level of knowledge, 

 Intelligence, 

 Good attitude towards teaching, 

 Knowledge organisation ability, 

 Teaching methodology, 

 Teachers should also have ability in information collection, arrangement and 

feedback. 

 

6.3.4 Mr. Liu Haifeng, a teacher from Shenzhen. 

Mr. Liu Haifeng has worked at Shenzhen Experimental School for over 20 years. He is 

proud of his students who have graduated during that time. Mr Liu was a famous teacher 

of Physics before becoming involved in the teaching of the subject of Design and 

Technology. His students have joined the National Youth Science and Technology 

Innovation competition, National Youth Robotics competitions, the National Youth 

Model competition, the American Science and Engineering Competition, the 

International Youth Olympic Robot Competition and more than ten other competitions. 

All the students achieved good results in these competitions. Each student is like a 

“product” we design; a teacher’s task is to try to give a full play to the students’ 

professional knowledge or skills. He said, D&T subject could be connect with other 

main subjects, and it improves the design thinking and technology skill of high school 

students also.  

 

It can be seen from these interviews with those teachers who are involved in the 

teaching of Design and Technology, that it is very demanding and it is necessary to 

provide better support for both the students and teachers in their project-based activities 
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so that knowledge and information can be effectively researched and communicated in a 

collaborative manner. There is still a long way to go to build up an educational force in 

the subject of Design and Technology of which, high expectations and demanding tasks 

have been placed on the teachers and the students.  

6.4 Interviews with the students 

I chose three students from Nanjing No. 5 High School for this interview. There are 12 

classes in one grade and the classes are separated into three levels, which are: the 

excellent class, experimental class and the parallel class. Different levels of class have 

specific teaching methods in order to improve the students’ grades efficiently. The three 

students I chose to interview are from these three levels, respectively. These interviews 

are intended to aid the understanding and the analysis of how they view the subject of 

Design and Technology and how this subject affects them. The compulsory subjects in 

China’s high schools include: Mathematics, Chinese literature, English, Physics, 

Chemistry, Politics, History, Geography, Biology and D&T. 

 

6.4.1 Student Wang Liya 

Wang Liya is a 16 year-old girl in Nanjing No. 5 High School. Her Father is an engineer 

in a construction company and her mother is an accountant in a trade company. Both her 

father and mother have bachelor degrees. In Nanjing, the full grade for the high school 

entry examination is 740 and the minimum entry grade for normal high school is 500. If 

the student’s grades are lower than 500, they can only choose vocational education 

schools. Wang Liya entered No. 5 High School class four with a grade of 635, which 

indicates that her performance before entering the high school is good. Class four is one 

of the experimental classes among the twelve classes. The academic record of her 
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performance is in the upper middle of the whole grading scale for these twelve classes. 

Out of the ten compulsory subjects, she is good at Mathematics, Chinese Literature, 

Chemistry and Biology; however, she always spends time on improving in the other 

subjects.  

 

No. 5 High School is a boarding school but this is not mandatory. Most of the students 

choose to live at home, as does. Wang, Liya. When she goes home, she always chooses 

to finish her homework first. Then, she would do some preparation for next day’s 

subjects. If she had problems during her study, then she would use the Internet to find 

help to solve the problems.  

 

She told me that the communication tool she most frequently used was QQ chat and that 

her favourite social networking site was Qzone. Another SNS she would sometimes use 

was Renren. She told me that all of her friends had QQ chat accounts and that they liked 

to chat through this communication tool. There were many reasons for them to use this 

tool. First, it was the first instant messaging tool that was designed by the Chinese. 

Secondly, everyone could apply their own QQ account numbers easily. Thirdly, the logo 

of QQ chat was very cute. The QQ chat logo is a penguin that has two images: one is for 

females and the other for males. She also had a Renren account but did not use it often 

because all her friends and classmates use QQ. 

 

I wanted to know her opinion on the subject of D&T. Liya said that she liked the D&T 

class very much and felt that it was the most interesting subject she had ever studies. 

The content of this subject was different from her other subjects. This subject was an 

integration of science, engineering and arts. It helped the students to understand much 

more beyond traditional subjects. She told me that her academic achievements in 

Physics, Geography and History were not as good as in other subjects. She was 

surprised that D&T needed not only knowledge of science but of literature and 
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aesthetics too. She needed to spend some time to improve her lack of knowledge to 

finish a complete design project. At the end of the course, she found that her weaknesses 

in this subject were overcome. Before taking the D&T course, Liya wanted to study a 

Biochemical major in college in the future. Through the subject of D&T, she found that 

she had expanded the scope of her views on the choice of this major. 

 

Although Liya liked D&T, she came up with some questions about this subject too. 

D&T is a young subject among the ten compulsory subjects. The time assigned to this 

subject was less than in others subjects. However, the requirements of D&T are aimed to 

improve students’ technological and design expertise. It required the students to 

complete some product design projects in class and the limited time available placed a 

lot of pressure on the students. Liya said that if there were a way to support them in 

discussing the project in their spare time, then it would improve their work efficiency. 

 

6.4.2 Student Zhang Haoran 

Zhang Haoran’s father is a civil servant and his mother runs a clothing store in Nanjing. 

His father has a master’s degree and his mother a bachelor degree. Zhang Hoaran 

entered No. 5 High School with quite a high grade. He is among the top nine best 

students in the school in sports, has the best academic scores and he has a great 

character. He is in Grade Two Class ten. This class is the only excellent class among the 

twelve classes. Actually, all the students in this class achieved high academic scores. 

Zhang Haoran is good at all ten compulsory subjects. He prefers science and 

engineering subjects, such as Mathematics, Physics, Biology and Chemistry but still has 

good performance in the others subjects. He said that the subject of Chinese literature 

helped him to read and to be able to understand questions quickly. English was a subject 

that enabled him to read more literature in its original versions. History, Politics and 
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Geography were windows to understand a variety of knowledge. Zhang Haoran lives at 

home. He always used two hours to finish his homework and would then usually spend 

an hour and a half on the Internet. He would browse some interesting news, which 

included politics, culture and technology fields. He said that the Internet was a 

convenient way to gather new knowledge and solve problems. He liked to use search 

engines, such as “Baidu”, “Google” and “Bing” for problem solving. He also sometimes 

used QQ chat to contact his friends. He considered that this instant messaging tool was 

the fastest way to connect with others but he preferred Qzone and Renren to QQ chat. 

There were many reasons for this. Firstly, QQ chat wasted time. Secondly, Renren was a 

real-name registration system. The credibility of Renren was higher than others. Thirdly, 

Renren was more systematically designed than Qzone. The people connected on Qzone 

were imported from QQ chat friend’s lists, whilst the people on Renren were formed 

from elementary schools, middle schools, high schools and colleges. The integrity of 

Renren was considered to be better than that of Qzone.  

 

Zhang Haoran also told me his opinion of the subject of D&T and gave a positive 

answer for this subject. He felt that this subject was a comprehensive discipline. Every 

student needed to use the knowledge they had learned from other subjects in one design 

project. He was most focused on the mechanical and functional aspects of a product. 

Haoran complained that the time given to the D&T class was too short and that he did 

not have enough time to finish the project during class time. He told me that Renren is 

good platform for discussion and that students could set up an online group to discuss a 

topic. I thought that his suggestion was worth adopting. Since leaving school, in 

September 2012, Zhang Haoran entered Nanjing University, which is one of the top 

universities in China. His major was Applied Physics. He told me that the subject of 

D&T and the learning experience it gave him was instrumental in him choosing this 

field for his future education and career. 
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6.4.3 Student Wang Hui 

Wang Hui is a 16 year-old girl who studied in grade one. She entered No. 5 High School 

with a grade of 605. Her father works at an oil company and her mother is a housewife. 

Her father has a college education, majoring in electronics and mechanical engineering. 

Her mother has a high school diploma.  

 

She was assigned to the parallel class. General speaking, most students are in the 

parallel classes. In this kind of class, teachers create a set of teaching methods based on 

the abilities of the students. The students in parallel classes are considered lacking in 

confidence and such sentiments are considered to have an influence on their learning. 

Wang Hui achieved average grading for all the subjects. She studied very hard, even at 

home, although her home is far from school and thus, she lived at school from Monday 

to Friday. No. 5 High School developed a study plan for students who were boarding at 

the school. The students were required to study in classrooms from 7pm to 9pm and then 

they were allowed one hour for leisure before sleep. Wang Hui liked to stay in the 

computer room during her own time. She used QQ chat to contact her friends and 

parents. She spent some time updating her Qzone, such as writing a blog and uploading 

pictures. She had a Renren account that she used to get in touch with her classmates in 

elementary school, middle school and high school. Wang Hui liked to discuss hot issues 

and topics with her classmates through Renren. She felt that social networking sites, 

such as Renren and Qzone were good mediums for communicating with others. There 

were always many users posting the latest information in different fields. She had good 

opportunities to obtain information from outside of the school.  
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Figure 6.25Wang Hui’s paint and design works 

 

Wang Hui’s attitude to D&T was another important aspect in this interview. She had a 

rather good performance in this subject. This was the only subject in which she 

displayed great confidence. The design project in D&T was always run in a 

collaboration mode. Each team member had their own role and task. Wang Hui was 

good in product shape design and prototype drawing. Her drawing skill was excellent 

and had a good sense of three-dimensional thinking. She told me she had never accepted 

any training in painting. Figure 6.25 shows the paint and design works of Wang Hui. 

The left-hand picture is a drawing of lamp and the other one is a design model for 

reforming classroom layout. The teacher said that she had talent in the field of design. 

She also considered taking a design major at university.  

 

Wang Hui said that because of the time limitation, she did not have enough time to 

finish the draft in class. If there were a platform to facilitate uploading her draft ideas 

online, to discuss them with other team members in order to decide on the final version, 

then it would be of great help. She told me that she could not find any websites for 

subject discussion, especially for D&T. 

 

From these interviews with the students, it is obvious that the students needed more 

support outside of the class of D&T in order to explore and finish their design tasks 
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through collaboration and discussions. Therefore, there is good scope for developing 

special websites to support the students’ learning in Design and Technology and indeed, 

to achieve more interesting materials on design and creative thinking.  

 

6.5 Second Field Study in Nanjing 

I conducted the second field trip to Nanjing in April, 2011. This time I only spent one 

week there. The main objective of this field study was to amend and improve the 

educational web-based platform that I have implemented. I interviewed Mr. Jianming , 

LIU again and also another teacher. 

 

The interview with Mr. Liu Jianming this time was focused on the platform application 

and online resource development. We also discussed possible projects that could run on 

this educational platform. Mr. Liu introduced the difficulties in the D&T class and said 

that the curriculum development resources were one of main issues waiting for a 

solution. Generally, teachers used “QQ”, “Renren” and “Weibo” for their 

communication activities. Some of them wrote blogs, the content of which included 

personal information, articles, papers and comments. One of the weaknesses of blogging 

was the lack of interactive and real-time reaction. The students would understand the 

results more clearly during the course as a consequence of intensive discussions. Many 

educators joined the curriculum resource development task; writing curriculum 

standards, textbooks, teaching references, student activity books, students evaluation 

books, instructional design and courseware. Mr. Liu thought that multi-task projects, 

such as portable stool designs, desk lamp designs or portable computer desk designs 

were suitable for social networking websites. During the current operation, the Design 

and Technology activity book was used to record the whole design process. Mr. Liu also 

gave me his advice for the evaluation standard and said that it would be ideal if the 
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teachers were to be more involved in every step of the design process. 

 

Mr. Hailin Liu was a Physics teacher before he taught the subject of Design and 

Technology. He supervised the innovation activities that were launched in school and 

got five invention patents. Mr. Liu also supported the creation of a social networking 

educational website. He thought it would be a perfect combination for information 

technology and design technology. He said that the subject of Design and Technology 

was a subject based on practical and creative ability. Collaboration is another main 

factor that should be considered during a design project. On my invitation, Mr. Liu said 

he was willing to join this web-based educational platform testing plan and said that he 

would like to help me in improving the functionality and usability of the Design and 

Technology Social Networking Site’s design. 

In this chapter, we will introduce the development and working processes of this 

educational SNS. The content includes the basic principles, framework building, 

functions and program language. At the end of this chapter, we will discuss the testing 

results and feedback from users. 
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Chapter 7.  Implementation and Testing 

In this chapter, I introduce the development and working processes of my educational 

SNS, intended to help high school students in mainland China learn the subject of 

Design and Technology. The basic principles for the SNS development, framework 

structure of my system, main functions supported and programming language used in 

the implementation are discussed. Using two modules taken from the curriculum of 

Design and Technology, I have tested and evaluated the system with the students in 

those high schools that I visited for evaluation and feedback. The results of running the 

implemented system with those students and their feedback are discussed and analysed. 

7.1 Computational Environment for SNS Development 

My social networking site was developed using an open source development 

environment called “LAMP stack”. LAMP technology can be used as a core for Web 

applications. It is powerful but also comparatively simple and easy to use. The term 

LAMP was originally introduced by Michael Kunze in the German magazine c’t ? It 

provided many open source software alternatives, which were readily and freely 

available. In the past few years, their compatibility and integration have been extended. 

Certain extensions have been created specifically in order to improve the cooperation 

between different components. Each component in the “LAMP stack” is an example of 

Free or Open Source Software (FOSS). The benefit of the FOSS approach is three-fold. 

First, the nature of FOSS software means that the applications are free for download, 

making them readily and freely available to a wide range of people who would 

otherwise have to pay for “professional” commercial tools. Secondly, licenses are open 
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and thus, have few restrictions on their usage and the development of applications based 

on the FOSS technology. It is possible to develop and deploy LAMP-based projects 

without paying any license fees for distributing the software, which makes it popular for 

both hobbyists and professionals alike. Thirdly, a main reason for the growth and usage 

of FOSS technology is because users have access to the source code. As a result, it is 

much easier to fix faults and improve the applications. In combination with the open 

license, this simplifies the development process for many enterprises and gives them 

flexibility that simply isn’t available within the confines of a proprietary or 

commercially-based product.  

 

“LAMP” (Internet Message Access Protocol) is an integration of Linux, Apache, 

MySQL and PHP. Linux is a freely distributed open source operating system that runs 

on a number of hardware platforms. Apache web server is often referred to simply as 

Apache, which is a public domain open resource web server developed by a close-knit 

group of programmers. MySQL is an open source Relational database management 

system (RDBMS) that relies on Standard Query Language (SQL) for processing data in 

the database. PHP is a widely-used general purpose scripting language that is 

particularly suited for Web development and can be embedded into HTML and used to 

create dynamic web pages. Thus, LAMP is an open source Web development platform 

that uses Linux as the operating system, Apache as the web server, MySQL as the 

RDBMS and PHP as the object-oriented scripting language. Perl or Python is often 

substituted for PHP. Individually, Linux, Apache web server, MySQL database, PHP, 

Perl or Python are all powerful components in their own right. 

 

As an operating system, Linux has many benefits in this area beyond that of just a Web 

platform. The Linux kernel was developed mainly by Linus Torvald and it is based on 

UNIX. Because it is free and because it runs on many platforms, including PCs and 

Macintoshes, Linux has become a very popular alternative to proprietary operating 
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systems.  

 

Apache HTTPD is the common name of many high-quality programs based on open 

source software applications. It was originally named HTTP web server. Apache 

HTTPD is a powerful Web service platform that supports basic file processes. This 

platform is able to cooperate with a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) to provide 

related applications and modules for efficient Web applications. Apache HTTPD is a 

fast, easy and powerful product. Its real strength rests with the ability of dynamic loaded 

extension modules to effectively support a variety of Web services. In standard Apache 

HTTPD, these extension modules include a cache data module providing different 

management functions, modules of identification, environment saving and website 

communication support. These modules allow users to embed one of the translators in a 

LAMP (Perl, Python or PHP) language in order to improve the functionality of Apache 

HTTPD. It improves the operational speed of these applications and thereby, improves 

the responsiveness of Web applications.  

 

MySQL provides Application Program Interfaces (APIs) for the languages C, C++. 

Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP and Python. In addition, Object Linking and Embedding 

Databases (OLEDBs) and Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) provide exits for 

MySQL data connection in the Microsoft environment. MySQL is most commonly used 

for Web applications and for embedded applications and has become a popular 

alternative to proprietary database systems because of its speed and reliability. MySQL 

can run on UNIX, Windows and Mac operating systems.  

 

In an HTML document, PHP script is enclosed within special PHP tags. Because it is 

embedded within tags, a developer can jump between HTML and PHP instead of having 

to rely on heavy amounts of code to output HTML. PHP is executed on the server. As a 

result, the client cannot view the PHP code. However, PHP can perform any task that 
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any CGI program can do but its strength lies in its compatibility with many types of 

databases. In addition, PHP can talk across networks using Internet Message Access 

Protocol (IMAP), Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), Network News 

Transfer Protocol (NNTP), POP3, or Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). I have used 

these four components of LAMP to develop an open source SNS for Design education 

in high schools in China. In the next section, I will introduce the framework of this SNS 

and the main modules it contains. 

7.2 The Design of the SNS Framework 

This SNS is based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern development. The 

MVC is the most widely used pattern for today’s Web applications. It was used for the 

first time in Smalltalk and then adopted and popularised by Java. At present there are 

more than a dozen PHP Web frameworks based on the MVC pattern. In the definition 

given by Trygve Reenskaug and James (2009), MVC is a type of computer user 

interface that separates the representation of information from the user’s interaction with 

it. MVC can be seen as a design pattern. A design pattern is a code structure that allows 

common coding frameworks to be replicated quickly. In simpler terms, one might think 

of a design pattern as a skeleton or framework on which one’s application will be built. 

MVC is separated into three modules: Model, View, and Controller.  

 

 Model: This is responsible for business behaviours and state management. It 

stores and retrieves the data used by applications, usually from a database and 

contains the logics implemented by the application.  

 

 View: This is responsible for rendering user interface elements. It is responsible 

for displaying the data provided by the model in a specific format. It has a 

similar usage to template modules, which are present in some popular Web 
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applications, such as “Wordpress”. 

  

 Controller: Responsible for responding to user interface actions. It handles the 

model and view layers. The controller receives a request from the client, invokes 

the model to perform the requested operations and sends the data to the views. 

The view formats the data to be presented to the user, in a Web application as an 

HTML output.  

 

The figure below contains the MVC collaboration diagram, where the links and 

dependencies between the figures can be observed (Figure 7.1): 

 

Figure 7.1 MVC collaboration diagram 

My short PHP example has a simple structure (Figure 7.2), putting each MVC module 

in one folder: 
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Figure 7.2 MVC structure 

 

Next, I will explain the functions of each module in my framework.  

 

Controller: The controller is the first thing that takes a request, parses it, initialises and 

invokes the model and takes the model response and sends it to the presentation layer. 

Practically, it is the link between the Model and the View; a small framework where 

Model and View are plugged in (Figure 7.3).  
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Figure 7.3 do.php working process 

do.php: This is used to block Action requests and to realise interactive processes by 

forwarding Format: do.php?.act=msg_crt 

 

Processing: “act” will transfer parameters to the query “Action” resource table. The 

“Action” resource table is defined by the system. Then, some corresponding process 

modules will be found from the resource table. As illustrated in Figure 7.3, these 

comparable modules will execute the call back function, query the resource table again, 

forwarding to the appropriate file page when they have finished processing. The 

“modules.php” is used to control the display of the foreground (Figure 7.4). The 

parameters are passed through the app, query modules resource table to find the 

appropriate resource file and turn to the corresponding resource file for processing.  
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Figure 7.4 modules.php working process 

 

Model: This includes every function module and the operation of the underlying 

database. The Action catalogue is responsible for the system to add, modify, or delete 

the request processing module files. This folder stores the resource files that correspond 

to Action in Figure 6.2.3, to realise the interaction processing with the database. Data in 

the database are permanently saved. Models catalogue involves all model files in the 

system. It stores the PHP code of the modules resource files, as shown in Figure 6.2.4 

and accesses the database. A “View” includes skin (css, pictures, animation and 

javascript) and template files. A template catalogue involves all static template files. A 

skin catalogue has all skin files. In addition, the structure of the Models catalogue is the 

same structure as that of the Template catalogue.  

 

This platform provides a friendly and easy-to-use personal information and message 

management AJAX interface. Users can build a friendly relationship that is focused on 

communication. Users can understand their friends’ activities through space, blogs, 

friendship circles, groups, albums, message boards and mood modules.  
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The functions and features of my SNS framework for supporting Design education at 

high schools in China include: 

 

 Good extensibility and scalability based on high performance compiled template 

engines and app tool plug-in components and function extensions.  

 Users can develop new relationships through their current friends in a flexible social 

relationship model. 

 Privacy security management: Users are permitted to set their account to private or 

public, or to make special relationship groups confidential. 

 Install the appropriate language pack through the multi-language interface. 

 Album and blog sharing. 

 Mood sharing. 

 Groups and circles. 

 Notification and requirements. 

 User’s profile. 

 

In the next section, I will discuss the programming language used to implement this 

framework. 

7.3 Program Language 

In this section, I use some of the home.php and main.php codes to show how they run 

their tasks in the website. The integrated website code is provided in the Appendices.  

 

home.php 

There are three core display files in the SNS. The home.php file is one of these, which is 
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the user’s profile and activity page. This page is the home page of the user and all the 

information will be displayed on this page.  

 

 

 

This piece of code above displays a user’s name. This web page provides two statuses 

for users: online and offline. The code is as shown below: 

 

 

 

If the user chooses the online status, an “online” gif will be called; otherwise an “offline” 

gif will be called. Other important functions in the home page are view comments, reply 

comments and delete comments. The code below shows how to access the content of 

comments.  
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After viewing the comments, the users can use the reply function to reply to the 

comments in which they are interested. The code is shown below. Line 165 means that 

the user’s name and id will be called from the database. Lines 167 and 168 show the 

reply sequences and content.  

 

 

 

If users dislike some of the comments, they can delete them from their own posts. The 

“delete” function helps users to manage their personal page and to reduce the workload 

of the administrator. The code is as shown below:  
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Line 193 means there is as instruction to delete the “id”, “name” and “type” of comment. 

The program will call another “.php” file to execute this command.  

 

The fragments of code introduced above are just some of the important functions of the 

“home.php” file. There are many other modules displayed on the personal page, such as: 

main page, profile, blog, album, share, vote and group (Figure 7.5).  

 

 

Figure 7.5 The personal home page 
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main.php 

This is another important file of the three main “.php” files. This page is also the main 

page for this social networking site. One of the features in my SNS for Design education 

is “Share”. This is a convenient function for users to publish their thinking online. The 

lines below, from 150 to 160, are the code of the “Share” function. It shows the type, 

content and title of “Share”. Lines from 151 to 155 represent the size limitation of a 

dialogue and the lines from 156 to 160 are the specific details of the “share” function, 

such as the type of language, length of text, and valuable of title. 

 

 

 

 

 

Another important function in a social networking site is “add friends”; it is one of 

primary characteristics of social networks. The code is as shown below:  
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Lines 195 and 196 are the action code of “add”. This action calls another PHP file 

named “do.php” to complete this action. The “reply comment”, “greeting with friend”, 

“birthday reminds” and “friend recommendation” functions are also included in this 

page. Figure 7.6 shows the content of the “main.php” file. The left-hand side of the page 

is the navigation bar that includes: “blog”, “album”, “share”, “group”, “activity”, “vote”, 

“friend circle”, “message board” and “Q&A”. The top of the page is: “homepage”, 

“personal main page”, “application” and “private message”. The right-hand side of the 

navigation accesses records.  

 

 

Figure 7.6 The main page of the site 
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7.4 Testing the Implemented Framework  

Website testing is an important step is the process of designing and implementing an 

SNS application. Usually, a Web testing checklist includes: functionality, usability, 

interface, compatibility and performance. I tested my web-based SNS for Design 

education for high school students in China, according to these items one-by-one.  

 

7.4.1 Functionality testing: 

 

The functionality testing includes the testing of all the links in the web pages, database 

connections, cookie testing and forums used in the web pages for submitting or 

receiving information from users.  

 

Check all the links 

 I tested all the internal links. Each link worked in the correct sequence without any 

errors.  

 The second function to test was that of links jumping on the same page. I asked the 

testers to click the relevant links to ensure that they jumped to the correct places. 

The results of the testing were very satisfactory. 

 Then I needed to test the links used to send emails to admin or other users from the 

webpage. I asked the testers send emails to admin and admin received the emails 

successfully. 

 

Cookie testing 

 

Cookies are small storage files placed in the text files on the user’s hard drive by the 
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web server. This information is later used by the web browser to retrieve information for 

that machine. These are basically used to maintain the session, mainly login sessions. 

Testing the application in this regard is done by enabling or disabling the cookies in the 

browser options. I tested the session cookies for the login session and user states after a 

session ends. When users enter their user name and password, this brings up a dialogue 

box to alert users to save their information or not. If the users choose the “OK” button, 

then their login information will be saved for one week or one month. They need not 

input their information again next time they login. This testing was satisfactory.  

 

Database testing 

 

Data consistency is very important in any Web application. I checked the data integrity 

and errors while users and admin edited, deleted and modified the forms or performed 

any database-related functionality. All the database queries executed correctly and the 

data were retrieved and updated correctly.  

 

7.4.2 Usability testing 

Usability testing checks on how easy a website is to use. First, instructions should be 

provided clearly. Then, it is necessary to check whether the system can correctly 

perform its functions if these instructions are strictly followed by the users. This testing 

included the following tasks: 

 

Navigation testing 

 

Navigation means how the users surf the web pages. Different controls like buttons, 

boxes or links on the pages are used to support navigation. These were all tested 
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satisfactorily with no complaints by the users. 

 

Content testing 

 

This content means the detail of the web pages; it should be logical and easy to 

understand. I checked the spelling and grammar of the content. I used a commonly-

accepted standard for content building. The images are also placed properly with proper 

sizes. No users involved in the tests made any complaints regarding the content.  

 

Other information for user help: 

 

This includes search options, sitemaps and help files. In this web-based platform, I 

included a “Search in the site” option. I want to help users find the content pages they 

are looking for easily and quickly. The testers felt comfortable in using this function.  

 

7.4.3 Interface testing 

The main interfaces are the web server and application server interface, Application 

server and Database server interface. All the interfaces between these servers executed 

properly and errors were handled properly. 

 

7.4.4 Compatibility testing 

Compatibility of this Web-based platform is an important testing aspect and the 

compatibility test involved: browsing compatibility, operating system compatibility, 

mobile browsing and printing options. At this stage of testing, I focused on the browse 
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and operating system. This platform can run well on different browsers, such as Internet 

Explorer, Firefox, Netscape Navigator, AOL, Safari and Opera browsers of different 

versions. For the operating system aspect, it works well on different operating systems, 

such as Windows, UNIX, MAC and Linux with different OS flavours.  

 

7.4.5 Performance testing 

This always involves two tasks: one is the Web load testing and the other is the stress 

testing. In Web load testing, 300 users accessed or requested the same page and the 

system sustained a peak load time. The site could handle many simultaneous user 

requests and large inputs of data from users. Stress testing was performed to break the 

site by creating stress and checking on how the system reacts to that stress and how the 

system recovers from crashes. My Web-based platform could handle some of the errors 

easily.  

 

After the Web testing, I evaluated how it could be used to support high school students 

in mainland China learning the subject of Design and Technology. In the next section I 

will describe how to use this social networking site in order to help students and 

teachers with D&T.  

7.5 Supporting Two Design Projects with the SNS 

Platform 

In order to evaluate how this social networking site helps D&T education in high 

schools in China. I chose two chapters in “Design and Technology I”: one is “The 

Process, Principle and Evaluation of Design” and the other is “The Approach to 
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Conception of Plan.” I placed the course content of these two chapters on my SNS 

platform. Then I identified 12 students from Nanjing and separated them into two 

groups for joining these two projects online. In this section, I will describe how they 

engaged in each project. 

 

7.5.1 Project One  

The requirement, according to the “Chapter 3: The Process, Principle and Evaluation of 

Design” in the D&T text book, is to design a portable stool. Group members included: 

Mengmeng (Group Leader), Female 

Qian Lulu, Female 

Tian Yao, Male  

Liu Jiaming, Male  

Li, Ruomei, Female  

Yuanzhe. Male 

 

The students did not have enough experience of product design, so I asked them (with 

the agreement of their teachers) to follow the textbook. This chapter is separated into 

five parts.  
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Figure 7.7 The portable stool design group 

Figure 7.7 is the main page of the group discussion; everyone is able to create a new 

topic easily. 

 

1. Find and define the problem 

 

Essentially, design is a problem-solving process. Design should start from requirement 

research, information analysis and the determination and definition of the problem. 

Designers can then create a design project and specify the design requirements.  

 

The topic of discussion was created by the group leader or the teacher. The leader of this 

design project is Mengmeng. The initial discussion topic created by the teacher is shown 

in Figure 7.8.  
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Figure 7.8  First discussion detail 

Figure 7.8 shows the records of the discussion details by each group member. They 

discussed the target user of the portable stool. The group leader gave her members 

several target user options, which were children, elderly people and disabled people. 

Following that, other members posted their opinions. All the members thought that 

existing stools were uncomfortable for elderly people and disabled people. One of 

members named Liu Jiaming said that he found that children had difficulties in finding a 

stool to rest upon when they played outside. Additionally, the size and weight of 

portable stools were not suitable for them. Finally, the group decided to design a 

portable stool for children. The design requirements for the portable stool were decided 

by using the “vote” function. The group leader created a new vote named “The 

requirement of portable stool”. The option included simple structure, complicated 

structure, steadiness, manufacturability, weight, volume and cost. Each group member 

can vote for a maximum of five options (Figure 7.9). The requirements are decided upon 

according to the voting results. Finally, the requirements are summarised by the group 

leader: 

 

 It should have a simple structure that is steady and easy to manufacture; 

 It should have low weight and volume, which is convenient to carry. 

 The cost should be lower than 15 RMB (Chinese currency). 
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The first discussion session took 40 minutes. All of members felt that the efficiency 

online is higher than that in the classroom. 

 

Figure 7.9 Vote for design requirements 

 

2. Design proposal 

 

The next step was to collect the information from different mediums. Students needed to 

learn how to analyse the information and establish the main factors that affect the design. 

At this stage, students needed to use different materials and structures to generate 

different design plans. They also needed to understand that all the proposals have 

potentials to be improved. According to the textbook, there are five points that need the 

attention of the students when making a design proposal. Therefore, the group leader 

called for a second online discussion after members of the team had collected some 

information through user investigation, expert interview, literature research, 
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broadcasting, TV and the Internet. Group members used their after-class time to obtain 

more information for stool design. One group member named Tianyao found a lot of 

pictures of stools and portable stools on the Internet. He uploaded the pictures to his 

own album where other group members could see them directly (Figure 7.10). The 

group members could visit the album through Tianyao’s sharing. If they liked the album 

or the pictures in the album, they could share the whole album or a unique picture with 

others. The sharing record appears on the other users’ personal main pages.  

 

 

Figure 7.10 Stool album share 

After the initial research on the Internet, another group member became aware that a 

good stool would have to go far beyond aesthetics. Some ergonomic factors needed to 

be considered. He shared an article about ergonomics and a body size ratio chart in his 

blog with other members. Other group members could then get a general understanding 

of ergonomic knowledge (Figure 7.11). My platform also provided an online video 

uploading function. This means that the students could find some video or animation 

clips online, which they could link to via their blog. A group member named Yuanzhe 

liked to find multimedia resources online, so she collected many online videos. She was 

also interested in manufacturing forums and so she found many video sources of 

manufacturing from different websites.  
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Figure 7.11 Blog on Ergonomic Design 

Yuanzhe found a very useful video series on the production of stools. She uploaded the 

video clips one by one and the other group members were able to watch the videos 

through her sharing (Figure 7.12).  

  

Figure 7.12 The video source of stools 

Students needed to establish the main problems during stool design based on the 

information collected. They found several issues that needed attention, such as the 

choice of material, structural design and the means of carrying. The students then 

proposed some possible solutions following online discussions. They tried to make 

assumptions in order to solve the problem between design requirements and constraints. 
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The group leader summarised the appropriate material, structure and connection mode 

after the group brainstorming (Figure 7.13). This step was the most challenging step in 

the design process and it required the students to exert their creative potential, to pop up 

multiple ideas. The group leader then created a vote to help the group members make 

the decision. Finally, the students decided to make a cross-docking cardboard portable 

stool.  

  

Figure 7.13 Brainstorm and discussion 

The fourth topic of the group discussion was the plan presentation. The group leader 

collected all the prototypes and uploaded them to the group space (Figure 7.14). Each 

group member also uploaded their own prototypes to the group space. Finally, they 

came to choose the best plan after heated discussions.  
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Figure 7.14 Plan presentation 

3. Make a model  

 

Students needed to learn how to make a model following the plan decision. They could 

choose any methods they preferred for prototype drawing, such as hand sketching or 

computer rendering.  

 

The next step was to make a real product. They needed to complete this step in the 

classroom (Figure 7.15). The students felt that their efficiency has improved during the 

making of the product. They did not waste much time for discussion in the classroom 

because all discussions had already been finalised online. The left-hand figure below is 

an exploded view of the production process and on the right-hand side of the figure is a 

picture of the completed product. The group leader took the photos and uploaded them 

online.  
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Figure 7.15 The product making 

4. Evaluation and optimisation 

 

This step involved examining the feasibilities of the designed product. Students 

evaluated their product according to the design requirements. Then they summarised the 

different results in the group space online. The evaluation factors included: weight, 

folded size, cost, aesthetics, structural stability and degree of complexity. Finally, they 

choose the best design. The final step of this design project was the production of an 

instruction book for the portable stool design. As in other steps, six students had 

discussions online. The instruction book included product introduction, product 

structure, standard of technology, points of attention and range of applications. The 

group leader collected all the information to generate a portable stool instruction book 

and then uploaded it online for further discussions (Figure 7.16). 
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Figure 7.16 The instruction book 

At the end of this project, teacher Liu summarised the whole design process as an 

instructor. He was very satisfied with the students’ performance. He said that the six 

students had gained a deep understanding of this chapter. The students learned how to 

use design thinking to solve design problems, such as conducting research, 

brainstorming, creating prototypes and testing the concepts. He also found that the 

collaboration between the students was better than before. In traditional classrooms, 

many students argued for different ideas and opinions. At that time, they didn't know 

how to collaborate with others to solve the problems. However, this D&T SNS avoided 

the face-to-face arguments during the discussions. Each student was only concerned 

with how to organise their language and post their ideas online, which gave them a 

greater sense of collaboration, rather than winning over others in arguments. This also 

improved their efficiency. Teacher Liu said that he hoped that more students would be 

encouraged to use this platform in the future for their design projects.  

 

7.5.2 Project Two 
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According to “Chapter 5 Approach to Conception of Plan” in “Design and Technology 

I”, this project is about generating a lamp design concept plan. Group members included 

Zhu Qindan (Group leader), Li Tianming, Wang Yecheng, Ma Zhixue, Qiu Chengfeng 

and Wu Yufan. 

There are four study objectives in this chapter:  

1) Analyse a specific design task,  

2) Choose the right material and standard accessory based on the design requirements, 

3) Make a complete design plan complying with the design principles, 

4) Select the best design plan from multiple plans or improve the original plan.  

 

1. Design analysis 

The essential part of successful technology design is reasonable design analysis. An 

appropriate analysis can guide the design process in the right direction. The initial group 

discussion focused on requirement analysis and the impact factors of lamp design, such 

as function, structure, safety and costs (Figure 7.17).  

  

Figure 7.17 The initial discussion for design analysis 

The figure above shows each member’s participation in the initial group discussion. 

There were several factors to be considered during the design process, all of which were 

about the product itself, its users and the environment. Each member offered their 

opinions to this discussion topic. Wu Yufan said that the function, appearance and 
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material are the main factors of a product and that no product existed in isolation. On the 

one hand, the product was designed based on people’s requirements. Therefore, the 

designers needed to pay attention to the fact that products serve people. However, a 

product should be used in an appropriate environment. Products would put constraints 

on the environment and have an impact on it too. Therefore, the objective, people and 

environment should be the three important factors. The students decided upon the target 

users during this discussion. They chose high school students to be their users for 

analysis and because all six group members were high school students, they knew 

themselves better than anyone else. Another issue appeared following the determination 

of the users, which was the peculiarity of the lamp. Students needed to analyse the 

relationship between high school students and the lamp design from the perspective of 

life, physiology and psychology. Finally, a brainstorm map was created by the group 

members (Figure 7.18). 

 

  

Figure 7.18 The brainstorm of impact factors 

This figure shows the brainstorm map that was created by the students. They also gave 

some additional comments on this diagram. The content of this diagram is:  

 

High School Student 

1. Pressure of study 
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 Good luminous effect 

 Durable 

2. The stage of development 

 Psychology 

 Individualisation 

 Fashion-forward 

 Physiology 

 Soft light 

 Moderate in height 

3. Weak safety awareness 

 Good thermal performance 

 Controllable switch 

 Electrically insulating material 

 

Lamp  

1. Appearance  

 Shape: traditional, modern.  

 Colour: coordination, contrasting. 

 Textures: smooth, rough 

2. Function 

 Basic function: Lighting. 

 Additional function: Timer, pen container. 

3. Material 

 Metal, plastic, ceramic, glass 

 

Environment 

1. Adaptability: Compact, stable 

2. Environment protection: Pollution free, sustainable 
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One of group members named Li Tianming collected many pictures of lamps and he 

shared these pictures with other group members (Figure 7.19). 

Figure 7.19 The album of lamps 

Each member could share the pictures they liked. The group leader asked each member 

to choose four pictures from the album and share them on their own personal pages. 

Then they needed to analyse every example they had chosen and establish the strengths 

and weakness. Students then gave some comments on the weaknesses of the designs that 

would require improvement.  

 

For the design objective itself, students must understand the different elements. In this 

design project, this included bubble, carriage, lamp-chimney, switch and lamp stand. 

Students had to analyse these parts one-by-one. Each member was assigned with 

different tasks and they were responsible for the parts assigned to them and were asked 

by the group leader to post their ideas online. 

 

Bubble: 

The main function of the bubble was for lighting. There were several types of bubble, 

which included filament lamp, fluorescent tube and energy saving lamp (Figure 7.20).  
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Figure 7.20 The bubble analysis 

Most of students had eye fatigue because of long durations of study. They considered 

that the lamp should emit light smoothly and thus, bubbles that do not strobe or have 

low strobe were considered their best choices.  

 

Carriage: 

The students realised through discussion that there were many types of carriage; the 

main function of which was supporting the lamp chimney. Another important factor to 

consider was that the carriage was related to the height of lamp. When one put a lamp on 

the desk, the relation between the height of the lamp, the height of sitting and height of 

the desk needed to be considered. The height of a lamp influenced the utilisation of the 

light and it had an effect on the sitting positions of the students. When the students 

chose the carriage, they needed to consider the adaptability of different heights, the 

complexity of the fabrication process and cost issues (Figure 7.21). 
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Figure 7.21 The analysis of the carriage 

Lamp chimney: 

The lamp chimney can be fabricated from many different materials and can also have 

many different shapes. A good lamp chimney should be safe to use, as well as having an 

impact on the light intensity and exposure (Figure 7.22).  

  

Figure 7.22 The lamp chimney analysis 

The key factors that the students considered when choosing a lamp chimney included 

the illumination and lighting environment. The relationship between the material and 

shape of the lamp chimney was discussed. The students found that the type of material 

will affect the lighting. For example, a transparent shade would give less illumination 

that that required whereas an opaque shade would reflect light well but the high 
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illumination might not create a comfortable lighting environment. They also considered 

the thermal conductivity of the material. The reason for this was that many students 

received burns from materials with strong thermal conductivity because their security 

awareness was low. 

 

Switch: 

The students discussed the different roles of a switch and considered the option of using 

the switch to adjust the brightness of the light. They explored common switches 

including, twist switches, toggle switches, touch switches and press buttons (Figure 7.23) 

  

Figure 7.23 The switch analysis 

They needed to make the choice of switch according to the requirements of the users, 

i.e., the students. They concluded that the touch switch would turn off the light in a 

sudden manner and a voice-controlled switch would turn on and turn off the light 

automatically but through using a loud voice. These two kinds of switches may not be 

suitable for the students because most of them preferred quiet switches that did not make 

any noise. 

 

Lamp stand: 

 

The lamp stand was the final component. The students considered that the main role of 
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this component was for ensuring stability. Therefore, the choice of the base material 

should be made according to its hardness. The shape should meet the individual 

preferences of the students because there would be many variations (Figure 7.24). 

  

Figure 7.24 The lamp stand analysis 

After discussions on each component, the group leader gave a summary based on the 

analysed information. The overall conclusion was that the lamp design analysis should 

concentrate on how to realise its multi-functional capability because some students 

would prefer to have fun in using the lamp. For example, a lamp for the students should 

have a time switch function, which meant that it would turn on and off automatically at 

the desired study times. It was proposed that an alarm function to warn the readers when 

the distance between their eyes and the books became too close would help the students. 

As there were lots of standard components available, such as bubble, base, switch and 

plug, the students decided to utilise as many standard components as possible in order to 

simplify the production process and avoid wasting materials. These analyses helped the 

students to make rational decisions based on exploration and optimisation. Again, online 

discussions through the SNS platform facilitated this in an efficient way. 

 

2. Design concept exploration 

 

Design conceptualisation involves a thinking process during which different forms of 
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information are processed and transferred between graphics, models, languages and text 

descriptions based on the research and design analysis. The ideas in the design 

conceptualisation process are intangible, fragmented and without systematic integration. 

The students needed to use some methods to change their initial ideas into a complete 

and specific design plan. The methods included sketching, imitating and imagination. 

Sketching can present the idea clearly and it can be modified easily. When the students 

do not have any ideas for their designs, the imitation method can help them. For 

example, if the students don’t know how to design lamps but if all of them have had 

experience of using lamps and seeing lots of lamps before, then they can combine the 

shapes of the existing lamps together and choose different parts to generate ides for new 

lamps. The online discussions and sharing of these ideas helped the students in the 

conceptualisation process, which stimulated their imaginations by providing fast access 

to information available on the internet and fast access to others opinions during 

discussions. 

 

The students had basic training in sketching so they mainly used this method during 

conceptualisation. Group members sketched their ideas individually or with other 

members (Figure 7.25).  
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Figure 7.25 The sketch method 

3. Comparison and final decision 

 

 

1) Wooden base; 2) Organic glass shade; 3) Six carriages in metal; 

4) Six glass; 5) Standard bubble, plug and wire; 6) Dimmer 

switch. 

 

1) Wooden base; 2) Metal shade; 3) Two metal carriages; 4) Hand 

switch; 5) Standard bubble, wire and plug. 

 

1) Ceramic base; 2) Cardboard shade; 3) Standard bubble, wire 

and plug; 4) Hollow metal tube carriage; 5) Hand switch. 

 

1) Coconut shell base and shade; 2) Soft metal carriage; 3) 

Standard bubble, wire and plug; 4) Dimmer switch. 

Table 5 The comparison of the different design plans 

The evaluation and comparison of the design plans was an important part of this project. 

Four design plans emerged from the six members of the group. They analysed the four 

design plans one-by-one (Table 5). Group leader used the “vote” function on the SNS 
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platform to help the members in evaluating these plans (Figure 7.26).  

 

Figure 7.26 Vote for design plans 

Table 6 shows the results of the voting for the design plan analysis. Each plan had its 

strengths and weaknesses.  

 

The results of the vote 

 Functional Aesthetic Innovative Stability Security Ecology Difficulty 

level 

Costs 

Plan A  √ √ √    ￥9 

Plan B √   √ √  √ ￥15 

Plan C √  √ √ √ √  ￥8 

Plan D √ √   √ √ √ ￥7 

Table 6 Design plan analysis table 

According to the description, results of voting and the comparison, the final discussion 

was on the summary of the four design plans. All members posted their opinions online.  

 

 Plan A: Plan A has a poor lighting function but a good appearance and an 

innovative structure. It was considered very stable, with good durability. However, 

its safety is less satisfactory than the other plans. Its price was in the middle range 

and its ecological impact was considered less than satisfactory.  
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 Plan B: The lighting function was considered to be very good. It was stable with 

good durability, was safe to use and easy to produce. Its ecological impact was 

considered positive but the cost was a little bit high. 

 

 Plan C: The lighting function was considered to be very good with an attractive 

form. Its stability was considered problematic and its durability was low. It was safe 

to use and easy to produce with a positive ecological impact on the environment. 

The price was cheaper than the other plans. 

 

 Plan D: The lighting function was considered to be very good with the use of 

innovative material. It was stable and safe to use with positive ecological impact 

and acceptable fabrication costs. However, it was considered difficult to make. 

 

Finally, teacher Liu Hailin summarised this design analysis project. He thought that the 

students had completed this project online using the SNS platform rather successfully 

and in the meantime had obtained an excellent understanding of this chapter through 

online discussions and explorations. Teacher Liu observed all the discussions from the 

beginning to the end. Each group member energetically joined in these discussions on 

all topics and both the teacher and the students considered that the D&T SNS platform 

provided an opportunity for all the students to participate in the project and they 

obtained a deep understanding of collaboration. The objectives of the subject of D&T 

include design thinking and training in technological literacy. This new educational 

platform reflected these two aspects well. 
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Chapter 8.  Conclusion and Discussion 

 

This chapter summarises the findings related to the research questions that have been 

discussed in Chapter One. One of the main questions to be answered was how would an 

integrated social networking and computational technique support Design education in 

high schools in China? A further question is about how the high school students in 

China would react to a new platform for learning the subject of Design and Technology 

and how would they benefit from such a platform, which is a collaborative system 

integrated with social networking features. The research questions go beyond technical 

aspects and are concerned with cultural, social and economic changes that are taking 

place in China and their implications for China’s Design education system at high 

school level, which will play an important role in cultivating the creative and innovative 

ability of a future generation of designers.  

 

This research has embarked on a journey through the review of historic development of 

design education in the UK and the US, as well as in China. In particular, it focused on 

the introduction of the subject of Design and Technology in China’s high schools in 

recent years. With the emergence in China of the biggest online population in the world, 

high school students are embracing the Internet and social networking without much 

guidance on how to use these powerful tools to improve their otherwise very much 

pressurised student lives in high schools, where the achievements of high grades in all 

subjects are the only criteria for assessing their performance. With limited understanding 

of the significance of the subject of Design and Technology and poor experience in 

teaching such a highly technical and innovative subject in a large number of high 
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schools in China, the teachers are facing a crisis in just being able to keep up with the 

teaching requirements. This research provided a comprehensive review of the situation 

in Design education in China’s high schools with the in-depth interviews, case studies 

and experiments in some of the most prominent high schools in Shenzhen and Nanjing; 

two cities that are striving to develop a new economy based on innovation, where design 

talents have been seen as essential for their future workforce. This research adopted a 

mixed research methodology in which both quantitative and qualitative methods were 

used for survey and data analyses. 

 

In particular, this study focused on four influential and representative high schools in 

Nanjing for the development of a social networking platform, particularly aimed at 

supporting Design education with the support of some of the most influential academics 

who are involved in the development of the curriculum for the subject of Design and 

Technology. Based on focused studies on the curriculum, teaching materials, text books, 

laboratories, students’ lives and teachers’ experiences, this research developed an 

integrated SNS platform for supporting high school students in learning the subject of 

Design and Education. This SNS platform is based on an integration of cognitive, 

collaborative and pedagogical models of online learning with information sharing and 

interaction through discussion and social activities at the centre of an alternative Design 

learning space that is otherwise unfamiliar and unavailable for both the students and 

teachers. Based on the analyses of case studies the proposed platform has been 

implemented with the latest Internet and Web development protocols and programming 

languages. Two groups, each with six high school students selected from a school in 

Nanjing were formed and invited to test the implemented platform online with two 

design projects and with the participation of the teacher. The teacher observed all the 

online discussions on the running of the two projects online using the newly 

implemented SNS platform with satisfactory design results and highly positive 

responses from both students and the teacher. Further investigation and feedback from 
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the students provided useful insights on how to improve this SNS platform in the future. 

  

8.1 Evaluation of the SNS Platform for Design Education 

in High Schools in China 

I conducted two design projects taken from the “Design and Technology I” curriculum. 

One is “The portable stool design” based on “Chapter 3 The Process, Principle and 

Evaluation of Design”. Another was the “Lamp design concept plan”, which was taken 

from “Chapter 5 Approach to Conception of Plan”. 

 

Twelve students joined two design projects conducted on the platform I had developed 

as a part of this research. All of them completed the projects successfully with the 

teacher commenting that he was highly satisfied with the achievements of the students 

and that he was particularly impressed by the discussions that were facilitated by the 

SNS platform. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this SNS platform in supporting 

Design education, I designed a specific questionnaire for the twelve students who 

participated in the experiments. After consulting in advance with the students involved, I 

selected English as the language for this survey. I asked the students to complete the 

questionnaire on the D&T SNS platform by using the “Vote” function.  

 

Questions in this survey were focused on the use of the D&T SNS and the students’ 

attitude towards this learning platform. This was measured using a 5-point Likert-type 

scale ranging from 1= “Very Unlikely”; 2= “Unlikely”; 3= “Have no idea”; 4= “Likely”; 

5 =“Very Likely”. Students gave the points according to their experience of using this 

system in the Design projects conducted. This survey helped to prove whether the 

implemented system worked well or not and the acceptance level of the students for this 
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new SNS as an educational platform for Design related subjects. 

 

How likely are you to use this D&T SNS for the following things? 

1 I have a propensity to use D&T SNS for collaboration  

A.1 B.2 C.3 D.4 E.5 

2 I would like to arrange a study group or meeting using this SNS platform 

A.1 B.2 C.3 D.4 E.5 

3 I would like discuss classes or schoolwork on this SNS platform 

A.1 B.2 C.3 D.4 E.5 

4 I want to contact other students with questions related to class or schoolwork 

A.1 B.2 C.3 D.4 E.5 

5 I would like to share my opinions with others through this SNS platform 

A.1 B.2 C.3 D.4 E.5 

 

Then I produced pie charts for each question to show the students’ acceptance level 

(Figure 8.1).  

 

Figure 8.1 The acceptance level of students 
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As shown in Figure 8.1, the results were all positive for my platform. It can be 

concluded that all the students joining this survey and projects are very likely to use this 

platform in the future. 

8.2 Limitations and Future Work  

This research also has some weakness and some areas that need to be improved. The 

testing time was not as long as expected because the platform was implemented in the 

third year after many field research trips and case studies. I had about a year to organise 

the teachers and the students in the two design projects. It is necessary in the future to 

maintain this platform for a longer period of time in order to observe students’ 

behaviour on this SNS in order to properly understand their cognitive reactions to this 

platform on a wide range of issues relating to their social activities and study in schools.  

 

So far, this SNS platform supported effectively the sharing of information, 

communication and discussions, as well as online collaboration in simple design 

projects. In the future, it would be desirable if this platform could also provide sketching 

and drawing facilities or even 3D modelling tools. These functions would be more 

powerful in cultivating the interests of the students in Design and Technology beyond 

the requirements of the classroom. 

 

Chinese social networking is still in the development stage. Different countries have 

their own communication styles. Connection means “Power” in China, which is why 

social networks have become part of the relationship-building fabric of Chinese society. 

Roughly half of China’s 513 million citizens use social networking sites and all of these 

social networks are home grown. While it is true that the government makes it virtually 

impossible for foreign players to enter the social networking market in China, some 

consumers use VPN services, which provide access to sites like Facebook and Twitter. 
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However, even if China did allow in outside players, Chinese companies would still 

have the advantage of understanding the nuances of Chinese consumers. This is why the 

following three social media platforms are worth watching.  

 

Sina Weibo 

 

This is a Chinese microblogging website. Simply describing Sina Weibo as the Twitter 

of China understates Weibo’s unique capabilities and leadership role in the Chinese 

social media sphere. With more than twice as many users as Twitter, Sina Weibo is an 

essential platform for more than 22% of the Chinese Internet population. Part of its 

popularity can be attributed to the ability of users to upload images and videos, 

something that Twitter is only now beginning to allow. It was launched by the SINA 

Corporation on 14 August 2009 and has more than 300 million registered users as of 

February 2012. Today it is the top platform for social discourse and a big driver for 

consumer activities.  

 

About 100 million messages are posted each day on Sina Weibo. According to 

iResearch’s report on 30 March 2011, Sina Weibo had 56% of China’s micrblogging 

market based on active users and 86.6% based on browsing time over its competitors 

such as the Tencent Weibo and Baidu’s services. The top 100 users had over 485 million 

followers. Furthermore, Sina said that there were more than 5,000 companies and 2,700 

media organisations in China who were using Sina Weibo. The site is maintained by a 

growing microblogging department of 200 employees responsible for technology, 

design, operations and marketing.  

The users of Sina Weibo include Chinese celebrities from Hong Kong, mainland China, 

Taiwan and Macau, movie stars, singers, famous business and media figures, athletes, 

scholars, artists, organisations, religious figures, government departments and officials, 

as well as some famous foreign individuals and organisations, including Kevin Rudd, 
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Boris Johnson, Toshiba and the German national football team. Like Twitter, Sina 

Weibo has a verification program for known people and organisations. Sina also 

produced mobile applications for various platforms to access Sina Weibo and these 

platforms include: Android, Blackberry OS, IOS, Symbian S60, Windows Mobile and 

Windows Phone. Sina Weibo is available in both simplified and traditional Chinese 

characters. The site also has versions catering for users from Hong Kong and Taiwan. It 

is now developing its international version in English and other languages.  

 

Douban 

 

Douban was launched on 6 March 2005. It is an open forum popular among intellectuals 

for movie, music and book reviews, with around 60 million registered users and 80 

million active users per month. These figures reflecte the fact that Douban allow 

unregistered users to access about 80% of the site’s content. Douban also owns an 

Internet radio station, which ranked No.1 in iOS app store as of 2012. For registered 

users, the site recommends potentially interesting books, movies and music, in addition 

to serving as a social networking website and record keeper. For unregisters users, the 

site is a good place to find ratings and reviews of books, movies and music. Douban had 

about 53 million registered users in 2011 and as of March 2012, it ranked the 106
th

 most 

popular website worldwide and 20
th

 in China, according to Alexa Internet. 

 

 

Wechat 

 

Mobile space will be the next battleground in China for social networks. That’s because 

more than 69% of the Chinese population access the Internet through mobile devices. 

Wechat formerly was known as “Weixin”, is a mobile phone text and voice messaging 

communication service developed by Tencent in China. Clients are available for 
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Android, iPhone, Windows Phone and Symbian platforms. Languages supported 

included English, traditional and simplified Chinese, Indonesian, Portuguese, Thai, 

Vietnamese and Russian. Wechat is supported on Wi-Fi, 3G and 4G data networks.  

 

Wechat provides multimedia communication flexibility and convenience with text 

messaging, hold-to-talk voice messaging, broadcast messaging, photo and video sharing, 

location sharing and contact information exchange. The newest version of Wechat also 

supports social networking via shared streaming content feeds and location-based social 

plug-ins (‘Shake’, ‘Look Around’ and ‘Drift Bottle’) to chat with and befriend local and 

international Wechat users. Photos can be taken and embellished with artistic filters, 

captioned and put into a personal photo journal and distributed to friends. User data is 

protected via an on-demand contact list backup and retrieval to a cloud-based service. 

With the above features, WeChat provides a complete, robust and secure social 

networking platform that emphasises user privacy and fast response performance. The 

app is available in the App Store for iTunes, Google Play Store for Android and 

Marketplace for Windows Phone.  

 

Lastly, there are the social microblogs, the most popular of which is Twitter. These are text-only 

and tend to be limited to 140 characters for ease of transmission via SMS, with the cell phone 

short message service that delivers text message. The Sina Weibo is one of popular microblogs 

in China. People use Weibo for many purposes: to ask questions, get opinions, arrange to meet 

one another, make social commentary, and exclaim at the world. It fills the space between a blog 

post and a phone cell or IM (Gavin, 2009). It provides a channel for day-to-day chatter for 

people who have wide social group connections. However, the traditional social networking 

sites are still important for communicating complex ideas.  

 

The types of social networking sites will change according to technology and the 

requirements of users. A Survey of K-12 Educators on Social Networking and Content-

Sharing Tools," sponsored by educator networking site EdWeb.net, mailing list and 
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database firm MCH (mailings.com), and education marketing research firm MMS 

Education (mmseducation.com), was sent in August and September to 83,000 educators 

throughout the US, including teachers, school librarians, and administrators. It found out 

that more than six in 10 educators are at least interested enough in social networking to 

register on one or more social networking websites. What this will mean in the long run 

for social networking's impact on education, however, is unclear because educator usage 

of these sites is low. 

 

The SNS innovative operation mode has not only successfully drawn the attention from 

industry and academia, but has also boosted user growth. It is currently the world’s 

fastest developing personal networking tool. SNS is a cyber-environment that allows the 

individual to construct his/her profile, sharing text, images, and photos, and to link other 

members of the site by applications and groups provided on the Internet (Boyd and 

Ellison, 2008, Pfeil et al., 2009, Powell, 2009 and Tapscott, 2008). SNS also enables users to 

present themselves, connect to a social network, and develop and maintain relationships 

with others (Ellison et al., 2007 and Kane et al., 2009). Users who propagate perceived 

benefit of use to their friends and relatives achieve network externalities, and positive 

feedback gives rise to larger expansion, which increases platform members (Powell, 

2009). 

 

IT enabled collaborative tools such as social networks, wikis, and blogs greatly increase 

a community’s speed of formation and magnify its impact and reach. New communities 

come together and disperse quickly and are often led by different people at different 

moments (Kane et al., 2009). Social media platforms enhance the power of online 

communities in four ways: They promote deep relationship, allow fast organization, 

improve the creation and synthesis of knowledge, and permit better filtering of 

information (Kane et al., 2009).   

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0035
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0035
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0215
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0225
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0260
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0070
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0115
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0225
http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.lb.polyu.edu.hk/science/article/pii/S0747563210003766#b0225
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The development of Design education will occur rapidly as well. There is great potential 

for any one of these companies to take a leading role in establishing an educational SNS 

system in the future for a potentially large population of students in secondary and high 

schools, who badly need support in creative and innovative training compatible with that 

in the UK and the USA. The platform developed in this research is a small prototype but 

it could be extended with greater knowledge sharing and design support facilities. 

 

The future of social networking sites isn’t in one giant site like Facebook where users 

can publicly share information with everyone they have ever met. Today, the average 

web 2.0 user now has the need for privacy online more than the need for feeling just 

connected. Design is important when developing a new social site. Every time Facebook 

changes their UI there’s uproar as people have to spend 5 minutes re-learning something 

they used to know how to do. The average web user has a relatively short attention span 

when it comes to social networking sites. After 5 minute, they are gone. Therefore, the 

new web 2.0 social networking sites have to be incredibly easy to use in future 

development. 

8.3 Implications for Design Education in High Schools in 

China 

From a statistics report, the number of social networking service users in China reached 

410 million in 2012, with a quarter on quarter growth of 2.3% and a year on year growth 

of 9.0%. Microblog service covered 280 million users, with a quarter on quarter growth 

of 1.2% and a year on year growth of 16.2%, while the overall growth was slowing 

down. And microblog is coming into a stable development period. In the future, 

microblog has become one of the services that meet internet use’s demands on basic 

information and socializing as it gradually strengthens socializing feature. (iResearch, 
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2012). This research has integrated computational techniques within a social networking 

framework to support Design education in high schools in mainland China. I developed 

and implemented a platform as a specific social networking site in order to examine how 

the students express their cognitive interaction to SNSs and how they demonstrate 

collaborative behaviour during the learning process on design projects.  

 

Many educators working with the students in middle and high schools in China are 

aware of the fact that explosive Internet information and the involvement of youth in 

SNS activities have both positive and negative influences on their ability to concentrate 

on their studies. Almost all of the students in high schools in China are involved in SNS 

activities with Renren and Qzone. In these online social networking environments, 

teenagers can simply register and establish profiles that provide their personal 

information and photos. They make connections or links with other members who share 

their interests or connections. Members engage in a variety of forms of communication 

and information sharing, which include personal web pages, blogs and discussion 

groups.  

 

This research found that students at high schools in China always use social networking 

sites for entertainment. This situation made both teachers and parents worry about their 

studies. However, inherent Design education in social networking can help to ease this 

concern by providing computational support to creative online activities such as design 

and collaboration. Design education in high schools in China is still at a primary stage 

and there is a serious lack of qualified teachers to supervise such creative activities both 

offline and online. They have worked hard to determine new and interesting teaching 

methods through new teaching experiences that embraced new technology. Social 

networking sites have a strong characteristic in supporting collaboration, which is 

essential for design and it is also important for the subject of D&T.  
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Both teachers and the students liked trying this new method for Design teaching and 

learning using the SNS platform developed in this research. Students have more time 

and more convenience for discussions online in the design process. Everyone has an 

equal opportunity to make contributions to the project with collaborative acts and 

communications. This new learning style proved to be inspiring for the students, 

whether or not they are good at communication in classrooms, to actively engage in the 

creative activities of design analysis, conceptualisation, evaluation and optimisation. 

 

The guidelines for the subject of Design and Technology remain theoretical and over 

optimistic about the methodologies and outcomes. It is left to the teachers to resolve 

many difficult issues for which there is a lack of training and systematic evaluation. 

There appeared to be no unified assessment standards for the outcome of the D&T 

subject, although many, sometimes over ambitious requirements have been specified in 

books. There is a gap between this subject and the profile that is required by the design 

programs in China at university level. Therefore, it is possible that a student graduating 

from high school with a high achievement in the subject of D&T still cannot build a 

satisfactory portfolio that is acceptable for design schools in universities in China or 

overseas. Another problem is that there are not many vocational training colleges left in 

mainland China that could further develop their skills in the engineering aspects of 

Design and Manufacturing.  

 

There seems to be a long way to go in order for China to catch up with Design education 

in high schools in the UK or the USA. Much more research needs to be done in order to 

produce a complete Design education system that is up to the expectation of Chinese 

industry, which is desperately searching for creative and innovative talent for 

developing products or better qualities in the years to come. Supporting Design 

education, either at high school or universities, remains an interesting and challenging 

task as China takes a more aggressive drive towards an innovation and knowledge-based 
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economy. The development of more content and interactive features on social 

networking sites, combined with Design education materials, will be of great value for 

many young people in China, the development of whose creative abilities is still being 

undermined by outdated educational philosophies, which only emphasise high 

performance in grading, family pressures that push them in the wrong direction of 

education against their potential and interests, as well as social changes that require 

them to be far more robust, flexible and creative than that the current education system 

can provide. Integrating social networking with the teaching of the subject of Design is 

one positive way to resolve these problems. The research findings and experiments 

conducted with the implemented system prototype provide a good basis for 

collaborating with one of the major players in China’s Internet and SNS industry, to 

develop a new and fresh environment supporting students in China who are interested in 

Design and Technology. 
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Appendices 

Questionnaire in English version 

                                                         Questionnaire   

Instruction for filling: 

         Dear students, the questionnaire was combined with multiple choice and fills in 

the blanks. Please follow the prompts to fill in. Thank you so much! 

 

Section One: Personal Information 

1 Please fill out your age 

 

2 Please state your gender 

A. Male; B. Female 

 

3 What's your habit? 

 

Section Two: The investigation of web surfing 

 

4 How many years have you used the Internet? 

A. Below 1 year; B. 1-3 years; C. 3-5 years; D. Above 5 year; E. Above 8 years 

 

5 Where were you using Internet? 

A. Home; B. Student hall/ School  

 

6 How much time do you spend on the Internet between Monday and Friday? 

A. 1 hour below; B. 1-3 hours; C. 3-5 hours; D Above 5 hours; E Above 10 hours; F 

Never use it during school time 
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7 How much time do you spend on the Internet at the weekend? 

A. 3-5 hours; B. More or less 10 hours; C. More or less 20 hours; D. More than 20 

hours; E Never use it 

 

8 What are you usually doing on the Internet? (no more than 3 options) 

□Chat □Play game □News □Find learning resource □Watch Movie/ Read fiction 

□Entertainment 

□Listen music □Blog □Others  

 

9 What kinds of website are you always browsing? (1-2 options) 

□Portal websites □Tencent □Alumni □Renren □Kaixin □E-learning □Game □Others 

 

10 Do you always browse education websites? 

A. Never; B. Sometime; C. Often  

 

11 What kinds of education websites do you browse? 

A. Professional disciplines; B. Portal channels; C. Others 

  

12 What is your purpose when you browse educational websites? (Multiple option) 

□Educational news □Study abroad consultation □Finding resource for improve grade 

□English and art training 

□Find books, music and movie information □Game, cartoon and sports consultation 

□Discussion 

□Find teachers □Answering questions on the Internet □Others 

 

13 What do you think is lacking in education websites? (Multiple choice) 

□ The education news update time □Hard to find authority education consultation 
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□Lack of online resource, waste lots of time to find them □Limitation of education 

area, only focus on test □Others 

 

14 What factors will cause you to give up/open more pages when you browse online? 

□ The theme of website □Website user experience □Tone style of website □Speed of 

website 

□Others 

 

15 If there was an educational website providing these services, which are your 

favourites? 

□Department and class chatting room □Online learning, online test □Online library 

□Interaction activity □Online quizzes with teachers and students 

 

16 What is the attitude of your parents to your use of the Internet? 

Internet wastes lots of time (oppose); B. Internet is a useful tool for study (support); C. 

Do not use it during school period; D. Do not support or oppose it  

 

Third part: Teaching style of Design and Technology  

 

17 What types of classroom are used when you have Design and Technology class? 

General classroom B. Design and Technology practical room C. According to the 

needs to determine classroom 

D. Others 

 

18 What is your attitude towards the subject of Design and Technology? 

Very interesting B. Boring C. No views D. Others (Description) 

 

19 Does the teacher use computers or any electronic equipment to help teach this 
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subject? 

A. Use them every class; B. Sometimes use them; C Never use it; D. Others 

(Description) 

 

20 How do teachers teach the process of Design and Technology in the class? 

A. Reading prepared scripts; B. Add some interesting examples; C. Combined with 

video clips; D. Simulation animation; E. Others (Explain) 

 

21 How do you finish the homework in a Design and Technology class? 

A. Find resource and finish by myself; B. Discussion with classmates then finish it; C. 

Discussion with friends online; D. Others 

 

Fourth Part: The relationship between SNSs and design technology 

 

22 Have you registered with any SNSs? If you have, please choose them.(Multiple 

choice) 

□Renren □Kaixin □QQ space □QQ alumni □Others (Description) 

 

23 What is your purpose in using SNSs? 

□Repaste □Upload photos □Write diary or blog □Build an interesting discussion group 

□Play games □Others (Description)  

 

24 What are your opinions about building a study group online? 

□Very good, easy to communicate with others □Not helpful □Others (Description) 

 

25 According to your SNS experience, what kinds of function do you want? 

□Online test □Online quizzes and answer question □Simulation design process □New 

information of design □Others (Description) 
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26 What are your suggestions for an online learning platform? 

 □Combined entertainment with learning □Resource downloads □Discussion platform 

□Others (Description) 

 

Questionnaire in Chinese version 

调查问卷 

 

填写说明 

亲爱的同学，你们好。此卷问题由多选项目，单选项目及填空组成，请按照提示填写，谢谢你的

合作！ 

 

第一部分：基本信息 

1 你的年龄 

  

 

 

2 你的性别 

A. 男；B.女 

 

3 你的父母的职业？ 

父亲：                             母亲： 

 

4 你的兴趣爱好？ 

 

 

第二部分青少年上网调查 
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3 你的网龄？ 

A.1 年以下   B.1-3 年   C. 3-5 年   D. 5 年以上   E. 8 年以上 

 

4 你一般在哪里上网？ 

A.家里   B.宿舍/学校   

 

5 每周一到周五你大概花多少时间在网络上？ 

A.1 小时以下； B 1-3 小时；C 3-5 小时； D 5 小时以上； E 10 小时以上；F 从来不上 

 

6 周末你一般花多少时间在网络上？ 

A.3-5 小时； B.10 小时左右；C.20 小时左右；D.20 小时以上；E.从来不上 

 

7 你一般上网做什么？（多选不超过 3 项） 

     聊天     玩游戏     看新闻     查阅学习资料     看电影/下载小说     查阅娱乐/明星资料     听音乐 

     写博客/阅读博客      其他（如有请说明） 

 

8 你经常上哪种类型的网站？（多选 1-2 项） 

     门户类网站      腾讯网      校友录类网站     人人网     开心网    学习类网站 

     游戏类网站       其他（如有请说明） 

 

9 你平时上教育类网站吗？ 

A. 不太上； B.偶尔上；C.经常上 

 

10 你习惯在哪些网站了解教育，学习方面的咨询？ 

A.专业学科/教育类网站；B.门户网站的子频道；C.其他 

 

11 如果上教育类网站，你的主要目的是什么？（多选） 

     浏览有关教育热点事件的新闻     了解出国留学等方面咨询      查找下载能够提高学业水平的教

辅资料 

     查找提高外语，才艺水平等方面的课外培训信息     查找畅销书籍，音乐，电影的推荐信息 

     了解游戏，动漫，体坛，娱乐，休闲等方面的咨询     寻找志同道合的人，参与论坛讨论 

     查找有关学校师资力量，办学特色等方面的信息      遇到学业方面的问题和困惑，在网上寻求 

     解答和帮助 

     其他 （如有请说明） 

 

 

 

12 网上浏览教育信息时，你觉得比较欠缺的是什么？（多选） 

     不少网站对于教育新闻的更新不够及时   查找权威教育咨询不够方便   在线学校资料不齐全，

找到目标信息很浪费时间    多数教育类网站主要关注考试，招生等方面信息，感觉有些局限 

     其他 

 

13 在浏览页的过程中，那些因素会导致你放弃浏览更多页面？（多选 1 至 2 项） 

     网站的主题内容    网站的用户体验    网站的色调风格   网站的速度    其他 

 

14 如果有一个教育网站提供以下服务，你有兴趣积极参与的是什么？（多选） 
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     院系和班级聊天室    在线学习，在线模拟测试，模拟测试    可以远程查找资料的网络图书馆 

     给父母，同学，老师等好友送去祝福的互动类栏目    在网络空间里与同学，老师对学习难点等

问问题进行交流和讨论    

 

15 家长或老师对你的上网持什么态度或观点？ 

A.上网耽搁学习，禁止上网；B.上网对学习有促进左右，支持上网；C.假期可以上，上学时期不

能上；D.不支持也不反对 

 

 

 

第三部分 关于通用技术课程上课方式的调查（技术与设计必修） 

 

16 平日进行通用技术课程时所使用的教室类型是什么？ 

A.普通课室；B.通用技术实践室；C.根据需要确定教室 D.其他 

 

17 你对待通用技术课程的态度？ 

A.很期待上课，很有意思；B.没有意思，对我没有用；C.无所谓；D.其他（请说明） 

 

18 上课时老师是否利用电脑设施辅助课程内容？ 

A.几乎每次上课都使用；B.有的时候使用；C.不使用；D.其他（请说明） 

 

19 在通用技术课上，老师如何讲解技术设计过程？ 

A.照本宣科；B.加入书本上没有的实例辅助讲解；C.利用视屏进行讲解；D.使用模拟动画讲解；E.

其他（请说明） 

 

20 如何完成通用技术课上老师布置的作业？ 

A.查找资料后自己单独完成；B.在课堂上于同学讨论后完成；C.在网上与同学讨论后完成；D.其

他（请说明） 

 

第四部分 SNS 网站与学习通用技术课程调查 

 

21 你是否有注册过 SNS 社区类网站？如有，请选择（可多选） 

     人人网（校内）   开心网     QQ 空间     QQ 校友录 

 

22 上社区类网站的主要目的是什么？ 

     转帖     上传照片     写日记或者博客     建立讨论群，与朋友讨论一些有意思的话题 

    其他 

 

23 你对于在网络上成立学习小组，讨论或解决一些学习上的问题由什么看法？ 

     很好，是同学联系起来更加方便，克服地理上的不便     对学习上没有什么帮助    其他 

24 根据你现在使用的社区类网站，希望增加哪些与教育或者学习的功能（以通用技术课程为例）？ 

      在线测试       老师线上答疑解惑     模拟设计过程     最新的与设计有关的信息 

      其他 

 

Questionnaire example in scan version 
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